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THE THINGS UNSEEN.

We babble much of proof: let is talk less.
We can but prove the lesser, lower things,—

. MON

I

_ THings further from ust. when God's blessedness
An)
5
““Dwells.in:us, as the light, inde, it, brings
"An instant-recognition. How should I
Stand outside self (one little half within)
With

testing-rod in hand,

with

“ how”

|

“ why”

and

.

I SINAHV

On-the wise lip, and in this mood begin -

*

To measure out the half of self, and call

i

The weak resull the truth? Does not our need
That clamors most

“Pal

for the

Unknown,

which

|

=7

Declared at Athens once forever, plead
That, by its strong demand, its tears and cries,
Too near ourselves f6Pproof He ever lies?

Bem

to

~—London Spectator.

so soon

as

he

Creed and the

mission sta-

tion in the midst of a Vermont wilderness.
Its church is a primitive school-house
of the rudest construction. It was built

evidently
with a view of keeping. out..the..
‘winter storms and letting in the summer
sun, while its benches squared up at¥ight”
angles
give evidence that little beside
I
utility entered into the design of

the whole congern.

THe little mmission ‘is

only about three years old, and was the
thought of a. young clergyman who ** could
not find pastoral work enough to’do in his
own. parish” at the village of Island
Pond.
diet
Our ride from the village to St. Titus
one summer evening led us through a

country. as wild and: picturéSyque

well be imagined.

as can

All about us

and

ES

above us swept the mountain forests .of
Northern Vermont. Frequently the edge
of our pathway sloped abruptly down to
deep ravines, forming almost impassible
gulfs between us and the inountains which
rose precipitantly from their depths, while
far below us we heard the murmur of
rustic brooks as, checked by the wild and

tangled

undergrowth

and spanned

by

prostrate trees, they crept slowly on their
destined way. Everywhere as far as the
eye could reach, it.seemed to be uninhab-

itable wilderness.

But, now and then, at

some sharp bend of the road we came
upon a rudé dwelling in. the midst of a
. roughly cleared patch of land,or way up
on the mountain side we caught a ‘distant

glimpse of ~a bright green spot which
shone cut like an oasis in the midst of the

dense forest. . There in their little log
homes a few pioneer Vermont farmers
were beginning life after the good old
Adamic manner.
“You would hardly
have the “tourage, I suppose,” said my
friend as we drove along, ‘‘ to settle down

ed from the sale of swamp-lands, a portion

training of its teachers.

. EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH.
NORTH

CAROLINA.

following article front the Christian. Register, to which paper

it was

contributed

by Rev. A. D. Mayo:
;
“na document issued in 1879 by the
Department of Agriculture of North Car-

olina’ occur these words:

While the legis-

lature of Virginia has done nothing in
this direction, North Carolina has appro-

For its bearing on. a matter that is referred to on the éditorial page,we take the

‘On ‘North

Carolina soil was planted the first English
colony, on her soil was born-the first
child of English parents, and on her
soil was poured the first blood -as a libation to liberty. = Her provincial congress
Congress the

‘BY IDA HAZELTON.

repudiation, a meager school-fund. gather-

of the poll taxes, * fines, penaltiesy, and
Lords Prayer.
St. Titus, supported and sustained by forfeitures,”—even its-largest city, until
the church at Island Pond which is -itself two years ago, being dependent on the
still only a prosperous mission station, Peabody fund: for assistance,—it must be
is thekind of blessed service which the ‘confessed that the prospect for a vigorous
Holy Spirit is constantly putting into the public-school system is not brilliant.
points even amid
hearts of Christian people to perform, and | But there are bright.
that quiet evening service will long be re- this shadow-land ofépopular- intelligence.
called as one of the pleasant reminiscences The 1:gislature of North Carolina for the
last three years has recognized “the radiof a summer in Northern Vermont.
cal importance of some provision for the

was the first to declare to. the Continental

St. Titus i# an Episcopal

containing five thousand people, and but
eng city, Wilmington, of twenty thousand.
With the whole public system of finance

behalf

of a six

weeks’ summer normal justitute for white
and colored teachers, similar to'that held
the present year in Virginia. By the aid
of the Peabbdy fund, these institutes have

been held for the past three years. Three
hundred white teachers have assembled at
the university of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, and one hundred colored at Fayette-

ville. - Our best information reports the
same earnestness among teachers and in
‘structors here as we observedin Virginia.

Unfortunately, the university is still great-,
ly crippled for resources, although before
the war one of the inost flourishing in the

this: much

vexed

question be lugged: into that convention
at this crisis, by a negro? We have no

The

commonwealth,

indeed,

groes.
With all respect
for the exof | cellent worl still being done by, some of

consists of three separate States, each
which requires only the. application of

these agencies, it is useless to deny

educated indastry to make ita**great and

their ultimate object

prosperous. domain.

It is claimed

is

sectarian

that

propa-

"that

gandism. No man who knows the facts
the Yadkin River has a water-power=~sufwill pretend that North Carolina, or any
ficient to drive twice.as many spindles as Southern State in similar condition, can
now whirl in all the factories in America. be raised from its present educational
There
can be
little doubt that this eclipse by any such system. With all the
State may become the vineyard of the drawbacks of the public school, it is the
Atlantic slope by skilled cultivation. The only agency that can be relied upon to
vast mountain region of Western North lift the two millions of untaught Southern
Carolina

is

more

extensive

than - the

children and youth into a

White Hills, with several peaks towering

state “of even

sary and unreasonable that this question

should
ligious
reason
unless
tween

For God callsto the inhabitants

erin the town, ¢ Give mé thine heart!”
Yet how natural it is often for even the

Christian when away from the familiay
scenes of hig'church life, and out of hearing
of his own church bell, to" think that
voice of God is not quite

the

so importunate

and imperative in its call! How easy

Pa, when you go to the house, name that
‘wool, for Ido love a fuss.
And now I
ask in all common sense what can .grow

out of agitating the slavery question, but
prejudice and envy? Was that the object
this

Centennial

Conference?

I

am

much disappointed in my calculations.
I had supposed it was appointed for the
purpose of bringing together in full fellowship and harmonizing all the Free
Baptists North and South; and was’ rather anxious that the Southern
Baptist
Association should have a delegation
there. But from the proceedings of that
Convention we are not ready to come
together. Old political . and religious:
opinions prejudicial to the feelings of the
South, was breught up, which will beget

er Harrison to

take

their

modes in seeking

publicly

spiritual

of the

anxieties

own
people

they

must.complete trial of its vaunted superiority for two hundred and fifty years,
should be left ‘in the condition in which
we find them to-day.

But the time of recrimination has passed. The question now pressing upon
North Carolina is, How shall this magnif-

_ ‘The

sovereign

to-day

is_s the

‘petent‘at once to

development

and to

an

of

era

of

attract ‘thither

a

the

South

cnlightenment - of

dustry; and political

the

toleration, - depends

on that. _
—_—

a people com-

-inaugurate

want

.

masses of her people by the unsectarian
common school.
All progress in republican society, Christian charity, skilled in-

icent empire, still four-fifths a wilderness,

be placed in the hands of

+.

the namber of colored children ‘in -the
State is probably two-thirds that of the
whites ; that of these there was «only an

average attendance of 56,837 in 1879 ; that
the average length of the common schools
dn seventy-seven counties was: but nine
and one-fourth ‘weeks, and the average
‘salary of the 3,37 1 common school teach-

expended for education‘ih these seventyseven counties shows a average of less

brother

in the audience at such times if he

revolts

from either the expressions

or_the

bodily

exercise of this nervous but sinteré

young

We do not consider it

SOUTHERN
;
|. In
order

the Lord

an

in-

in

Bat what shall ‘we say

if

enable

us

who

“in. winning... souls?

although not

and always devoted

and

fervent.

‘has

ing!

Here, then, at

St.

Titus

we found,

to faithin Christ than any man of his day,

July.

$7,0p0

for each,

and for the

more

attention

more souls to -penitefjece

Mr. Moody not excepted.

the’

and

He mag not be

Ihave a full detail of the proceed-

_able to harvest his sowing, but these well-

ings of the meeting in the Morning Star,

and I am Kappy to say to you that I was

trained ministers have; and they are ready
to-bear the most unqualified’ testimony as

much pleased with the

to the extent and substantial

order

of the as-

character of

the work done.
Now, excellent note writsembling, organization, order of business,
conducting social and prayer meetings, er of the Congregationalist, what shall we
and especially of the introduction and do about it? Would you dare take the regreeting of ministers from England and sponsibility of saying to such a man
various other parts of the country. My ¢ Stop,” when" the- Spirit evidently “says

hedrt warmed within me when I read of

inspiriting

¢Go,and the unmistakable
presence attend him?”

whole

gb

.apparent.

house, and there in the dim illumination
we all, joined heartily in the pleasant

foremost men of

Yet it would

J

be unjust to hold the
any

of these

Southern

‘States wholly responsible for’ the*ignorservice, the minister's sermon being a ance of the masses of their"people. It can
short and practical one, as is usially the be shown that in every one of them, as in

case with an Episcopal sermon‘l am glad
to sdy, although I can not say as much for

safe land:

I felt the long

desired

time,

signs

of His
j

S000~
0-04

event

et
THE OCEAN FLOOR.
Hete is an endof all romance about hid-

large

below them, too often encouraged by the ‘pretty language to be used and eulogised

the name of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Ghost.” It was, indeed,a tender
scene ; the little infant all unconscious of

sectarian clergy, who are not yet heartily

by a national centennial F. W. B. General

enlisted in the vigorous support of the
common school. The isolation of country

‘Convention.

life irr a State like North Carolina is still
an almost insurmountable hindrance to an

In Job's day when the

effective ' system of popular education.
There are not ten villages in the State

goes to church, and when

the holy sign marked upon its brow by

‘the minister, that blessed sign with’
which the Saviour has marked every hu-

m
man brow and by which he claims the
Vik

@

\

4

i

‘Who would pretend to de-

gire a union of the ¥. B. North and South?
sons of

to worship, the devil was there.
tions meet he

is very

God

He still

large ¢onven-

apt to

be there.

av
wo

met

all

iid
~~

suc-

We have some

the Friend of India, a weekly newspaper
of many years’ standing and of great influence
in the best circles of Anglo-Indian society,

have

ducted b5 Christian missionaries.

and

has

be

would

a

hand

put a few thousands
dowment.

At

any

together

rate,

let

have

in

and

the

of *¢ tribute,” as the

Pope

-it.

could

be

pushed

+

Let

:

powers of

Boards for

years,

but it has come to be an accepted princi-ple that it must be done in each country,

mainly by the natives of that country.

No

‘foreigners

win

can

so

readily reach

and

-

departments

of

first

Star

issue

was

undenomi-

"says: —“

of our

We

©

have

a

.

journal starting "on an undenominatioisl basis
is sure to prove a failure, and that what most
people will be found to prefer, each for him-

friends: that

-

want

of the

soul

that’can.

4

not willingly offends

single religious. preju- -

“dice; but Christis working on a more com-prehensive basis than ecclesiasticism, andl js
|

our ambition to be co-workers wishiHim®.

, In the department of news the Star gives us *
weekly installments from many missions;e. f.,

the most efficient and economical workers.

Wesleyan;

In

all

ary ldbor,.natives have been found to be | The church of England, Baptist, Congiega‘tionalist, Lutheran,

Presbyterian, Methodist,

As fast as they have been converted andr
properly educated they have been, put to
work

in

various

departments,

God has called them to preach

and

and

come pastors they have done-good

In many lands the

climate is

be-

that

get its clear shining

none but natives can live fof any length
of time, and no others can work to any
lasting

advantage.

‘This

is

one

Christian public is deeply interested in the
of

Central

that region.

= Africa.

No body can live

there

to do; successful

ald, M. A, Principal of the
lege in Calcutta,

as this,

with fresh courage.

A
Rev.

at Harper's.

women

Ferry,

to

educate

and

to work in that field, and in other

parts of that great continént? -Surely,: we
can.not limit our

all the

| ie

work,

responsibilities

but

must

it brings

accept

with

2

je

and

x rh

SPEOIAL 0ALL,

John ©.

Foster,

of Downer’s Grove
the names ;

¢

of all workers and delegates of the late Christiun Commission, also all the members of the

than

men

ode

A Bow

lessons,
i

(near Chicago), Ill., desires to get

been provided with & steamboat by friends

work,

-

ranks of several
. One of them

Tuesitation Seaches Important
cheers every
toiler in heathe

He

of our

and

Its graduates bold places of

trust’ and influence im the
sects now working in India.

1861 it ‘was reported that 1500 persons had

May it not be a part

©hurch Col--

ugedtive

has:
recently addressed the Methodist
General
*Conterence in Cincinnati, aud i Now lecturing
in their churches in the United
‘States,
half-century’s recotd ‘ofthis great missionaThe:
ry |

ince, far up the Niger. He became interested in the people and after the business
of the expedition
was finished, gave himself to missionary work among them. In

river.

Fe

a ve

Prob.
ablyno missionary institution in the
t hase
doneSo -much- for - the promotion ofEn liberal
learning

work.

more

was

cheering review of the past fifty years,

Schoql in an=

now, though

light of Goa’

were made by European and ting dresses
The historical address’ by Reyedis S. McDon-

Leone, and, at length, in 1841, wert with
an exploring party back to his native prov-

and

the

padhyai, LL.D., called Duff’s first ‘convert,
occupied the chair, and stiriing
adresse

other locality. - He became a.
Christian,
received an education, taught at Sierra

in England

from

that city. The Rev. Krishtd Mohan Bandho-

1821 and
was res-

been converted under his labors.

Brahmo

fifty years since Dr. "Diff began his work in

of
per-

missionary

the

which * went before: them, till it came and
stood over where the yoang child was.”
:
The Free Church of Scotland has” held its
jubilee meeting in Caleutta this month,it being.

for
the

white man can long endure the climate

from

muy
it bring hope to the desponding and
guidance to the perplexed; and to those who
now know not the Saviour, may it, in after
years, be gratefully ‘remembered us the star

reason

why we must-have our Bible School
training native workers. Just now

sometimes

in periodical literature, and will wish it sue- -cess, We hope, as is so filly expressed by its
own columns, that the Star vn the East ma

service.

such

and

Somaj, the Hindu and Mahommedan commune
ities, and. the Theosophists. Your readers
“will pereeive that the project is quite unique

when

to

these sea mountains are two miles below: a- seventy years old, superintends the work
of fwenty-two native preachers and helpspilling ship, and the basing, according to ers
at nine. different ‘cations along the

creamy

from

parts of the world yet réached by mission-

the people as their own | kinsfolk.

cued and sent to a Mission

a tiny,

also

overleap the narrow limits of sect, and accept
the wider brotherhood established by Christ. “
We do not wish to interfere with any denomi- national interests, literary or other; we will |

Mission-

many

Its

draw from us for

The problem of christianizing the world
has taxed the inventive

and

impossible for long to retain the good will and!
the hearty co-operation of aff denominations of
Christians.
Our reply is, that we are aware of
the difficulty of the task, and do not deny the
possibility of failure, but that the experiment
is worth trying. If we fail, it shall not be
because our sympathies are not broad enough
to embrace the whole *church, but because
there are Christians who keep gloof or with

ped

ary Societies and

it

self,is something sectional : and that it will be.

as

‘THE RIGHT WAY.

\many

been wurned by some

us not be outdone in our benevolence by
the enforced charities of the Pope’s sub-

jects.

underlie

1 have said that the
national.

never before. Better still, if we would give
‘“as the Lord hath prospered us,” there"

would be'no lack in his store-house.

gave

tLy and counsel ;'and somen who are toiling
thousandg~gf miles apart from one another, .
may help to stimulate and cheer one another
in their holy enterprise.” Surely such a paper. with this good aim should prosper, and I believe it will eventually reach a large circula~ :
tion.

If,
we

on

that

missionary labor, will be sure to elicit sympa~-

would do what the Papist will do under compulsion our work

all parts of India

plexities that

With

he, will.
freedom

spirit

quently to us. - Unfettered discussion on methods of work, and frank statements of the per-

He gives who

and, practically, when
in the exercise
of our

The Friend I am glad

the

munication.
I
for those who want the.
light and ‘guidance that’ the experience of
others may supply, to write freely and fre-

in

will give, and every one gives whatihe

will,
now,

to

of work. ; I quote froni its first editorial: —
“The Star offers to be the medium of com-.

maintain-

calls

of

‘other lands, and discussing the best methods.

the payment

us it is a voluntary matter.

Both

sionary paper, dealing largely in fresh intelli-,
gence from

ance of his work. It is by. Systematic
Giving, the regular and frequent payment
of a small sum of money by every member
(so far as possible) of all the churches
under his jurisdiction. The plan is a good
one. It is just what we have adopted in
.|
our card system with such gratifying suecess. We have no ecclesiastical machine-

ry by which we can enforce

Review.

slidden, judging from its ‘recent references to
the memoirs of Duff and’ Wilson.
The Star in the East is to be a stirring: mis-

the last Star describing the new agency
by which the Pope is trying to gather
support

I may cite

birth, and thougha secular journal, gives us
each week a well assorted column of ‘missionaTy intelligence, besides sble editorials on religious themes. The Réview, I fear, has back-

last of May, 1881.

for his

Calcutta

\to say is still true

chapel done and paid for before the next
Anniversary, which will be held about the

funds

*

Serampore,
and the latterby Dr. Duff and ‘his

the

item

also . the

coadjutors in Calcutta.

for an en:

us.

He was stolen from his home in
ship'| put on board “a slave ship. He

Reeiug-are fifteen ‘miles deép, which, is
deep enough for drowning, if not for mystery.
The mountains are whitened for

.

these were originated by missionaries, the
former by the distinguished Dr. Marshman, of

an

Mytle Hall, and that these brethren should

-published. Nearly four years were given to.
the examination of the currents ang floors’
.of the four great oceacs of the world. The
Atlantic,
we are told, if drained, would be

af ‘miles;
dy

:

doing this, however, let me remind your readers that some of the best periodicals British

building the chapel, as-we did in . building

|: race

thousatids

as

India has known were launched and long con-

persons

The whole ccehn floor is now ‘mapped out
for us. The report of the expédition gent

Virginia, from the first, a powerfal body
of eminent men have always realized this West Va., and the boasted F. F. V.’s
‘a vast plain, with a mountain ridge in ‘the’
.| great disability, and labored in good faith were there with their blue blooded middle, rannipg parallel with our coast.
the preliminary service.
di
.The families of the woodsmen were all to.overcome it. The real obstacle to pop- ‘wives and daughters.
She’ says‘ ““ and - Another range crosses it from Newfound-.
in this’ region has always you would have supposed yourself in a land to Ireland, on top of which runs a
represented : the women, neatly dressed ular education
and,quietly intent on"the service, and best been the stolid indifference of the majority religfous meeting, but for a few dusky submarine cablé. The ocean is. thus di»
i
A
w
of all, the children with their eyes full of of the well-to-do people to any movement faces sitting oft in the gallery, permitted vided into three ‘great basins—no longer
soft, wondering looks, and—yes, even that promised the elevation of the classes 'to be there by their mastefs.” This, is “unfathomable 'depths.” The tops of

the baby to be christened and baptized * in

and

accuswhere

It would

if five

better that we should

evangelization

had come when there would be no more
Northern or Southern Free-will Baptists; | out from ‘Londen in her majesty’s
but all would be one in Christ. But alas! ‘4 Challenger,” has recently been
there was & paper ‘read by a lady (as they
called her) which stated’ that twenty-five
years ago she was. taken to church in

having

pects of this new enterprise, but, having seen
several numbers, I may say afew words about
its position, platform and promises.
Before

the

beside our: own little company of wor: 000 children of the city of Boston,—the | with them ; and my heart warmed” up den ocean depths. We can speculate no manently but negroes, and full-blooded
shipers from the village, these few scat- reason why only one-filth of the old until I felt myself almost "at the gate of longer about perils in chambers of pear], negroes at that. Ope such man, Samuel
tered ones for Whose benefit the mission North State, afier two hundred and fifty Paradise and felt that I very soon would or mermaids, or heaped treaspres, and Crowther, now Bishop
- Crowther, has
had been planted. ‘Each
man
had years, is out of the woods,” becomes go up and greet/ those old ‘veterans in phe dead men's bones ‘whitening in coral caves. proven the capacity of at least one of his
brought with his prayer.book a rustic
lantern,
the only means of lighting the

granted

laid_the

fathers, who,

them the Rev. Robert Robinson, son of a distinguished missionary, and the other ‘the Rev.

ple opportunity for the rest of us to help
with our smaller donations.
It may be

He

tendance of the General Conference, Cen-

drawing

good work, - Thank God for his grace

‘our honored

Baptists of the liberal English school, one: of

come forward with anjofferingof a thousand dollars apiece for this hew chapel at
Storer college. There would still be am

brilliant,
.‘He

most judicious ministers, he has been

and

see

this paper should. suit ‘all of your readers,
The Star in the East, and it is published
every Saturday in Calcutta. Though entirely
undenominational, the present editors are both:

the

rejoice that the work

begun in this direction.

pious boy, faithful at his stud-

instrument of awakening

in

would. Ve

bless this brother, and ‘to -m8ke him, in
some places, eminently, beyond "all prece-

ies in Wilbraham,

should

true, as faithful, as self:forgetful

who can do so, and we believe - they wonld
be greatly blessed in many. ways if they

are

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Dear Brother—No ‘doubt, you are in
possession of the full proceedings and at-

tennial meeting, held at Weirs, N.-H.,

they have given hundreds.

somewhat fastidious to feel that the suc“cess of evangelical labors is not of the instrument but of the Spirit) chooses to’

was.a good,

FREE BAPTIST JENTIMENT. ~
that our readers
'inay

or manners

a hesitation

(perhaps to

years

PYesent position ine all

educational institutions, are now being gath=
ered home. May we who-foltosy them be as

and to give

hundreds where they have been
tomed to give tens, and thousands

Not a féw of our own

dent, - successful

§

the 17 ministers ( whose ages averaged
seventy years) some of whom had been
commonwealth 1éss than half a million, .in the work fifty years, all on one .plator one-third the sumexpended on the 50,- form together. .1 wished myself “there

there is nothing in his surroundings to | “than
draw his thoughts up to a higher Be:

things for the Master’s cause,

HOW THE POPE DOES IT.

We canwnly say, no

this direction.

hundred

‘broad, deep foundations of our benevolent and

the

hearts of our wealthy brethren to do

, Many of our readers noticed an

of any other church need linger a moment

of Mr. Harrison.

Heaven give us faith and fervor for

us far in advance of our

true;

push

ad-

ministers and people have

(

build is

to

worse
thou-

lowed by them all.

the

to

breaking up. ,We shall look
papers giving a full account of
may now be considered fairly
second century of work and

it! Surely another

been hoping for a long time that the .spir-

the

Virginia and

after

able

the time

it of the'Lord would begin to move

sand, which is mentioned as a special element of offense, than three
hundred,
or

evangelist.

growth.

: |

Camp-meeting is

W. Norris, pastor of the Circular Road Chap-Lord. Where can we better apply a. portion of our centennial gifts than on' Camp - el,—both of them- men of intellectual ability
7
Hill which has already become a center of and executive energy.
It is perhaps too early to speak of the .prosstrong and helpful influences?
We have

religious

to arouse

dress. It certainly can not be any
to permit him to speak before three

even thirty.

is

be thankful and make an offering unto

when we permit such young men as Broth-

churches to accept the modes

Carolina,

weare

with just a® reasonable effort, the funds
will be forthcoming. The year is crowned
‘with abundant harvests. The hum of industry fills the air with music.
Labor is
in demand and brings fair wages.
Let us

this fact; and, sooner or later, the e ample of Virginia and Georgia will be fol-

it ers only $22.14 per month ; that the sum.

might seem to be to forget God, just as the
woodsman is in danger of doing when

believe ; that

July 98,1880. 8

about some wool, work to a speedy completion admits of no- cessful.
Tg
]
was named, they doubt. Let us pass the word along the
The present-month chroni¢les the birth of a
after a. while it
new religious weekly, which I venture to preas it had not been line and rally the helpers everywhere. dict will gain and hold a high place in our
|
If
only
each
one
will
do
what
he
cin,
So one day the
The name of
was at work in what she can, without undie exertion, Indian periodical literature.

rel and of the wool, and said to his father,

of

probably . just
eagerly for the
its doings. We
started on our

is crippled without it we fully

ips field, and the boy thought of the quar-

and his wife falling out
and every time wool
had a big quarrel. , But
seemed to be forgotten
named for a long #ime.
man with his little son

the

-| one); and last year there were only
- promising beginnings of agriculture.
It was for just these isolated souls in 153,534 of them at school, with an average
the woods and on the mountain” that the attendance of but 93,951. -Let.us educate.
mission of St.© Titus had been estab- our people!” When: we consider that

of the wilderness as he does to thevdwell-

the school

‘DARJEELING, INDIA,

wr

The General Conference

to decide and to begin to act. ' That the
chapelis greatly needed
we all know ; that

that) now

decisive argument against the old system
‘of Southern slave-labor is that States like
North

|

is. the time to thivk,

of a circumstance I once heard of a man

dispensable requirement for" our hearty
fellowship with our brethren of other

Indeed,

INDIA LETTER.

REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
r——

thingor not. "Now

have been introduced into that reassembly. I can see no possible
for such a question to be mooted
to cause’ a wider separation beNorth and South.! It reminds me

tolerable enlightenment. The Southern
people are already beginning to realize

above Mount, Washington.

BY

--

slaves now, the battle is fought and the:
THE NEW CHAPEL. ,
hig
victory gained.’ No thought of ever enDo you all hear? The brick-makers are
slaving the negro” again. But in this religious convention, there is a great fuss. at work for it'and the quarry-men are at
made about the treatment of the negro ‘work forit! Are we all at work, too?
race, South.
Pray, sirs, why do
you ‘Some are, no doubt, and some mean to be
not invite them North? I must confess at it soon)and some, we fear, have hardly bethat, to my mind, it seems very unnecesgun tg think whether they would do’ any-

no affectation about him, is simply himvaluable class of immigrants ? The key- know the sentiment that actuates the I self—yery nervous by constitution—is one
on a place like this, giving your note in ‘note of this great movement was lately / Free Baptists in portions of the South, we" of theft sincere and simple-hearted of
promise that you ‘would pay for it all, in struck by a leading journal.of the State, insert the following article which ap- men, ready to receive advice, and as much
the Raleigh Observer, in "this significant pears as a communication, addressed to the surprised as anybody at the results attendtime, from the products of your farm?”
Not unless I had a longer lease of, life statement ; ¢ We know there must be 300,- Editor, in the last number of the Baplist ing his humble efforts. In Washington
D.C, in Philadelphia, ‘and in many places
000 white children in South Carolina,
than is ordinarily given to the human
Review, of No. Carolina :
3
in connection with our wetl-educated and"
Jn
wace, I thought
as I looked at these un- ‘between the school-ages (six and twenty-

lished.

CONDUCTED
i

to South. . Yet, following the good example
absolve their allegiance to the British of Virginia, this State university has put coldness and dislike, in the hearts of the
Crown ; and, in Mecklenburg County, the itself most heartily in line with the com- Free Baptists Scuth.
- ELr1s GORE.
first declaration of independence was mon school.
{
+404
made.” Much more to the purpose, this
It is evident thatin North Carolina a
THE
OTHER
SIDE.
interesting document gontains a full ac- | great field is open for the proper applica~Last
week
we
printed
a brief extract"count of the vast resourcesof the State. tion of aid from abroad... We do not realfrom the Congregationalist® ériticising the
It is difficult for a native of the crowded ize the intensity of the conflict in such a
districts of the North to realize the vast- State between the rival systems of Ameri- style and manner of a young Methodist
.preacher, whose public performances had
ness of these great Southern States or the can education. Every evangelical relig- attracted that pager’s attention to him.
strangely primitive condition of their de- ious sect at the North, in bad imitation of self. Referring to the matter Zion's Her-velopment.” Although contaiving nearly the Catholic programme, is now rushing ald of Sept. 2. says:
i
the population of Massachusetts, forty into this vacant Southern field to establish
i The Congregationalist thinks we ‘put
thousand of the fifty thousand square what virtually amounts to the parochial the ardent charity of our brethren of other
miles of North Carolina are still buried in system of schools, especially for the ne- evangelical orders to too great a strain,
forests.

readiness of her people

priated $2,000 a year in

Now-I ask why should

~

MISSION WORK,

=

for his own, if they will, and that mother
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| Sanitary Commission, and of the Chaplains

23

of the Federal and Confederate forces of the

ate war, Please send your names, -as - above
on a postal card and state your place of \work.
office or rank, brigade an
Librn!

I Ney ¥iee, ‘The late
ne © reunion.
Tew regiment,
and when
of the Christian
'ommission at
Chautiuqua was a |
‘Success, and some valuablopve, ant

ordered for’ distribution. * A, committee is
gelring preparations fora grand reunion: next
vg
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I. The worth
of temperance principles

i
2
*
Tomavanications.

T

15, 1880.

.

rs

Sorel,
eg or do
econdly, Tortdon’t forget
neglect thet
pet no more
the | it gives
more than than jtit hashas aa rightright to] a.
a
poor. They have enough to-bear, without | claim. It crowds nothing out of its place, | 3 womD ABour THE CONFERENCE,

feeling thatthe minister does not call on it places nothing wrong. It sees *‘a huBY REV.Y.2E. OWEN,
folks. Let no one have occasion to say man soul divine” in every child of man.
II. Vows and pledges of total Rhste)
.
The
late
*
Sabbath-School Lesson.* ~-Sept. 26,
Conference at Weirs mad
that. Special attention should be paid to In the distribution ‘of fatherly Bifis, nog
nenee are the guard of virtue.
e .a
+ BY REV. CHARLES N. SINNETL.
fow deep impressions upo
(Optional Lesson.)
n my mind. I
those
who
are
in
affliction.
=
Sickness
one of the gredt brotherhood is omitted. did
III. The blessing of God, is promised
a.
not intend- going, for I did
not think
I have long been pleading with one and Jdeath ‘enter every ‘dwelling. And Ivis the great sacred ‘ order” of the
to obedient children.
| QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PHOF. J. A. HOWE.
I should enjoy the meeting.
I ‘expected
$ Iv. The law of God is tofal Ash whom I earnestly desire might become 3 sympathy with, them at such times may world, embracing in its creéd all- that is there wou
ld be so much of “the * Gre
true friend of the Saviour. *1 once sug do them great good. If they are not. pure and peaceable and of good repute.
at-is. *
‘| nence.
fr
© (For. Questions see Lesson Papers.)
Diana-of-the-Ephesians” spir
it, that my
V.
Blessings will come to’ those . who gested to him that it might be the opposi- ‘Christians, it may open their hearts to re- While all are regarded’ with special infirst impressions would be unf
avorable, I
tion of others which kept him from the ceive instruction, and they may be won terest, the smallest right and ¢laim of the
TOTAL ABSTINENCE.
obey his law.
:
did not take my wife with me,
but wait‘truth. And his reply was one which may to Christ. If Christians, may be Jet to a smallest are held sacred. It must follow,
;
y
h
©
:
DAILY READINGS.
‘be clearly read in many a life, No, the higher plain of Christian life, and greater | then,)that in the very necessary organiza- ed a day before sending for her.
10
CHRISTIAN
TEMPERANCE
The flexibility of feeling which
Vow of the Nazarite. Num. 6:1—8.:~
the sneers of the world do not ‘keep me activity in the cause of God. No specific tion of churches and societies, this princiseemed
3
WOMEN.
Self-subjugation.. 1 Cor. 9: 19—27.
to
pervade most minds gave me such
not care rules can be laid down for such cases, ple must be first and fully regarded. This
g
ave you done all in your power to from becoming a Christian. Ido
Fruits of the flesh or spirit. Gal. 5: 13-26.
home feeling that my aversion was: gone
Ti Temperance enjoined. ~ Titus 1: 1-16.
secure the ado ption of the open ‘Sunday, for them, for, when I make up my mind to but words of sympathy are always ap-. is the ** leaven that leaveneth the whole
before I was aware of it. I was happily
Temperance and health. Dan. 1: 1-2].
the lastin the quarter, 'as temperance day? anything, soberly and clearly, I am one ‘propriate, and Christ may be presented Tump. It is the imperative. duty of the
Intemperance and reveling. Esth, 1:12.
disa
ppointed in this direttion.
:
:
If there is a Woman’s Christian Temper- to stick to that decision.”
asone whose heart is full of compassion pulpit to proclaim this truth, and it is the
S. Total abstinence. Jer. 35: 1-19.
Then
the earnest devotion which char.
* And then this ‘one who had ospronied for suffering humanity, and as able and most evident Christian insubordination in
ance Union in your place and. it has not
acterized the social
gatherings was a
| GoibEs TEXT: Dorr. not him
with
an active committee to attend to this 80 little heed for ‘what the world might willing to make deep afflictions yield the pew to reject it. But it may be refeatu
f thy Jagat;hy Jor whom - Christ died.” Rom.
re which I did nbt look for, but
work, will you not see that such a “one think of him wrote these lines: «When I peaceable fruits of righteousness. In markéd, that the people gladly“ welcome
which I very much enjoyed.
To - ‘my
left the city, nearly five years ago, I'had sudden bereavements, the shock - muy be such truth.
is appointed at once
It is the opposite that is remind
it was one of the most hopeful. feat.
Jer, 35 : 1— 1; 18, 19,
just
money
enough
to
pay
my’
fare
to
F.
If there be no Society among the women,
so great as to unfit the afflicted’ ones to jected, as a rule.
“The common peowill some woman in her own Sunday- So, when I got home, I had no money, receive instruction, or words of consola- ple ‘heard him gladly.” The common ures the meeting presented. Such ear.
' Notes and Hints.
school, if it has no systematic temperance
and I had gone to a poor place. I made tion. At such times, we can commit them people are generally..the real thinking nest petitioning the Throne of Mercy for
moral resemblance to the Captain, for the
The word which came unto-Jeremiah.”
instruction try to.induce the Superiuten- a solemneresolve to have money!
to de- to Gad, in fervent, tender prayer. :
people. ‘It is, after all, painful to conimbuem
ent of power, for the efficiency of
“Word” is here used in a comprehensive dent of the same to give this day once a vote all my energies to that one idea!
I
The pastor should watch the effect of template, how the style and sanction of
sense.
It means the same as the truth or quarter or some other, or a part thereof,
have done so for five years. IL feel proud his sermons upon his people, and if he- many churches repudiate this second the ministry, for the strengthening of the
teaching. “ *“ From the Lord.” The Lord to temperance.
| of the work, and think th4j I have a just finds that any one of thé impenitent is grand item of Christian faith. If there is membership, all’ combined to render that
one of the most enjoyable features of the”
is a Spirit everywhere present, always
Further, will you report to the chair- ||| right to ‘be. I. knaw that religion is a sffected by the ‘truth, special attention. one common brotherhood of man, the
* near the human spirit, and exerting an man of the State Committee for Sunday- | good thing to have. Bat, with al] due should be given to such cases. He should gay and gorgeous churches deny it in Conference to me.
“The ever-present spirit of ‘grateful recinfluence on it. When the human spirit school temperance work. Mrs. W. H. ||respect to you, ‘bread and butter’ are present truth appropriate, and watch the their practice. "This doctrine’is opposed
ognitio
n of God, and® what
- is receptive, hungering and thirsting for Stickney, East Brownfield,
what is being" | better for'me.
he had
I hear you say, ‘have effect, from Sabbath to Sabbath, and seek to cold formalism.
It-has the warmth of
the will 6f God, he makes manifestations done in your-school in any way?
both. Many men do. Why not you? on early opportunity for personal con- a vigorous und active life. For the pul- wrought for the denomination, instead of
to it that otherwise he could ‘not. The
I find many schools are giving this | I will tell you why.- Many men make versation, which should be brought about, pit to deny, it or preach-another. doctrine the self-glorification which I expected to
observe, impressed me very favorably.
¢ prophets opened their hearts to God, and: open Sunday to temperance but. not | gold their ‘idol. Idomot. I only wish if possible, witho
being particularly: instead, is general heresy,
=."
:
But. the ‘one God- honoring act of the Con.
he mdde known to them his will.
< Je- through the influence of any local effort, .| money for.its purchasing. *power.” .Ah, sought for.
I have known souls saved in
5%,0.
00
RBS
ference was its position against Sabbath
and that mest of them do not think about [that
|
hotakim.”
The date of his reign 'is 608—
is the truth at.last from’ one who that way. Special seasons of religious
%
597, B. C. He was carried captive into reportibg the same.
A QUARTERLY MEETING.
: desecration. I feared the pressure would
said that he cared not for the opinions ot interest bring great responsibility upon
_| proguce weakening, but was. greatly
Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar.
Thié next open Sunday in the quarter | men.
And he continues his letter, ** You the pastor, and pastoral work becomes
BY REV. E. M..COREY.
strengthened in my faith 4in the stamina
“The house of the Rechabites.” . Re- comes Sept. 26. Please; reportas early can buy anything and _ everything now, if indispensable
to success.
Great care
The children of God came together to of the denomination
chab was the father of Jonadab who, gave
from the inflexible
in Oct. as possible to Mrs. Stickney in you only have money enough. Some should be had to secure deep convictions
the commandment of total abstinence order that she may make her State report rich men, for a certain’ amount of’ cash, cf the sinfulness of the heart and an in- sit in one of the Lord's arbors for a little position assumed and maintained upon,
from wine to his children.. The house or to me before the Nat. Con. in Boston, ean get the biggest piece of jobbery telligent, and full surreudér of the will to time. A heavenly breeze blew from the that very important matter of Christian _
land above and refreshed the tired pil- ethics.
, tribe
might more properly have been
Oct. 27. - She will furnish the blanks if through Congress.
And how does he do the will of God. Some will need to be
grims. The preachers loved the Word
-—
2b
’ called the | « Jonadabites. nes
‘desired.
.
Aan
an oo
it? Simply by buying up Congressmen encouraged with great tenderness to beof God, for every sermon sparkled with
« Tato the house of the Lord.” Into
If every woman in the State who de- to vote for it.”
lieve in Christ and cherish hopes at once, apt quotation and. “dripped with the
~ WITHHELD STATISTIOS.
some one of the rooms attached to the sires the overthrow of the drink traffic
Oh, that thirst for gold, that applauge while others will need to be cautioned
How it would startle some of our con:
temple. 1 Kings 6:5. ‘And give them will do all she can to forward
®he Sun- may be gained, that power may be won, not to take up with a false ho pe, but urg- blood of the Lamb.” How good these gregations to have the pastor follow the
sermons
are,
although
preached
by
men
wine to drink.” This command has. some day-school temperance ‘work and report how often that is the ‘deep, underlying ed to dig deep, and lay up a good foundareading of the. annual report of his,
parallel in that given to Abraham to offer the result, Tam sure our hearts- will be |motionin hearts :which feel that the | tion for the time to come. They. should. | who realize ‘only from $200 to $400 a
np Isaac. God knew what course “would made to rejoice and be glad. ‘Many have opinions of men have but little power be instficted not to seek for happiness, year as” their support.” “These” are he -ehutah with a few- -of thé withheld statistics, ——
somewhat after this sort:
Of the thirtybe pursued by those whom he proposed: 4 temperance lesson provided in the reg- over them! And the results are plainly but for duty, and to make a full conse-ra- roes that live in much privation, but they
two who have joined our church the past
toil
willingly,
and
their
sermons
are
born
to make use of as examples of righteous ular course. The teaching of this is just seen in these words which 1 have quoted, ‘tion of heart and all to God, and trust: him
year, I find that five of those who came
conduct. Had there. been any doubt what we most desire. For those who do from a young man without strong faith in for results. Peace and joy will come in in the travail of heroism.” God loves
these humble men, and gives them many’ 1in on.profession have unmistakably fal:
about the adherence of the Rechabites to not, a temperance Jesson leaf has been God, and having but.little confidence in the path of duty.
:
while of
joys. Therefore full-orbed glory is some- len into former evil ways,
their principles God would.not_ have giv- prepared, and can” be obtained of Miss men, feeling that tricks, and gold, ‘and
—————
those
who
were
received
by
letter,
three
times
suggested
by
thei
speech.
.
God
en theth this command.
Julia Colman, 298 Eighth st, Brooklyn, N bribes, win the highest posts in our
‘leads them to the diffinest ‘thoughts. were certainly lacking in good characs¢ Then Tiook ... . the whole house of Y., price 50 cts. per hundred.
THE
PULPIT
AND
THE
PEW.
Concert world. Inother days his were clear ideas
Their fingers then touch deftly the soul, ter in the churches they left, although by.
the Rechabites.” The tribe could not exercises have also been prepared for of right. - He had one of the best of
BY J. W. BARKER.
and awiken strong desire for a better the record they were in * good and regu~
;
;
——
have been! numerous ;; for the chambers
those Sundays— price the same.
mothers to impress such lessons on his
lar standing.’ One of our elders is popus
life
and quicken them to action.
:
of the temple where they were assembled
No. 2...
Pastors and Superintendents will con- mind and heart! And since such agheart
larly
reported to have swindled a neigh** The rock that is higher than 1” is
were small. Their father Rechab lived fer a favor, by either appointing a lady as this has fallen so low, strayed
implies the
far | The *¢ Fatherhood of God
bor
outrageously
in a notorious business
their
theme.
Human
life
is
|
elevated
and
#about 300 years “before. « Igdalah, a as temperance Sec. to’ report work done from Christ, very important it is that most filial obedience on the part of his
transaction. We have lost one of our
founded
on
that
which
is
everlasting.
man of God.” The phrase ‘“man
of in the S. S. or reporting themselves what we all should cling closely to ‘the hand of children. And obedience to the known
more prominent members by his’ transfer
' Surely, Bro. Kerr, thou knowest Jesus.
_ God,” in the Old Testament, usually des- is being done.
mS our God, lest we be seeking for the things’ laws of God must, of course, promote the
“to
the county jail on conviction of crime.
bro.
Doyle
speaking
on
**
True
Disciple..._ ignates a prophet.
Deut. 33:1; 1 Kings
"This has been a year of the right hand which speedily perish, courting the tran- general good of the human
family ; |
A careful examination of our record has
Fi
ship”
causes
tears
to
flow.
For
niany
"12: 22; 2 Kings 4: 7
a
of the Most High in this line\of work. sitory notice and praise of men.
hence, we repeat, the pulpit that does
years he has laboréd among “the people convinced me that tully one-third of our
- “The keeper
of the door.” Literally,
the The open. Sunday left for temperance,
not
most certainly and emphatically
Patten, Me.
members can be counted
on the ‘ dead:
keeper of the’ vessel.” Grotius thinks once-each quarter, many feel is the great- |
preach this doctrine, must be held to the ! and they love him.
head’ list. They do ngthing in the line a
Next
comes
the
crowning
glory.
of
all
* that he was a keéper of the money given est gain that has come to ourweause in all |
indictment of very certain and general
{ Christian work in public, the «Testimony of Christian activity. As to their éxamfor supplying the wants of the temple these years. The providing of- ‘temper- |
heresy.
PASTORAL WORK:
ple, they are not bad fenough to be a
and’ for yotive offerings. There were ance lessons in the regular course is no |
And, growing out of this cardinal Meeting. How richis the wéb of truth warning to the outside ‘world; nor good |,
BY REV: D. WATERMAN.
W.
now-woven
by
many
hands.
‘What
eloseven such keepers.
It may
1
mean, howless important. The half of this glorious |
principle‘ ‘of the pulpit, came tie. doptrie
enough to be taken as a pattern by anyNO 2.
‘ever, somé custodian of the chambers of work will not be told, but, dear Christian
of the * brotherhood of man.”"
Indeed quence is found in these simple recitals. body—in or out.
Our benevolent contrithe temple.
workers, help let the people learn ‘what - In this article I propose to'notice: some itYis the glory and grandeur, of the gospel Heart throbs to heart. These are the butions look pretty well for our numbers,
We are - lift* Pots full of wine and cups.” Jars were is being done in your own sghool. God's things to be avoided.
thiat God hath made of the blood all men pulsations of life in Christ.
We should avoid being abrupt in in-. to dwell under the face of heaven. How- ed. above the world now. The truth but I learn that fully one-tHird of their
“ »then used for pitchers. Jeremiah had’ no blessing will: be according to our faith
whole amourit has been given by four
- difficulty in getting the wine. Drink ye and effort.—Lucia IL. F. Kimball, for troducing religious conversation;-lest db | ever scientists may speclilate in regard cleanses our minds. Thegood prevails
and that of the other members
"should be repelled; so also we should
the head of persons,
“wine.” Notice that he is not tempting" Woman's Gris Temperance Union.
to the common origin of man, howmueh- in us. * Blessings aréjupoun
of
the
church,
more tif one-half gave
avoid
the
Just,
DN
being
drawn into a light, frivolous soever: « evolution” may seem to” modify
them to drink, for they would not be
Jess
to
religious
causes than they pay .
“We
sing,
Ww
echout
In
gladness,
gossiping
conversati
on,
which
too
many primitive ideas and principles, it is easy | ~
tempted. He knew his men. When we
BOYS AND SMOKING.
‘We weep, we sigh, but not in sadness,” “toward public amusements,
while there
delight in, and "Which unfits “Pastor and to say, * God created the heaven and the
know as he did, and are commanded of
A fimely note of’ warning is sounded people for serious
are
not
a
few
familié
£8
Which
give more
Lo,
God
is
in
this
place.
Bright
gems
contbmplation./ It may earth and all things therein.” Itis easy
“God as he was,we may do as he did and by the New York Zimes against the
b3
of,
fact,
of
real
sainthood,
of
exquisite
please
for
a
moment,
hut” “can not profit. ] to say ¢“ God made man.” And inasmuch
motgin.
But now our Lord says ¢ wée growing evil of smoking among boys. - It
unto the man by whom the offence” (or states that. careful experiments lately It seems irreverent to say, that pas- as the maker must be greater than the joy, of knowledge of salvation, flash,—
tors should “avoid -obscene or
Wnchaste things made, it is not - difficult to accept precious stones’ upon an imperial robe of of the tobacco bills of the congregation is
~occasion to fall) cometh.”
‘made by a physician of repute prove ‘that
twice and three-eighths‘the amount given
:
anecdotes
or remarks, yet sad as Vit may : this simple theory, without" wandering honor to Chhist.
“« We will drink no wine.” They had the practice is very injurious.” .Of thirty- |
by the church to home and foreign mis“
Life
is
a
vapor.”
We
are
taught
toseem,
there
is
occasionall
y
a professed| away, into the metaphysical ang. Qoubtful.
taken a vow not to drink. They -had five boys, aged from .nine to fifteen, who
signed a pledge. They had adepted to had been in the habit of smoking, in minister of Christ, whose conversation jn The *¢ brotherhood of may” embraces all night the ever needed lesson of the disap- sions combined.” . Such a supplement as
“the letter the principle of total abstinence. twenty-seven he found obvious «hurtfal families they visit is 80loose that vir- in the common family. “It denounces all pointing nature of this world. It is like this, in kind and in degree, according to
could
be
"This to please their father; « all "the effects; twenty-two had various disorders tuous people are . disgusted with them, caste and conditions not based upon the the fog that seems so.dense and solid a the particular community,
little
distance
away,
and
yet
when
“we
truthfully
made
in
many
a
church
where
and
gladly
avoid
their
company.
more should we do.the same to please our of the circulation and digestion, palpitaSuch truth of common brotherhood. = dt recogreach that spot it has vanished ; ' we can the annual report last presented is spokFather” Notice the value of fixed prin- tion of the heart, and more or less crav- ministers never ought to enter, the sacred nizes a stronger tie than conventionalism.
not
grasp it. Its seeming reality. is far, en of as *‘ every way encouraging. "—S.
ciples. See the safety of those who are ing for strong drink; and twelve had’, pulpit. They. are a disgraceto’ the min- It oversteps the boundaries.” of ‘ orders”
on
again.
So man in worldly ways seeks S. Times.
|
istry,
and
ought
to be expelled. "The
pledged to abstinence.
**-Commanded slight ulceration of the mouth. = All Were
and ““ clubs.” Itis broader in its. prinES CRE
conversation in pastoral visits Should be ciples than color or race. 1t is not bound- for joy but never finds .ifs The piqneer
u$ saying, ye shall drink no wine” What
DRUDGERY
A DELIGHT.
swings
his
ax
in
hope
of
joy
when
his
regarded as confidential, and ° telling one ‘ed by mountains or seas. The brotherled Jonadab to make this command, what
But
there
i
is
nathing
in any hope of
fieds
are
cleared,
his
barns
are
built,
and
family
the
conversatio
n we haye had Togd ¢f man is not the special doctrine of
indecency, what crithe, what povetty, what
with another, shouldgenerally “be avoid- party; it is even stronger than spesial a luxurious home erected. But when his personal gain which so ennobles service,
misery, what manhood ruined, wine had |
. “One of the worst effects is: thie provo-*
dreams are realized then joy has flown. so renders drudgery a delight, as the fact
‘brought into the family of Jonadab, we cation of an appetite for liquor, .which, ed, especially if it is the personal ex- ecclesiastical bonds.
It embraces th
hat seems far ahead in new hopes, other
that that service—drudgery though it may
knew not. He had some provocatien to indeed, is not confined to the young, but perience and convictions of one who is great-doctrine of human rights. And. it
be—is for the wellire and happiness,or
is
Jmfbrts
and
larger
properties,
Only
contemplating
entering
upon
a
religious
give this law, and most likely it came
which grown perons are better able to
can not. mistake in this, respect. The
istian joy is real.now.
This * Tree” at the call,of one whom we love. A young
manage.. Where boys drink to excess? life, but ‘is not publicly - committed to special claim of every bréther to a Fathrough some dreadful experience.
;
man who would piieryise think it, quite .
“ Neither ‘shall ye build houses.” The they are almost invariably smokers; and such a course. They will tell their pas- ther’s” kind consideration and care, is bears fruit for profitable meditation.
it is ‘very rare to find a man over food of
The
great
stone
building
on
the
rock
Rechabites came from the Kenites, the spirits’ who is not addicted to tobacco.
tor privately, what they feel, but if he clearly recognized.” None so weak, none
descendants of father-in-law Of Moses.
1 tells it to others they may keep their own so poor as to be banished from the loving |doth stand the flood, while that house = street, or to call Tike an expressman
Judges1: 164: 11, 17; Ex. 2: 16-21. The |
secrets, and confide nothing more to him. Father’s household. “Indeed, the weak that%eems equally stable falls, because it to gather packages from several points"
"ancestors of the family were shepherds;
He has destroyed his inure with them, and helpless may press a little nearer to is founded on the sand. Only fools build along the way, would be only too glad to’
on the sand.
do all this for a young lady whose favor,
not agriculturists. It is probably that
and perhaps with others.
Personal con- the Father's heart of love.
The Chzistian life is the fruitful vine, | he. vas seeking, especially if she were by
this was the reason for this requirement.
versation
with
the
children,
in
presence
The Groat increase of. saokiag among
When the pulpit has any special refer-’
“ That ye may live many
days.” Not boys in recent years is one of the alarm- of each other, or their parents, on the im- ence to worldly wealth, as a recommend- laden with delicious grapes, rich; ripe, ‘his side'meantime. There is no limit to
that these habits would pFolong their ing tendencies of our time! There ought portance of personal piety, is not gener- ation to‘heavenly consideration, when it and rare. They are glorious virtues all a true friend’s readiness tos make efforts
once to. be inaugurated a vigorous antilives, but that, if they obeyed the wish attobacco
ally advisable, a few brief remarks to says to the poor brother sit thou here in filled with love. = Abide in Christ and ye and sacrifices in evidence of his friendcrusade throughout the land,
Ship. He has .no thought of drudgery
of their father God would prolong their
| them will be better received and more’ a low place, and to the rich brother,* shall fruitful be.
‘4-0-4
Bro.
Cutler
speaks
last.
Nothing
while doing anything. which, dan please
days. Remember the ‘fifth - commandlikely to do good. Pastoral calls should: ‘“ come up higher,” it must answer to the
GIVE ME DRINK.
or
advantage his friend. .‘¢ My friend
should
move
us
from
this
Christ
and
bis,
‘ment. ‘¢ Thus have we obeyed.” This loyalty
not be long calls. It'may intrude upbn second indictment for general heresy. It
Mr. Leod, an English writer, puts the the time ot the family. Having sufficientgospel.
Set
all
sail
for
beaven.
.Let
will
not count it any trouble’. to" do this
‘of children to their father is admirable. In
was to be a distinct feature of the Gospel
this case it proved to be a safeguard | following ‘language, in, the mouths of ly instructed, comforted, warned or re- of Peace, that it -should be preached to the trumpet ring from your deck over thé for me,” may |be said confidently in any
stormy sea, ‘* Come to Jesus.” Be among call for service on one who is worthy of
against one ot the worst vices of men.’ those who visit the rumseller’s den: _proved; as the case may be, and directed the poor,
Go tell this,” says the Great |
me drink!
the Hoblg fe
ew that are lifting the world..
the name of friend. —8, A. Times.
So always it secures emperanes, virtue There's. my money—give
them to Christ for help, itis betterto Teacher. | It was to be the great. leveling
There'smy clothing and my food—give leave them to their own --reflections.
and happiness.
orinciple amobg men. The ‘brotherhoodI
In conclusion we'say this: In Christ's
THE 6RATE OF REV, 7 N. HINOKLEY.
4 Thus saith the Lord of hosts.” This me drink! There's the clothing, food Avoid all appearence of impatience, or of man ” implies exact justieé
irrall
things
;
time
the tendency ¢f the. ‘age, was ull
might iimply ga these men were not and fire of my wife and my children—] uncharitableness -or unkindness,
“BY REV, Hu,
1, WHIToRrR,
and and without a practical recognition-of this |
toward pharisaic sttctness of outward
give me drink
! There's the education of | leave so that the family ‘shall feel that
principle, no system of ethics can’ be rei! lately visited weggrave.of Rev. dons observances, the Sabbath among
the
the family ‘andthe peace of tHE louse |-"you are really interested in their welfare.
liable.
That church, whatever be its than N. Hinckley, in the cemetery at rest. Christ, who came to teach men a
“ a
ye have give me drink! There's the rent I have
ier of the vy
The hints already given apply to the name or nominal creed, whatever its Breedsville, Mich. But few graves have I
heart, religion, protested against this. At
obeyed.” God rewards .the obedience robbed from ‘my landlord, fees I have|’ pastoral work in general, but there - are history or: its - worldly standing,
that ever felsmore deksgmivikisin this. With this time, however, every tendency is,
robbed
fromthe
schoolmaster,
and
innu. of children to parents. This reward was
cases requiring special care, some of church : has the™ greatest real strength thrilling interest did I look on that rest
icles T have robbed from‘ the which I will now mention,
toward Tooseness. “THe ‘Sabbath is los-mob given to them as total abstainers, but merable
‘| which has infused into its life the
reating-place
of
one
whom
I
was
accustomed
ing its hold upon the people, and with it
oping
me drink! Pour me
as dutiful to the will of their father, who
And first, let me say, the aged, Fi est - measure * of broad and intel igent | to hear preach in my beyhood days;
‘and
ont
drink,
for
niore
pill
I
yet
pay
for
"it,
undermined the, most sacred and
‘are’
ge
ara ufiable to get out. to meeting, and brotherly love. And this must figst ema- | one who baptized me 35
w commanded them td abstain, hie
years
ago;
and
interests of religion. While we
There's
my
health
of
body:
and’
peace
of
precious
". Thatis, the
44 Shall not want a.
enjoy the blessings of society, will enjoy nate from the pulpit. For be if under- called to mind
his
burning
eloquence
and
‘would, therefore, refrain from making &
3 tribe shall never die oun or shall never mind—there’s my character as aman and the calls of their pastor, especially if they ‘stood that while it is. trne that the pew
my profession as a Christian—I
give up
soul unction, when Preaching Choist to law for a brother's conscience, Tememriest before all—give me drink! More yet [ have to are members of the church, and retain very often falls below the tenor and tone
. “want'a man to Eh
lost sinners.
:
»
Bering that Christ has called us unto lib:
God. ‘The former view:is
pref rable. It is i
There's my heavenly inheritance their interest in the affairs of the ehureh, of the pulpit, it never risés.aboveit. The
It almost seemed as’ fiough I 'eould erty, yet would we urge upon all that, at"
andthe
eternal
‘friendship
of
the
Re:
"said that there are Fen. of this pe
Or they may need encouraging to hold on Great, Teaclier, in his life and in all his once more hear that thrilling voice, crythis time of general Sabbath desecration,
deemed~-there is all hope of salvation. I their way ‘a little longer, and will appre. foaching,
emphasined the cardinal doc- ing, « Sinner, Sinner,’ Sinner, Jesus is
Be win Ase ;
4
iid
re up my Saviour! I give up my God!
better to err on the side of too great
itis
f the «¢ brotherhbod of tar. A
resign all | All that'is great and glorious ciate the counsels and. prayers of Chrisedt shoud be.
in po 1 pot Howe Fre
now ready and willing to save you.”
ss than on the side of Tiberty that
strictne
The silence of that grave Speaks Jin might degenerate into license. — Evangel
Eimil a
pinesAh
it in the universe, I resign forever that I tian friends; and greatly prize such -at- bins ich regards the law of equity. It
tentions, especially if they:be poor.
glaims. no more than it is Willing to give; thunder tones.
~~
J Jay be drunk. jh
i
Lal
ical Messenger,
Rania
in parents.
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RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY, ~~.
The present British Parliament contains
°4
about 150 non-Episcopalians.
.

-

to St. Paul’s Protestant

Episcopal Church,

‘Rochester, has been lost at sea.
singular fortune if it be so, as
The French

Protestant

-ings of the ‘denomination were

It is a
the ome:

whemit was given: to commemorate,
Mumford, died at sea.
.

Mission

among

the Bussutos, in South Africa, have pushed
forward a branch enterprise into the Great |
* Barotse Valley,north of the Zambezi River,

In the Congregational House at Boston
. there are 20,000 volumes and 100,000 man-

and

Christian Intelligencer,

editor of

off 4h

vs

has accepted a call

wR

last

No one of the organized charities of the

1.

touching

‘claim upon the sympathies and liberal contributions
of its members than the Board
of Ministerial Relief.

It provides for

abled ministers and for

the:

and

young children of deceased ‘ministers, but
its appropriations have been cut down to a
very low figure,while new cases of need are

constantly coming to light.
September is
the month designated by the General As-

_-Sembly for making church

-

:

“

the young men

ineattendance, appeared a short time since in a

letter

principal,

The rules of Conference were then read, and it was

6.

they become?
We know too well how
speedily many of them will fall, first into entire worldliness,and then into utter godless.’

like to which has scarcely, if ever,
‘been
known in history.— Spirit of Missions.

Howard were

encouraged in their work.

REPORT

terian council, which soon. meets at Phila-

<

All the speeches
can

be

made

at

and

proposals

the

coming

which

Anglican

Church Congress on the question of the
relations of the Church to Dissent will be
vain and empty until the Church first
shows

Presbyterian Church

severe

and

protracted,

faithfulness by a local
consisting of jBrethren

the rich and

ners in his church.’

purse-proud

So there

pleasantness, out of which
sion, whereupon

was an

un-

resigned

and

came.

Dr. Gibson

sin-

took charge of a church in London. "The
rich folks control the church and are now

looking for a man of their own style of
spirituality. To the proper man a sub-

. stantial salary will be paid.—N. Y. Sun. -

The’ Methodist General Missionary Committee will 1neet for their annual session at
the Methodist Beok Concern, in New
York; Nov.3.
The Bishops and represen
“tatives froin 12 districts will be present,

“of the converts for mission
have been mare .than

work.

1,300

curope,

There

converts

tized since January last.

among the Bhils of India.

prolonged

his stay for the purpose

General Baptist Association in 1878."

bap-

We learn that he very ably and happily
gathering and secured the attendance of
body.
:
i
We recommend that fifty dollars be paid
2
Ww. H.

The Rev. E. H. Bickersteth, of literary
fame, has given $5,000 to start

a mission

Be

of

attending

:

consolidated and are building

a suitable

house

of worship and,

lire

to

establish

a

missions

a.

in name,

while

Boone

but

Chicago

Africa.

.

&
i»
The Rev. Thomas 8S. Childs, D. D., of
Hartford, Conn., has accepted the Chair of
Mental and Moral Science in the Presbyterian University of Wooster, Ohio.
\

Pp

Pray.for.us,apd

dey

tha, columns

of the

Fone

This Committee made various announcehrents’

are all they are represeted to.be by the propri-

The way they go

ful fo contemplate?”

supply of pulpits on the Sabbath in adjacent towns, &c.;

dis2t36

—--

ol

When a cough sounds like Croup—that is, dry

the danger will soon be over.

THE CONFERENCE SERMON

are received kindly.

only

$15

p

i

Collegi-

:

B. F. Haves, of Bates college ;—Text, 2 Tim.2: 1—3.

begins

study,—Collegiate,
Classical. Send for
{
*
LW.

August: 24,

and see its prac-'
N

‘lege.

of the schoolis t6 pre

The

p

It

. In
Henry & Johnson's Arnica and Of
: ia Henr we furnish TR 8 large bottle 5
oomis.

less than mind Aundred believers in Christ participated in

y
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A

en
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3

postage, 12 cents,

:
OF

tures ”? Twenty-two

:
THE.

lectures

{

<

Binks
BIBLE;

an

points of Bible

on

study,
R

the

1.00;

most

; stating i

oak

i

;

»

in the Manual, thick

C rok ug ehords
i
a book o
pages, the first64 being Tabl
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, “Sab.
bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident
Membevs,.and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price

ohn Stevens,

v

«

=

Close ar Quen G50
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-
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te union.

Experience, and

an , Argument.

pages. Price 20 cents. = .
\ A Bute
15
Christian Baptism
j
a book ot 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage?
cents.
.

Sabbath School

Question Books

2 for adulis an children.
sa
Any
. LESSONS tor Every
Sunday,
,18, post
. STORY of pb
- Baays "Br She
;
[1
WONDERFUL Works
of Jesus, 15,
£02.

Thongs

upon Thought.

A small book for young men. The title
describes it. Pri
cents.
"
boi 8
wr
Tracts
ey
——
Were not ster¢otyped till withifi
the 1
years, and we can. furnish pe Pd rollowing 3 7Ti

ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred. /

1880.

Denomiation, which contains a histor.
ical‘ statement, and a briefnotice
i
of our doe.:
trinal basis.church polity ana institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of17 ar

ticles of faith and a desirable church eovenants
Printing Fetublighment
ish
is a brief historical
boment)
onal
=
Co

over three

ap

ey

3

&6. Published by order
of the
Gen.
0 oe; ‘na
and
for
f gratunous % distribution,
nt

ee cates: | cortiioniony
.

ems
.

ii

EC
x

the memorial service.

I. D. STEWART,
Wor sale also by |

be continued’) 3

practical.

be

,

:

roe

1 Dr. 4. T. Day, .
?
25 ots.
Ww. "3
L. Philips,
- ayma 35'cta,
The above Samed Bosks are sold by the a

Fall Term (of 12

JaXus. Secures
good in
ormation address the
Secretary,
ester,W

"(To

*

Sp

28 ‘20 per oont.. he unt for cash with the!

Sowplate and

9

:

weeks will commence September 7. ‘Full
board of
teachers and course of study. Students
are fitted for teaching and for college, Business

course

im.

postage,

cal. ~ The sacrament of ‘the Lord's supper followed, and not

RB

excel.

lent book for all who would" * search the Scrip.

el Jackson,

Miss R: E.

Ex penses are moder

OCHESTER SEMINARY.

$1.00;

Biographies or
Malis
Geo.
T.Day, - - - > J8
William Barr, - -70

hn
ie

reading.

Lectures Ap
ON THE TRUTH

$3,00, including postage.

A.M. JONRS, Sec.,

$s

author,—.
ot. J. J. Butler, cone ~
tains two volumes, one on the Gos pels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is ans
excellent help for ‘Sabbath schools and family

:

the students for col

5

postage, 12 cents.

are the same as those
Raper covers, 10 cents,

SCHOOL.—The special work

course of, study ‘extends

ars, of three terms each,

all the Juestigye "

by the same

Rules of Order. -

ep

Mo. For Catalogue address,

.

La

Butler's Commentar

The Chur h SHemb ors

Scientific,
es’
lish and
Catalogue. Ad:
Lg
RN,.Sec.
hoy

TOHOLS LATIN

-

. is a valuable
e wrok;
and every
Christian
youl be benefited by reading it. 26 a postage

Three complete courses of,

af

in 1880,

2

very concise and well arranged

Lyndonville, Vt.
4

“

preached

pages all the important par}
entary rules of deJiranve bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75

ants.
)
' College
Pypparatory, Normal, Classical and
Scientific courses of study for both sexes. Board,
inclu
room rent, from $2 to $2.50 per week.
Rooms
from $2 to $4 per term: Tuition and room
rent free to Mose preparing for the ministry, ,
For catalogue
address the Principal.

term

-

aptist Minis.
@

Minister's Manual,
* designed especially for- ministers,
but useful for all ¢! arch members. It contains
Scripture
Selections for more’ than thirty different,
o
of Exercises for ten or a dozen
bd; Order
different meetings; Formulas and Sug
i
Tre Rules of
er are comprehensive,

White,
J. A. Kennard, Miss Hattie White, assist:

: Fall

BENJAMIN RANDALL,

cis.

There is’a decided improvement in our theology and in, our

was delivered on Wednesday at 2 ‘o'clock, p. m., by Fo,

$1.60

porta

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Haw
ng, A. M.,- Principal, with a complete
board
o assistants.’ Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary,

A firgt-classssohool.
<80

EV.

-

twenty-three

F.

discussés briefly, Dat clearly,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

Principal,

different

pose

of dectrinal theology, and ‘the. author’s vie 8
those generally accepted by the denomination. -

self-.

Sec.

Sh

25cents;

at ‘the death of a child, and printed by request.
The only published sermon by Randalla, Price
10 cents.
The Golden Sheaf by
’
\
y
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life

Board, $2 to

|

2.00,

\\

ters.
Price $1.25 including postage.
Sermon by

$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol.
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
.
4
;
_D. W. C. DURGIN, President, .
Fe
e, Mich.
3

exten.

Gilt,

and Christian éxperiences
of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Commercial, Pre.

a year.

Turkey

Butler's Theolog:

Music and Art
Departments. Elective
Admits both sexes.
st of religious in.
. {Tagrough and cheap.
Finest coll
in the
Northwest.
tion, inciden

Morass, fees,

postage, 2 cents.

3

RISEVILLE COLLEGE.—Cotrses of study,

al

was slightly exegetical, largely historical, and entirely practi-

'

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific, Theological,

Rey. T. ¥. MILLETT,

There

"And while the cause does not speed on as we sometimes think it
|'should, we have no reason to complain.

quniages with it
&e.: stronger as we become Jp “Sabb:

Asa remedy to purify the blood, nothing can be
found equal to Pr, Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters. -¥rice25 ofs, per bottle.
oie

W,Fos88,

PARsoyserELD SEMINARY.

Q. Ms. cowposing this’ Y. M. are

during g t the'|:

eases for which recommended is truly wonder-

and hard —do not delay an instant! Give Downs’
Elixir often enongh to keep the cough loose, and

members.

mr

which the doctrines of our denominarion

for

1.5%;

A volume of 300 pages, containin,

Lunch

Conference, arranged leaders for the several prayer-megtings, from five to ten each day, for AT
the

~~

The

Rooms

Gilt,

sermons, by as many

Elective,

yp C
, Scientific, English; and Normal.
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN.
of ‘our Quarter] Meetings have
catalogue address
the Secretary,
increased their numbers and enlarged their boundaries; the other |. For
4
R. HIATT.
at New Durham, at 12. Memorial serviceat 12,45 P. M., one has fallen off a little, mot so much by backsliding as | Ridgeville, Indiana.;
‘
removals. ' [Many of our peiple have; no homes of their own, so
and take return trains at 4 P.M.
.
A
Sl BROWN vA,
«» Principal, With compet
=
9. The chair announced the Committee of Arrangements they change their Incation and membership.

July 29th, Take boat for Alton
Bay at 7 A«d..

Republican,

into the habitations of the afflicted with

Fr

assistant.

Book,

Large boek, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc-

Morocco

thority of the General Conference.
tage,
cent.
in
Sermons.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

competent

Hymn

;

$1.00, including postage.

boarding and board in private families at reason-ble rates.
;
a
:
;
For further information address,

and

the denomination, and

us if you can.

'

:

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrinesheld by the denomination,
and our general 1
usages in church-building. It 18 published by an-.-

Institution

speojalty,

when time éx-

ve the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their 1
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace.
the proceedings of the first sixteen séssions.

D. D,, Lewiston, Maine.

f

ate,

the churches, and several new*churches received into the Y. M.,
and still there remains a broad field to be worked, and oné€ in

_ Springfield, Mass., is taken the following: « It |
True and, Bowen.
. is a settled fact that! Warner's Safe Remedies as follows : = Prescott, Penney, Langworthy,
etors, H. H. Warner & Co.

help

and

the part ‘of the church

a

>

:

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our -denominational
history. - $1.00, including postage. ¢
The Memorials of the Free Baplisls

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL:
—For further information address thé Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

ILLSDALE

nas. been considerable good and effectual work done in the]
past few years. Quite a gondly number have been added’ to;

Gal

Preaching
and Praise Meetings, 6.30 P. M:
)
Meals—Breakfast at 7, Dinner at 12, supper at s.

| WONDERFUL TO CONTEMPLATE.
From

E

love the work

‘Institution

Discontinued

Psalmody
isthe. denominational

cents;

Center, Vt.

studies, Music and Drawing, receive special attention.
Religious ." and . thorough.
Locatiog
healthful. Expenses ‘moderate. Send for
Ca
logue. Address, D. M, BENNER, A. B,, Principal.

paratory,
studies.
fluences.
buildings

some of

six, and a membership of about 2,060, with 40 ministers.”

Meetings in behalf of Benevolent Societies, 2 p. um.

”

4

ministers ‘who

more sarviest selj-énfe] Pi

Instructions

West VIRGINTA COLLEGE. This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution will address
.Rev. UD. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

hid among the stuff.” =
:
;
An acquaintance with sur dencminational work through our
dznominaticnal literature is lacking in sume portions of ‘the
Yearly Meeting, and. this derect extends not only to the Star apd
our bBoks, but it is felt: in: our Sunday-schoals. . Our cry is for

‘General Conference Sessions, 9 A. M. to 12, Mt

Nermal

:

Series, for both adults

Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;
postage 4 cents.
LS
The Sacred JMelody
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and severa
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30

in an unusual flourishing condition with a much
nereased attendance. Prepares Students for Col-

“lege;

- ~30cents,

Sample copies sent free.

sively used.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North-8Scituate, R. I,
For particulars address the Principal.
!
:
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,
No Scituate, R. I.
i

our ministers to devote a part, if not all, their time to secular

mors

The

Fall term

This

copy, each, =

in advanc€.

pires.

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

Towa.

AARON

busiziess to secure a support, and it is feared that others may be

him from our treasury.
BOWEN, Chairman.

men

‘

tine Co.,

4

is_for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Paye

23,

schools or the best celleges.
A. B., Principal. ‘Fall term

COLLEGIATE

—

year, If paid strictly
aid
within
the
$2.50 if not,

and children, are aie
monthly, at the rate of
t 100 Soples io one address for $6.00.
If the order

viz.: €lassical and Scientific

TON

3

S

of the International

Spring

Centre Strafford, N. I., Aug. 7, 1850.

little pastoral work is

act that the weakness of many ~huiches has compelled

and for college.

Waterbury

ton,

4

Sample copies sent free.

begins Aug. 31, 1880. Winterterm begins Nov. 16,
1880. For, further particulars, address the prin.
cipal, or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

3

3

Lesson Papers

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi

Q. M. has not reported fom several
but

15 1680.

D.

thorough. Expenses are moderate. For particu lars address
,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal

ness, scientific
MORIUS ADAMS,

1

ten ‘or more Toone adi
dress, each. .[5 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinusd when
time expires, and no commission allowed on money sent.
:
i

Students are fitted ' for

lat

REV. E. FISK, Bristol, N. H.

volume.
It is able, literary and proAll
communications, should be ad.

Terms:
single
Packages of

USTIN ACADEMY.
The fall term begins
Aug. 24,1880. W.H.Judkins A. M., Privci

Rock River contains four churches, of which two sustain pastoral

:

teaching, for business

for renting
to
time; a valna-

Postage is paid by the publisher.
!
The Little Star and
Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers printed
alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
utifully
illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the
STAR i8 for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
ss
i

Board, (including room rent) $2,158 per week.
For further information apply
to” A. A. MOUL-.
TON, A.M., Rio Grande. Gallia iCo., Ohio.

We find by reference tog re orts of the Q. M. clerks that
County maintains %tself

Ph,

August

SEMINARY.

6, 1880.

College

to Michigan reason for

. Terms ;—$2.00
per
in advance 5- $2.20.
first, thirty days, and

.

Begins

Nov.

MOUNTAIN

Business

Hampshire. °

ssed to Dover, N. H.

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College,

done there. Fox River contains four churches that are striving
to maintain their visibility though som< of them in weakness.

the

*REEN

Best

is a large religious paper of.eight pages, in its

Jan. 31, 1881. ‘Summer Term begins
Summer Term closes June 23. Send

‘begins Sept.

| courses,

of

(dress,

co, $1.10;
{

H

property. Removal

fifty-third,
ssive.

for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

The

in missions, and some

:

Freewill Baptist Publications.

and Jan..

Meservey,

Term

Winter Term begins

pal, with

years.

represented us at that
a delegation from that

Wonten’s Meetings, 10 A. M.

1880.

Fall

N

The Morning Star.

IO GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohto.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
.
The
eourses- of
study
are
the .Normal,

them in centennial offerings.
INDIANANNORTHERN. = Our churches generally manifest a deep
interest in religion. Sabbath-school interest is good.
:
Since the last General
Conference: McLean
| IrriNors.
‘Quarterly Meeting, having lost its visibility, has beefi formally
dropped from the list. AlM~the other Quafterly Meetings still

toy

Ld

.

B.

Cc

-

Nov. 1, 1880,

A.

L

sale,

2, 1880.

Rev.

each.

Term Begins
Apr. 18, 1881.

LONTON,

exist

N.. H.

of 10 weeks

born Q. M. has employed Rev. A. M. Simonton to laboZWith
its: three churches, which sustained a great loss in the death of
churchespgte
doing something

Aug.

. Lebanon, Me.

Rev. John Tufts. The Ripley: Q. M. is in a low condition
spiritually, though -trying to. make progress in Christian work.

8. The general order of exercises, as adopted in accept-ing the programme, was as follows :
streets until they can build a church of
Prayer-Meetings at 5.45 and 8 A. M., and 1.30 and 8.r.
their own.
Te
ML
be
feat
' The Catholic propaganda has decided to
college‘at Malta to promote

ton,

4

is pressing toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus.
:
/
INDIANA. . Since last Gen. Con. the Indiana Yearly Meeting
has been reorganized.
* The Providence church, that was a member ofsthe Miami Q.
M. (in Ohio), was dismissed from that Q. M apr the purpose’
of uniting with the Ripley Q. M. Then the
Ripley Q. M.
was divided. So the Indiana ¥. M. was reorganized, being
composed. of the Dearborn and Ripley Q. Ms, The Dgar-

the old cathedral at Castle and Washington

expend a half million

\

four are in a

us in faith and practice, has come to us from the ¢United
Brethren in Christ,” uniting with this ¥. M. at its last session,
Finally, brethren, the Holland Purchase Y. M. enjoys rest, and

v

\

:

of eight churches;

the localities where they are placed.

Rev. W. H.

ble

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution i8 the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a. Spocialiyes Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

The

inga proportionate share of the moral and religious influence in

The French Catholics, of Boston, are
given by Archbishop Williams the use of
a

*

all weak.

Me.,

H

buildings, 10 rooms eaeh, suitable
| students; offered for sale for first

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Y. M. is sound in the faith,

die .during the present generation ; we trust |

The Erie Q. M, is composed

;

and

* Pittsfield,

of

Bowen to the Evangelical Alliance.
a
: labor. The churches in Walnut Creek Q.M. are struggling for an
- We recommend that one hundred dollars be paid our delegate’ ‘existence, and only one of them sustains regular preaching.
Prairie City has seen some prosperity. a few churches dre graww
8
.
besides the Secretaries nd members of the .0 the Alliance.
One hundred dollars was also voted toward the expenses of our ing, some new..ones: have been formed, and here too some are
Missionary Board.
f
i
lelegate to the General Baptists of England; but: neither ‘the struggling, ‘while one or two haVe become extinct, aud Hancock
In connection with the American Bapand
Quincy is striving, Songh in weakness, to maintain its
principal nor- substitute attended.
a
tist. Mission among the Teloogoos of InRev. Dr. Cheney being near the close of a protracted tour in ppward: march. The cause of this declension is found in the
dia, there have been ordained, twenty-four

ES

:

Union

are sure in time to become efficient for good.
;
The Genessee, composed of nine churches, is the largest and
ol the responsibilities heavy. ‘The strongest Q..M. within the bounds of this Y. M.
Several new
been carried out with great efficiency and. and devoted pastors have settled here and a growing interest is
Committee acting under our direction,
everywhere manifest.
:
Wood, Watermian, Cate, Cole, Dudley
The Allegheny Association, composed of five churches, situatbrethren you owe the comfort and order ed in the western portionof the State of Pennsylvania, similar to

Phillips to the Eldership of the church of God,

‘Winter terms commences

our entire

it will again live by the coming in of the next:

:

Soustipanion, Bilious.

PIKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming ‘Co., New
X York. This schoel was never in better condi.
-tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical;
Se:
-and English Course. For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
Bai
i
Ge
CL
IRVING B. SMITH.

:

this Q. M. will not

The Board find nogeneral plan for a Ministers’ Relief Association at present suitable for adoption, nor any that it is prepared’
fo recommend, ' But weswould encourage and ‘advise Quarterly
Meetings to see that their aged, infirm afd indigent ministers
are, by some suitable and sufficient arrangement, cared for in
that kindly, helpful way which the Gospel plainly demands.
We recommend that the traveling expenses of ‘the Board,
amounting to $32.00, be paid from the Conference treasury.
e are advised that none of the delegates from us to othe:
religious bodies attended their appointments except Rev. J. L.

a ‘divi-

people.

The Chautauqua is composed of five charches,

| The order of arrangements
for the meetings of this Conference
we present in the printed programme, and you have certainly
declared emphatically, by your large attendance and enthusiastic
pleasure your approval of the place and the change of "time for
the session. =

cure

Eoncational

‘workers have bécome aged brethren or else have moved out, but

Chicagois in a bit of a “snarl: owing to
matters out of which grew the resignation
of its late pastor, the Rev. J. Munro Gibson. The long and short of the affair is
that Dr, Gibson was fond of going among
Your Board has carried out as far as possible the instruetions
the people and delivering lectures and sermons on practical life.
Sometimes he ziven by the last Conference with reference to Centenary observ.held afternoon meetings in Farwell Hall ance and have given place to Centennial services of a representative character on the part of all our benevolent societies ; and
for the exposition of the Bible. These
attracted great multitudes, who were re-. nave provided for memorial exercises at New Durham for Thurs.
’
~
;
© pelled by the stateliness of the church and day, July 29th.
The. Clerk of Conference has.issued blanks
to all the
“the coldnessof the people,
The wealthy
your
© and fashionable gentlemen and- ladies of churches to -be filled with Centenary returns according to
Dr. Gibson’s church objected to his thus (directions, but owing to the brief time allowed for filling these
making himself common.
.Dr. Gibson
returns, on account of an earlier session of Conference than was
_ said that he was doing more good_in this anticipated, further time will be needed for the completion of
department of his work than he could hope this form of work.
to do among

In fact, the old Genessee

organization.

BOARD:

They

.

exist, by one inherent element of strength or another, such as,
ownership of a house of worship, a brother or sister devoted to the
denomination, or locality unoccupied by any other Christian

presented the following report,
”

which have attended your coming.

of

our

prevail throughout

The French Creek formerly embraced six churches, two of
which only were prospering. ‘Three of the weakest ones have

and Tozer, and to these

Second

among

for particulars

ly, and make a little money at the same time?
You can do it by buying one or both. of Rev. E.
Fisk’s houses at New
Hampton, opposite school

“ness, and Torpédity of the Liver.
20 cts. per box.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.
Sold by Druggists.

Yet there isa

by the counsel of prominent brethren, we have called the meetpeat this time and place.
The principal réasons which contribute to this step we need not formally and at length present

tions. Justice first; sentiment afterward.
~—Independent.
:

The

LIVER PILLS.

school has

flourishing condition and, furnished with good pastors, arg exert-

details of our plan have

condi-

circulation

harmony of feeling

Send

De Fu want to educate your children at a
reewill Baptist Institution,support your fami-

Addregs as above.

_ No family should be without Lydia E. Pinkham’s

loyal to Christ and true to the interests of our denomination.
HOLLAND PURCHASE. The Cattaraugus @. M. is composed
of eight churches, of which, two only rank well. -" Six continue to’

LC. A. GLEASON.

CONFERENCE

greater

reasonable,

lege, New Hampton, New

24, 1¥81; Spring term, April 11, 1881; Summer
term, June 16, 1881.
|
hy
Ra
For. Catalogue
address. K... Bachelder,. A.
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

borders.

Bair,

N

tion to the Sabbath-school work as now.. On the question of Mis-

a

The.

+
Us
Vay
We iT jn New England. ‘Send
for Catalogue to New Hampton Commercial Col-

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfleld
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
cal, Scientific courses .of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expénseslow. ~ *
;

views ‘and

heres as they have been set forth quite fully in the Morning Star.
The work devdlved upon your Board by its decision has been

a disposition to concede to Noacon-

Englavd, without obstructive

Send for pamphlets.

of

By the vote of the last Conference the location of this session
was referred to the Conference Board. In making arrangements
for the location it was found necessary to change the timg of
holding Conference./ In our best distretion and. wisdom, aided

formists the simple right which they ask
of burial in parish churchyards, as citizens

ot

OF

H.

'D
d
Vegetable Compound

Christian and heroic disposition with many of the weak ones
to live and maintain their visibility. Perhaps there never was a
time since our organization that we were giving so much atten-

to have

Lewis W, ANTHONY.
(T.-H. Sracy,

Assistant Clerks,
7. The Conference Board
‘{ which was accepted :

Gro.

Expenses

Prics,
$1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.
Mrs, Pinkham freely answers allletters of inquiry.

sions there is indeed a growing interest. This is apparent in
adopting-some-systematic-plan of -raising funds. We. havea
great attachment to the Morning Star and believe that it ought

a (ommittee to nominate assistant

Assistant Moderators, {

- year, after having been chosen: to preach
the'sermon before the second pan-Presby.

appointed

condition.

College.

Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

is prepared atthe proprietorsiaboratory.
¥
No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,

But it is to b€ regretted that many of

sur churches are‘in a low and scattered

mercial

;
only place in New Eng-.
land where Telegraphy is practically
and proper.
ly taught. Young
men =p ladies Bid of becoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.

‘or the cure of Kidney Complaints of either

sex, this
Compound is
+ Lydia E, Pinkham’s

GENESSEEs We are able to say that some of our churches
have Leen fivored with revivals, with some additions, and are

officers, and Conference adopted their report as follows :

Rev. Dr. William Adams, of New York,
was the third minister to die within
the

delphia.

The

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com-

.

goyern the female system.

this land. May God's richest blessings rest upon you in all your
deliberations. =
A
x
:

Revs. Brewster, Zell, Felt; Fuller, Stacy, Curtis and

ness.. What will their children be? There
is no missionary work in this world the
claims of which should so come home to
the hearts of our people ds this in Colorathe

Phillips.

Lung and Throat Affections.

GION ; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS 8Y §TEMg IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION, THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
It will, at all times and under all circumstances, act in harmony with the laws that

lying seriously ill, having been threatened with another severe
illness like that which brought him down some years before in

front seat being reserved for the aged members.”
4. . Voted to take ari informal ballot for Moderator, Revs.

will

pouring

Dr." J: L.

its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for
ya
3

RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER

ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND

ing indeed; some in one direction and others in another.
The
work of the mission is progressing, but, dear brethren, our plea

We are in the midst of a great crisis.
People are coming into Colorado by thousands. The growth of this year will be be
George H. Ball had
le
.
32
yond all former precedent. These ‘people
O.B.Cheney:..
"= Jn
=.
=u»
45
are the brightest, most intelligent, active
“®gnd enterprising from all the Northern
And on motion of Rev. G. H. Ball, Rev. Orex B.
and Eastern States.
You, my
readers,
was unanimously elected
“know-who-and-what
some-of them-are, for CHENEY, President of Bates College,
they come from your own neighborhood.
Moderator of Conference.
}
If we fail to surround them with’ the best

is

from tl.

"a description

+=. The Positive Cure. _

For all Female Complaints.

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE Is radical and en«
tire. Itstrengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE-

begun-its first regular year of study, and the course will extend
over four years. ~The young men in the school are very promis-

fir

5. Proceeded to ballot for Moderator, and the whole
number of votes cast was 81 ; scattering 4. :

to which an immigration

be Fi

THIS PREPARATION
NATURAL CONDITION,

for India’s perishing millions just at this time has a double
that the delegates be seated in the order of the Y. Ms., the significance. As I now write our dear brother, J. L. Phillips, is

India in the month of October.

in-

MEETINGS.

Committee, feeling the necessity of having some representation
in your humble body, and hoping that their action will meet your’
approval, the said committee have appointed Rev. C. S. Perkins,
of Boston, to fill the place of our deceased brother.
The cause of the Redeemer is progressing in this dark land.
Every day brings encouragement of some kind. One thing of
great interest I must not neglect to mention is the ‘‘Bible
School,” sq generously endowed by the dear friends at home.

to.

do and Western States and Territqries,

* The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
_ the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

16. Letters were received and read from the Yearly

An account of the opening of the school, and

Whooping Cough,

And other Lung Affections,

delegate to your General Conference.
His decease has made it
necessary for us to appoint another delegate, no alternate having
been’ appointed. . In the interim of the Y. M. the Standing

voted that the Yearly Meetings be called alphabetically, and

The Rev. Enoch Pond, D. D., of Bangor

«

.

BENGAL AND ORISSA. At our last Yearly Meeting held in
Balasore, Nov. oth, 1879, our lately deceased and: much
esteemed brother, Rev, Jeremiah Phillips, was constituted. the’

that may be hereafter

(See Statistical Table, page, 2.)

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Meetings, and the following abstracts are taken :

i

was chosen Chairman pro Zem.

to corrections

PULMONARY

Nova Scotia,

Conference,

subject

N. 6, WHITE'S )
{DR

addresses, and

ers soon after arrived. © Agreed that this list be accepted as
the roll of Conference, and the persons named constitute'the

3.

Theological Seminary, has just entered
his ninetieth year.
He retains both - his’
physical and intellectual vigor to a re=
markable degree.
3

social and Christian ififluences, what

and impressive

responded in behalf of the Conference.

LETTERS FROM YEARLY

Foi:

¢:A hundred years for prayer,

Jonathan Woodman

made.

collections. for

" this object. "Nearly $40,000 are needed -at
once, to meet the exigencies of many suffering families.=New York Observer.

‘Dr. J. M. Thoburn expects to return

:

‘2. The hames of members elect were read by the Clerk,
and eighty-two delegates answered to the call, and two oth-

dis-

widows

Pens

Wh av ie SO

from the Methodists
and Rey. K. S. Hall from the Baptists.

Selegtions of Scripture were read by Rev. Daniel Jackson,
and prayer, was offered by Rev. Jonathan Woodman, the two
and only surviving members of the first General Conference,
held fifty three years ago.
:

year numbered-one hundred apd forty.
more

an

rs

Responses were made by Revs. W. H. Bowen, D. W. C
Durgin and G. H, Ball. ~~ =
ik

. In Jesus’ name ;—&e.-

The graduates of the eleven theological

a

¥

For truth to do and dare

Rev. W. H. Milburn, the blind preacher
and lecturer, is about to visit Oregon.

church has

nD

15.4

to the pastorate ofthe Reformed Church in’
Hyde Park, N. Y.
Nir

Presbyterian

the closing service might be where the

ho

Te

appeared as a delegate, and spoke of the great similarity,
almost sameness of our doctrine and usages, and increasing
desire for union. Response by Rev. C. F. Penney. Rey.
Mr. Quint, great grandson of Randall, brought friendly
greeting
- from
s ity the -Congregationalists, Rev. J. W. Adarfs

first church was organized, and at the grave of Randall, the

Lowell.

very interesting

Rev. J. I Porter, of the Free Baptists of

July 29th, whefi’ the session was held at New

:

made

Father Woodman

At 10 & M., the Clerk, Rev. I. D. Stewart, announced the
hour of Conference, and the great congregation united jn
singing an’ original hymn ~composed by Mrs.’ Rev. J. A.

the

seminaries of the Presbyterian. church

held at the Weirs Camp

founder of the denomination.

theology
of Congregationalism:
The
building stands .on the spot where the
tirst'stone housein Boston was built 217
years ago,

+ Rev. C. R. Blauvelt, late

the last day,

Durham A

——

greeting from the Géneral Baptists of England, and both of
them

Ground, in New Hampshire, July, 1880. The twenty-fourth
session of the Conference commenced at the Pavilion,
Wedttesday, July 21st, and continued to be held there till

Mr.

uscripts - pertainiftig to ‘the history

dent of Chilwell ‘college, Eng., presented letters of fraternal

other parties, the General Conference and Centennial Meet-

memorial

A

_ ADVERTISEMENTS.
MRS. LYDIA
E. PINKHARm,
LYNN, MASS,

Xe

were introduced to Conference, as follows ‘Rev, Dawson

- By order of the Conference Board, and the consent of all

The Churchman says it is feared that the
a

1880.

Burns, of London, Engi, and Rev. Thomas Goadby, Presi-

in Tokio, Japan.

altar, costing $8,000, given as

15,

~ CORRESPONDING DELEGATES

A Presbyterian theological seminary has
been established

‘SEPTEMBER

£
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WEDNESDAY,

+

SEPTEMBER

and liberally for popular education.
;
“We are peculiarly anxious that South
ern Freewill Baptists should be found allied with the forees of truth and progress

15, 1880.

z

3

,™

the very naming of Ireland suggests. a
brood of anxieties. - There is: < also vital
significance attached to the ‘agitation of
the land" ‘question -in” England
itself.
There is the commercial policy of Great

tial campaign was to be practically free
from the habit of personal abuse that has
so generally characterized political cam-

sionary Saciety is destined to succeed.”®
Amid the bléssihgs of the season let as not

contemporary urges.in defense of his position ? He seems to object to the freeschool system, first, on account ofits ori-

Britain which must before long receive
modification as these United = States

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

gin.

FREE SCHOOLS-IN NORTH OAROLINA..

and negroes made the law.” ‘From
such a source nothing good could have
been expected.” We do not deny that

competitor in the nyarkets of -the world. -that by far the larger proportionof it is
It is noticeable, too, fst during thg aimed at Gen. Garfield. This is plainly
present year a real dissatisfaction has not because he is more open to abuse
begn manifested against the British insti- than his rival, but because the animus of
tution known - as the House of Lords. the party most naturally shows itself in
The upper house of Parliament must pay that way. Seeing the triumphant manner
a little more serious attention to the pol- in which Garfield's name and fame are
icy of wisdom than has been revealed by winning support they attempt, by pure

A few weeks ago we referredto a statement of the Baptist Review, of North Car. olina, to the effect that, if it could have its

bummers,

scalawags

abuses were practiced in the South under

certain features of the reconstruction: policy, but for this State to refuse to support
from the State, and expressed .our sur- free schools, according to its- ability, beprise-at such a position. - In a subsequent | cause they represent a ‘‘Northern.idea” is
. issue the Review attempts “to justly its neither wise nor manly.
Sincere men do
position as follows :
not this sacrifice themselves to prejudice,
The free-school system, if it be: lawful nor persistin perishing because relief is
to call'ita system, . of North Carolina, not brought aceording. to their fancy.
was conceived in.sin and born in iniquity.
The second objection to the free-school
It originated with one of the most corsystem
is in the nature - of its support.
rupt bodies of men that ever assembled
to make laws in any State. -But a short “We Sjisve always been opposed to taxtime before these rascals appeared in ing ofie man’s property toeducate another
Raleigh as law-makers, they were com- man% child.” Our friend does hot:do
mitting outrages, for which. nien would
_ now be hung. Sherman's bummers,scala- himself credit in taking that position.
Humanity has rarely given more striking
wags, ‘and negroes made
the law, and
impos&dd it upon the honest tax-paying cit- or beautiful exhibitions of itself than in
izens of the State. From sugh a source,
its effotfs 19, hglp the neédy. Even among
nothing good could have been expected.

way, it would abolish the

free .schodls

We have always been opposed

one man’s property,

to educate

to

the pagan nations of antiquity this princi-

taxing

ple

another

a tax on property

to

recognized

provided for.

man’s child; whether HY - be white
or
black.
Suppose, for instance, one man is
, worth $100,000, but has no child.
There
are five other men who are poor, and have
ten childrem each.
Itis
now left to. a
vote to impose

was

and

its

operation

Only. barbarians,and

un-

civilized Indians leave their helpless comrades to perish. - Has our brother

forgot

ten that grand injunction of Paul

to “the

lomans®

edu-

ought

cate these ehildren.
The poor nien impose an annual tax oftfive hundred dollars

© We

then

to bear

the

that

are

infirmities

strong

of . the.

‘weak’?
¢ Let every one of us please his
' on the rich man’s property because they .
neighbor
for his good to edification.”
can out-vote him.. Is it right because

will become more

and

more

some of its acts during

threatening

no more is it right to impose this tax

poot men impose an annual tax

up-

. ,|

for the cowardice of the Demoepatic

lendeth to us all.

Con-

Does our friend objéct

vention in 1876,it would have been swept to the rich man’s being taxed by vete of
like chaff before the wind. No such meanness should be tolerated, much less com- the five poor men for the making. of
streets in his own town, or the support of
pared to Christian churches.
the
local jails and alms houses, or* the
But for the evidence. before our eyes
framing
and execution ‘of the laws under
we would have believed it impossible for
a Christian editor of a religious paper to whose protection alone he is enabled to
have held such language as that. The issue his paper each week or to. collect
corne:-stone of slavery was the enforced pay from delinquent subscribers?
All institutions for the public good are
ignorance of the enslaved. The blacks
imbibed the spirit of freedom with their entitled, in the nature of things, to a supBut!
A B C’s:“hence the effectual. opposition port from the . public” treasury.
throughout thé South, in the days of" slav- the public treasury can be equipped
ery, to any system of education that only by taxing. the individual.~ Among
institutions the free: school
is
would enable them to learn even the such
; ulphabet:* The whites themselves suffer- pre-eminent, and among right-thinking
"ed almost as much as the blacks, for the people, everywhere, no taxation is more
mass of them were poor, and it was only cheerfully borne than that in its support.
the comparatively wealthy that could -afAllowance ought, of course, tp be made
ford their children an education. The for the present impoverished condition of
. ppesition of the Review furnishes pretty the South, and the consequent difficulty’
--stréng evidence that the whites themselves with which it raises an adequate school tax.
are still suffering from that narrowing We hope, in view of this, that the movement that seems to" be forming for some
system of enforced ignorance.
k
* Possibly this maybe thought by some system of Federal help iin the support of

to be hard language. -We state only the
facts, and we are not responsible for the

free educational

facts. But the Review is comparatively
alone in its position on this question
among the creditable religious journals
-of the South. Even thet leading Demo‘cratic sheets would rebuke it for thus
-openly denouncing the free-school system,
and certainly the testimony of the leading

clergymen in the

South is

facilities for

willbe successful.
} mrt

JHE

the

South

i
ge

BRITISH

PARLIAMENT

ROGUED.

-

PRO-

As session of the British Parliament,
prorogued on Tuesday, has been continued much later than usual into the season.
As a matter of course, the diplomstic

strongly in

speech okthe Queen read

favor of a system of free public education
- a8 the chief hope of enduring | prosperity

by

the

Royal

Commission, puts the present condition of
English affairs in the best possible light.
“amoung its citizens.
The nation is congratulated on, general
“North Carolina is one of the States that
prosperity, which would seem ta be some- has made some movement towards a freething of a platitude when we take into
schoo] system. But that the movement
view the perplexing problems which are
was only a half-hearted one appears from
pressing’ “for solution at the hands of
the following account of the educational
British statesmen.
condition of the State, written by Dr. B.
According to the Queen's speech the
Craven: =
oy
mgovernments which vwere parties to the
They (the public schools) are believed| 7
_ to have practically no common standard ; Treaty of Berlin ‘¢ have communicated to
no established relation and succession of the Sultan their judgment on the means
“studies ; no uniformity in books; no tests of bringing'to~a satisfactory settlement
of efficiency ; no form of control compe- the Greek and Montenegrin frontier questenf'and able either to discover defeets or tions, on the administrative organization
- fo correct abusés. The amount of instruction imparted by the ‘public schools is of the European proyinces of Turkey, and
"small fn proportion ‘to the money expe nd- on the principal reforms required in the
ed, and, by all available tests, the quality Asiatic provinces inhabited by the Arme= = jg generally very inferior; and these de- nians. = For the attainment ofthe “objects
fects seem to result more from wnt of oration, insufficient
administration, in view, I continue to ‘place reliance on
and the entire absence of special ‘superin- the fact that the concert of Europe has
tendence than from ip other causes

bined.

:

oni

What is the result of this Saalioninn

education
in the

South?eIn

1870

been steadily maintained ifi regard to the

com-

Eastern Question, and that, the powers
which signed the Treaty of Berlin are

to

pressing upon the Sublime Pdrte with’ all

ihore.

* than four millions of her people, of school

dark

"of a million ofher voters could not even

said than done, that we are not much better assured of an immediate and compar
atively peaceful settlement of the Eastern
Question than we were before reading the
utterance * from. the throne of Great

-read their own ballets. Of
course
there are voters in the North ‘who could
not do this, but their number iis coms
paratively small.
: Ail )

Said President Hayes: ra speech the
«other day in Ohio: .*¢ The failure to su

Britain. : The perplexities'which surroun

the relations of the Greeks, the Albanians
try tends to cheapen and degrade ' the and the Montenegrins ‘to each other; to
: rigs of suffrage, and will ultimately de- | ‘the Sultan’ and to the other powers are
- port free schools in any pat of our coun:

: ra valuein every other part of the

But the people

thousand preachers in the

the

time

of her decadence is at” hand it. will be
scarcely perceptible, and that it will
probably extend over many centuries;
for her greatness is

largely

due

to

ig

than

.not

Weekly says :
;
If he finds the ground for this statement

‘merely | solely. among the very limited mipistry of
his own denomination we shall not quarrel
with him.
This is precisely the difliculty
| with Unitarianism. - Is does not hold to

aire

A MISAPPREHENSION.
* Wedo not wish to characterize the
letter of Rev: Ellis Gore,” which appears

the - consistency,

the

veracity,

or

the ministry

the

does

from the Baptist hold to these very things. That knowlhas grown in these . two hundred
will do that for 4 edge
years, that the Bible is read now in vastly

brethren

impells:

us

tian mimistry takes the Bible-mow,

to watch

first

hundred

years.

But

we

say. it

frankly, thereis no. part of the denominational recard of which Freewill Baptists
aré more proud than of ‘their uncompromising opposition to the barbarous system

he should insinuate that the company of
Christian people assembledat Weirs entertained the devil in their midst, but we
hardly expected such an insinuation from

one who had just questioned
the right of
the Christian woman

who

read

a paper

there to the title of lady.
~
Furthermore, we have a most solicitous
feeling for our

tremity.

friend

in, his present

ex-

We try to pieture to” ourselves

the profound despair he must haVe felt
when, imagining himself ¢ almost at the
gate of Paradise,” suddenly that ‘ lady
| (as they called her)” appeared with her
paper, and his fond hope that they
all
would be one in Christ ” was rudely broken! We have no reasonable doubt that
that * lady (as they called her)" will ap-

pear at length among the blood-washed

—~Tue

————

CURRENT TOPIOS,
Free Religious - Index

claims

that * The one purpose of the Poreign
Missions of the Christian
doctrinal conversion of
and that paper claims that
not civilization; . . ..

tis:

will charge

th& pulpit with infidelity.”

sincere, it is not unfaithful.

=

because conversion lies at. the bottom: of
the best. civilization, but chiefly because

salvdtion from sin ¢an be secured only by
conversion from sin. But that’ missions
seek to accomplish their work through

opr

OUR

movement recently made for the erection

of a new hall at Harper's Ferry.
We bave faken a deep interest in the
‘work of Storer college from the begin.
ning, and have Slosely watched its prog.
ress. We are satisfied that the Institution has established _ itself firmly in the
hearts. of the
|

I reedmen,

and.

w on

the

respect and .confidence of the - whole
southern community around’it. We beLieve that its prospects

for great

useful-

are

The special cable dispatch to the

that the new

convinced.

also

We are

building proposed has become’ a necessity to the school. -, The buildings now in
the

meet

to

inadequate

use are wholly

wants of the students now in attendance,
and we have no doubt that the present
number would be doubled in a very short
time if the accammodaliohs” Were suf«rig
:
ficient.

‘One of our brethren, a member of this _

recently

New

Board, .and his wife have opened the
subscription for the new hall with a Cen-

abandoned his earlier Calvinistic

‘ the pariah of the Irish

Trinita-

means

indefinite

party.”

We

York

give

snd

We
this

A

el

Ce

Ne

Hillsdale -Oollege.
Soaking of the opening of the fall term
‘at Hillsdale college, the Herald says :
Faculty, which
|. The vacapcies fn: the
seem so serious a matter, will be filled
with scholarship and ability. Miss Vance,
who will fill the vacancy caused by the

adopted declaring that* festivals do not devel-

interest
A

resignation

fit up

of

Miss ~ Phillips,

is

a

lady of
unusual
culture
and ex.perience. Wao feel confident that she
will be a valuable acquisition to the col

a mission house in tht city for this purpose.
In this connection we might say that the socie-

of Jewish

Storer

A. L. GerrisH, Cor. See.
NE

op the grace of liberality, but are detrimental
to the spiritual interests of the church.”

ty for the diffusion

work done in

Christian . people

Send all funds for the * new hall” to

for church,work. The latter method found favor in the eyes of a Methodist Conference recently heldin Mississippi, and a resolution was

London gentleman has given $10,000 to

any

the Financial Secretary-"F. N.- Fernald,
Lewiston, Maine,
Per order of the Board,

in

Jews.

benevolent
by

and liber.1 with their donations.

merce-

In certain quarters there is much

no

country

we can not doubt that our people in all
parts of the denomination will be prompt

nary end in view, it is well enough to listen to
what may, be said in support of giving directly

manifested in the conversion of the

ad-

subscription, _

penditure of funds, as our work at

‘“ History of Protestant Missions in India. »
This clergyman was a well known worker under the auspices of the Church Mission: ary So=
clety.

ism:
It is true that the Holy Spirit is infinitely concerned in the affair of our redemption,» as well as the Father and the Son,
and ‘equally with them ; and therefore we
may well suppose, that the affair was, as it
were, concerted among all the persons, and
determined by the perfect consent of all.
And that there was a consultation among
the three persons about it, as much doubtless as about the creating ‘of man (for the
work:of redemption is; a werk wherein.
the distinct concern of each person ‘is “infinitely greater than in the work of crea-

has been

college.
With
so many motives for
generous giving in a good cause, and ‘so’
great a necessity for immediate action;

all denominations ‘of Christians in Bengal.
Rev. M. A. Sherring was the author of several
valued works on India, among which was a“

“4s to its Trinitarian-

knowRedgé

loge. Mr.

Hayes, ' Professor

of

Greek,

young has had “great advantages
various schools, libraries, gocieties, rabbis, and
in ne: country and in Earope and is eswriters with Jewish literattdre. Twentyfive- pecially fitted for the work which he will
tion), and so, that there was a joint
His thorough acschools were supported, at an expense of 3,180 be expected ‘to do.
agreement of all, but not properly
quaintance
with
German
renders: him a
rubles,
and
poor
students;
were
aided
to
the
covenant between them all, There is~no.
fluent
speaker
in
that
language
as well as
extent
of
7,776
7
rubles.
The
society
has349
necessity of supposing that each one acts:
reader. © Miss Vance also_speaks French
i
in this consent and agreement as- a purty ‘members. Biron Sunzberg is President of it.
with esse: - On the whole the Faculty
covenanting, or ‘that the agreement of
We wish thiat the home ‘missionary yen. of .will,'no doubt, be prepared to keep u
each one is of the nature of a covenant; the Waldensian church might traverse land and
the.reputation of the college for thorough
stipulation®and engagement.
ocean and-infase something of its own enthu- -work the coming
year.” We also, feel
wb,
pe
| “a
sidsm into the American organization, known
confident that the students will, as hereSNEE
among the Jews of Russia supplied

into. prominence, and to give people an
“opportunity to become more familiar
with their belief. “It seems that they do

towns and villages.

Their belief as to the peculiar
of baptism is also 'being|
more distinctly, - 1t has been
understanding that they al-

ment which has driven the negroes into -an ex-

.ard, their denominational organ,

is quite

|

What the orthodox churches. general

call

The number who attend

of whom
Rome.

regeneration—that

is, the iowa

change of mind and heart, . from the false

to the true, from the world to Christ,
from the power of Satan unto God, from
the love ‘and practice of sin to the love
and practice of righteousness—the is-

ciples have always insisted must precede’

‘have

come:

out.

of

the

church

After relating instances of murderous

A much

larger number of ladies have engaged
rooms in the East Hall than usual already.
We are now entering upon our second
quarter of a century with very fair pros:
pects. We congratulate our friends upon
the Bantering prospects of the ollege:

‘public’ worship under them is about 4,000, and
of these 2,414 are communicants, the majority

to themselves an

lowed
a degree at least of regenerative
efficacy in the act of baptism, such as
most orthodox people attribute
to the
agency of the Holy Spirit; but the Stand-

tofore, be a credit to thé’ college.

as the Freewill Baptist Ilome Mission Society.
The Waldensians have now one hundred agents
engaged in evangelizing Italy—not foreigners,
but Italians.
by
rth, by civil rights ‘and privi-

leges, they constitute a native agency. The
Gospel is preached by them in forty-seven

‘Dot accept the title of « Campbellites: and

applieation

last. year

EN

TL

AE

‘Winistrs and Churches,

of

2 sis

:
Maine,
odus, the Secretary of the Kansas Freedman’s
Rev. L. Given writes from West Waterville +
Relief. Association asks the significant question: * Where is the power and strength of | as follows: * As a part of the fruits of a revi-

our mation?”

val last winter and

Tn a letter to the Chicago Inter

Oceaw'the same

Secretary

continues:

leave the politician to answer,

and

solve’ the

problem, why 7this government is. unable, to
protect her wards to-day. Her flag may well

9

a ie

to aly people?”

ofa;
PEAT

(Tin (a

x

it

JAa dondy ad dashes morning, the sugges-

ing waters, ‘and

‘the ‘green

grass

vert to Christ, eighty-one years oldyywas , baptized.”
Pennsylvania,
ft

into the First Free Baptist church of “Harris
burg, by jerer,
~.JRhode Island.

Five persons were baptized Sept. , and ad¢ed to'the church Tn OMeyville. ... Rev. 'L.
“Dexter-preached his fafewell sermon af the
|

Tireshyiel St. church‘in Providence; Sept. 5.

agtabodt Bok

Rev. Wi B. Brooks ‘writes’ from Commeree;

charm

are. to

another

i

tion of a raw chilliness in the weather—premonitiond that the . delights . of ‘summer: are
s00n't0 be lost, that the mild sky, the

Wwe had

One, head of a family, was recently reddivod

“drop half-mast and call for drapery of mourning, for thousands of loyal gitizens slain at’ the
behests of the disloyal element of our nation.
When" will we acknowledge the universal
brotherhood of man and, [fatherhood of Gal, ds
a nation? When will we accept the’ Jesson
that righteousness exalteth a nation, bat sin is,

spring,

baptism Sept. 5, and one brother, a recent con-

* We

: | cease and the huge Armies be brought in+” thé ism of a'sect. “Do you often find true rather,

be -

gratefully acknowledging the receipt of a packEmpe books, donated by Rev. Ira
A
_

|

tho nations8 nati of great, moment | "the, mqther., that person is faithfully calling people
ootibitcy; or. are gers
Sou of ‘away from gin to holiness? We do not |
thé'| knowypf any such cases v.20 yp hope,
06 "Africa satisfactory
to the
ey!
for th credit of Christian in ‘that
portal Sepitalions iw Co
no one else does. -

thodox call regeneration . ds, affected in
or by baptism.
AE

bd he is _banceforth

Tost’ to

mortal

eyes:

Woodbury Cobb, the “yaledictorian of

ie five ified ithé!

owns Hot’

Rey. E..D. Lewis, of Oak Cente

.

at Bates; ‘thie Obristidn gentleman dnd jo ' Od fg return howd POHL GonéFaL Goufer;”
ac- ; a
whose very nature repelled ‘all | ‘ence witelegram was sent calling me to the bed-

If those, statements are Eonily
ceptéd by the Disciples it” will be ina

‘coarseness, and whose life was clean and pyre.

measure surprising to us.

=H. A: 8, "73.

Sp

m—

ss sa AE —

|

Eastern.

reat.

, C, Paris, Miss Lydia, Remick and Mrs. .
begotten) ‘of the. Holy Ghost.” | ‘rolled up as a’seroll and’ hidden from sig
‘A
half
hour’s
work
and
the
durkétied..
morning
Wolfeboro, N, H., and Rev, Fi. N. Fer
to active “service, and terrible warfare. hearted missionaries belittling their” ‘eall- |, Mt. Campbell -and: séine other writers | enters the soal, fis I 'happed’ to Fldnce at u pare roy sofProf.
Stanley, Rev. Ww. H: Bowen and
Smog. us found fault with the ‘orthodox
ing . by #aising the charge.of **heteros
re
agraph
in
the)
yewaspaper,:
dnll
learn
/
fhipt'I
the
ions.
desolat
Lew ton, Maine. re
its
all
with
itdsso oF Lewis
&
rage
n
attached
to
the
word
regenera.
ler
4
Chand
these.
in
truth
ity
¥
ns
et
ory potio
be Afghanistan
di
is of itself’ doxy” aghinst a fellow-laborer so long as on: Inut they never taught that what the young life of Cobb Is alsa xolied up, ay». eral,
ay of bielry
from

6

Vl

five.

yields so large returns for so small an exk-

languages.
He was an accompished~<Sanscrit
scholar and his version of the Bible is used by

‘However much we may justify ourselves

of

do not hesitate to say that in our

judgment

Bengali

holding church festivals, chiefly with a

instead

and preparations for building have begun. ‘The Board earnestly desires to see
the work go rapidly forward, and appeals to every “friend of the cause to lenda
helping hand.

The de aths of two noted mission workers in
India are announced.
The best known of the
two is Rév, Dr.” Wenger ¢ "of Calcutta.
Dr.
Wenger had given his spetial attention to bib-

Sanscrit

thousand

ded to the: five thilwennd

7

lical translation in thé

twenty

"About
a thousand dollars.

should

Lopes SO.

oe

He has since visited Harper’s~ Ferry, and
made an enthusiastic report to the Board,
_expressing regret only that he could not

‘Tribune relates how an Irish member ** came
in drunk and delivered a wild speech, inawhich
he insulted the chairman of the committee. and
denounced miembers. generally
as
infidels,

|

:

ness among the colored, people, and for
tnost v aluable service to the whole South,
were never so bright as af present,

Scotch Presbyterians, cortemptible roncon——1I7 has been so confidently asserted of formists and despicable shopkeepers. He was
late, and notably -by Dr. O. W. Holmes named hy the chairman, and expelled by, the
and others of the Cambridge libetals, ‘Spehiker for the remainder of the sitting.” It
that Jonathan Edwards in kis later years is added that the ‘disreputable member is

claim that those quoted statements are
distinct on that point when it says:
true.
Christian ‘missions seek thé con-

version of the heathen, it is true, ‘partly

SS

The Home Mission Board desires to
call the attention of Freewill Baptists and
all others interested in the education of
the colored people of the’ South to the

A curiously. disorderly scene occurred in the
British House of Commons the other evening.

cause it is preaching ‘‘not itself, but
Christ Jesus, the Lord.”
It is. not in’

‘such as can not probably admit of a har- the * theological indoctrination ” of -the baptism, and that it is not Christian bap-.
is contradicted bythe very . his- tism at all where the subject of it has not
ee
voters are powder ‘mohious adjustment ona mutually diplo- ‘heathen
Hagens to Christ in faith
and ball for an
" Thomas matic and pededlol basis. It seenis more tory and practice of ‘missions. Missionary. already yielded his
ing thatas the meanferson, y WOR! £06 Ro. is’ proud #0 ‘and more that Europe is ‘merely staving societies do mot, as arule, insist that and penitence.
ling
of
the
phrase;
we - can say with all
to hold that | oft by considerable effort a great war, and their missionaries must all be of one de- confidence, F Disciples declare 3 at all
/|
nomination,
They
do.
insist
that.
‘they
rr
freeto all,: the,
thé waters of the earth can ix save a
4 that sooner than. some expect all (
kept ing dong the “Faropeap. nations must | shall teach Chritianity, ‘but not, asa rule, man | who has ‘not first been born (or.

unin

simple fact that well bred people

Certainly. Bat the orthodox pulpit is
telling the truth and the whole truth, be-

consider its
church is the
indignity,
the heathen ;”
sigificance
* the object is,
brought out
but, primarily
the general

to bear witness’ ‘in the case, wh would

=

* The New Hall at Harper's Ferry.

abjuring the traditional custom in that country
of calling waiters © ‘ garcon, dy os) » and ad1 tenmiat Offering of five “thousand “dollars,
dressing them as“ monsicur,”
% sir. Wr

practice.

result, at least, of the presiden-|
tial campaign ‘is to bring the Disciples

2

ANE.
(hh. (Hd JS

Ee

chapel,

fallible rule of faith

and

>

installment of
Com.

sive influence throughout France is seen in the

in the Kingdom of God. And will our)’
brother féel that her presence: there Shuts "ZONE
him out?

about

that the democratic spirit is gaining a ' perva-

just as

of human bondage until it ceased to exist ; rianism, and that one of his manuscripts
and they are just as ready to-day torecog- was extant which the heirs of his faith as
nize the colored people as a part of the well as of his goods refused to publish
great human family for which Christ died for fear that orthodoxy would suffer, that
as they are to recognize the most favored many people were beginning to suppose
race on earth as'a part of that brother- that there might be something in the
hood. We partigularly desire that the | assertions. But the publication of the
| book form ‘completely anhinderance to -a union between
the manuscript $i
-swers
the
charge
of recantation. ' For it
northern and southern portions of .the deappears
that
the
great
theologian did not
nomination should be removed, but the
Gonference that would not receive a change or” even essentially- modify his
doctrinal views, but that he died a dogmembership of thirty thousand persons
matic Calvinist and 4 firm defender of
in 1839 because they would bring: their
. the old doctrines on damnation, predesslaves with them is just as firm in its opination and original sin. Here isa parposition to-day to both the form and spirit
agraph from the book which is sufficientof slayery as it was then.
| ly definite as to its
Galvinism and by no
It is perhaps consistent with Mr. Gore's
idea of what conStitutes a gentleman that

average

and would like to pay an
$200 as Soon as possible,

-the Christian ministry has always taken
it, as being the word of God, the only inonly a slander to affirm otherwise. * If,”
says Mr. Hale; + the-pulpit-does not -teii- ¥
the truth and the whole truth, the world

denomination, just entering on its second|
century, should reviowihe' record of its

to

$1,000 towards the new

and

In our last issue it was noted that a proposition is to come before the French Chambers favoring a sale of that portion ofthe crown jewels
not considered of artistic value.
Another sign

wish .to seem to clearer light than then, that this knowledge and light have modified some of. our
of that paper; but a loving interest in our old interpretations, is true. But the ChrisSouthern

sid

‘as frauds,

thing to do with this case of prosel§ting.

to the utterances

their progress, and bids us express the
pain that we feel” when that progress
seems to be backward.
Oiir “friend "Gore misapprehends they
spirit and, purpose of the anti-slavery
meeting at Weirs, if he supposes-’it was
held to revive in any sense the bitter
memories of war.
It washeld rathéras
one in a system of meetings at which. the

them

The Roman C atholic influences at Ww ashing
ton ‘should not be ‘ove rlogked by watchful
Protestants.
Although it is at Terre Haute,
Ind., that a son of Senator Voorhees has re-.
cently been received into the Catholic church,
yet we presjune thats the Catholid tart
wilrich exists at our national capital had some-

authority of every part of the Bible. . But

in the orthodox ranks

L
]

posed endeavoring to raise small or large

On Saturday ‘week ot Mormon recruits for
Utah, mostly English, Scotch and Welsh, sailed
from Liverpool for New York.
Anothet company are sannounced to leave next month.
A
Mormon is a criminalin the eyes of the law,
| and can not our government put a stop to the
landing of
bands of crimin als on our shores?

turies
ago—to, the <Lposistency,
the
veracity, .or the authority of every part of
the Bible,”
the “Tilusirdted
Christian

her

_ Itis also desired that those who p

It isn’t very pleasant reading, nor a very fin
comment on our civilization, to notice in tHe
papers that forty thousand persons congregated on a fair ground in Minneapolis, Minn., to
witness a tw enty miles race. in the: saddle beVag
tween two women for a purse of $5,000.

hold—as their fathers did hold two cen-

manufactures and commerce, and these
acts of peace lay a much firmer foundation for national endurance
the Sonqess of arms. -

land *“ do

and Foreign Missions, is about $5,000,000.

The wisdom of the United Presbyterians of
Scotland is seen in that before entering upon,
their Indian and Chinese ‘missions they ‘have
‘resofved to provide a reserve fund on which,
they could draw in an emergency.
It now
amounts by accumulations: to $100,000.

-

little doubt, namely, that when

the Treasurer of the Woman's Missionary
So
ns L. A. DeMeritte, Dover,

vet their receipts are
$500 per week.

unfounded slanders will be allowed to ac-

Whether Great Britain has reached the
hight of her power or is yet a growing
empire, one thing seems to admit of very

:

Weirs, for. the new chapel at Harper's
Ferry, should forward the yame at once
to

simple addition, and declares-as a result that
the total annual contributions
of all the
churches of the United States, for both Home

‘all sensible folk regard

under-

—SPEAKING of Rev. Edward Everett
Hale's article in the North American Review op
InSincerity in the Pulpit,” and
referring to his charge that the forty

to

i

wri. fy .

mate conclusion. “People do like to be humsums among their churches, should ‘make
bugged.
The Eddy Brothers,
spiritualisty;
the effort immediately.
The women wish
have been exposed any number of times, and|” to raise

complish the objects that their originators
have in view:

Butler

”:

t is desired that all who pledged money
OL the Women's paper at the Conference gt

"There is no use in trying to evade the legiti-

stand the matter, and it is not likely. that

side.

the authority which ‘belongs to their unit- and singly and-all through, to save souls’
éd action the measures which in their bes by a certain process of theological inlief are best calculated to insuré tranquil-- doctrination.” We donot believe that
lity in the East.” This is so much easier many person conld be found, competent

age and over that age,were unable toread
“and write, and more than three-quarters

upon the people,

of Ben

Notios,

Somebody has been at work on a problem of

fabrication of falsehood, to break his hold

the present ses-

aspects of * that

impar-

tial observation that wecan make, it seems

great

“The Woman’s Home _Mis-|

forget to include the return
the Democratic party.

paigns. -Mud-throwing has already begun in earnest, and from the most

sion, il’ it is to be continuously tolerated
by the Saxon strength of character. which
is the inheritance of Young England.
We are aware tliat we have been tempted to glance at the dark side af England's
greatness. We can not justly ignore the

they have strength to do it?” Then they This principle underlies the policy of pub- in another place, taken
have strength to bind him and take his lic taxation for the support of freé-schools.
gootls, that teo, must be right. If it is not It is not a condition of Christian society Review. Each reader
himself, Neither do we
right for five poor men by their votes to
in which the view is {aken that=‘ The give too much. attention
turn a rich man’s dollars’ to their’ profit;

on the property-holders of the State. We on the rich man’s. property because they |
are willing to risk the correctness of our can out-vote him ;” but rather when the
: position upon that, to say nothing of the rich man recognizes his duty to ‘his less
farcical way these schools are managed.
Come, brother Star,enlighten us upon this fortunate fellow men, and out of his
vexed question. 1lad.it.-not. have. been- abundance lends to the poor as..the--Lord-

her

i

Sa

Denominational Bins,

‘BRIEF NOTES.
Editorial declaration of.the Western Christian Advocate:

A All communications designed for publication
ghould be addressed to the Editor, and all- letters
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_ hours only to the closing sufferings of his mor- |

35

pT

age off]

twenty-six years. He was just-maturing into a
noble manhood,
I was looking forward to the
of Zion.

he would

stand

upon

the

walls

He was gifted with far more than or-

dinary’talents,

I think of lim night and

day

Great Lender.

now

returned

Sept. 24, at 2 o’clock, p. M.

for what joy and sorrow he has given

that'son?

session) will

Thursday

God
me

rish, Mr.

Thomas

R.

Further notice is

So we must all die, Ihope to find

ship

. my dear boy in heaven where there shall be no
“ gnore death,” ' *

convene,

commencing

on

Rowe,

A.

“iOhio.

The fall term of Rio Grande collegeqopened
© with's larger attendance of students than any

morning,

Deyotional

and:

Courtesy

among

dress by Rev. 8S. D.

tianity

exercises,

the

Bates,

as opposed

Died

con-

clergymen

Evidences

to Modern

OPIN

3

In Fairpost, N. Y., Ang. 23d, Roy D., infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Chas, P. Benedict, aged about
12 months."
i

i

of Chris-

bh

oF

Regencrition.

Life

Ser |

mon by Rev. M. M. Dodge, Brotherly Love.
- (236)
J. W. RENDEL, Clerl:.
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION will be held with the
| Napier church, commencing on Friday, October 8,

cord,

(2136)

Q.

Meeting

M.

Elegant; All New, Chromo

inpg-sermon by Rev. Wm. Peck.

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR.
THE CURE OF

2nd-Woodhull

of Sept.

2¢.

Open-

close Sept. 30,

Croup,

'P. M. | Duty of the ministers in the

Conference, W, H, Ward; Desecration.of the Sabbath; C. L. Pinkham; Ancient Mysteries, C. A.
Bickford ; Soul Music, E. I’. Moulton;
What" is |
Dying? E. True; Exegesis of 1st John 1-8, P.
Chesley ; Future Punishment, Its nature and duration, BE. Tuttle;
Faults and
Excellences of
pulpit Elocution, N, A. Avery; Sanctification, A.

ap

well as clergymen are cordially invited

H.

All spare time will be filled
exercises and preaching.

Dover; N. H., Sept. 10,°1880.
a

Nervous

ay

may come before

. R. COOLEY,

courazing.
Next session with the church

Fenner- E B Fuller--C B Hart—A

ity.

Mrs

They should be sent immediately

Reyes

Chautauqua.
Chemung.
rawford
blir
A
Clinch River.
Enosburg.
East Batou Rouge.
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Franklin.

Springfield. Shiloh
St. Francis
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Chas Sexton

Macon

Lansing.

OIL

‘The

most mild, bland, aud nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
, this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
and E. H.

gis

RUEXy

1y6.

aBad

Cold.

A.badeCold will run its course of about ten

* «layk, and may end in Consumption and death,
unless some means wy REoYent are employed

at

once. Many a useful
life bas been saved to the
world by thie romps use of Dr.N. G. ‘White's
"When sensible’ of having

* taken
Col dy commence at’ once taking the.
Elixir according to directionspn the bottle, and,
yoy will 800n be well,
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Mr and Mrs Geo Leonard
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Campelia
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Miss M Curtis
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Me for Minn Miss
Dr I Hedge Waukon Ia = 400.00

‘prove the moral welfare of “society, and will
make uncompromising war on the runi traffic,
maintaining that its total prohibition is an easy
-possibility dependent only upon the willof the
. people, who make the Iayw-makers and create
the public servants whose duty is to enforee
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action they derange,
disease and destroy.
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Show-

A liberal discount to churches and the trade.
!
I. P. FRINK, 351 Pearl St.;, New York.
I" ' CINGINNATI,
© 20t eow
:
Hv
Or 866 Broadway, N. Y.
|"

~

In a manner so simple and progressive that it

and | h large collection of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.
windows, Parlors, Banks, Offices, Picture-Galler‘ies, Halls. Depots, etc. New and Elegant designs? |.
Give the most powerful,

the best Light known

4

THEORY OF MUSIC
$1.00 by mail:

P

AVEO

maybe called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
The old
befogged systems ave too complicited to be practi-

~ THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT.
FRINK’S

2

it clear as the ‘sunlight.
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GRAY'’S

purges out the lurking humors in the syste; that
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis:
orders. : Eruptions of the skin are the appefirance

Coy

3

yx

GRAY MEDICINE

-

LPSIA

where:

AYER
& £0., Lowell, Mass., |
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thirty

PALMER'S

cable.

vely presented.
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The literary departments of, the. Blade
be
fre
compiled
from
original sources; and”
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it will Dpbent Tom time to time a carefully | male 'Weakhess, Sterility; Leucorrhded, , arising
and uterine diseases,
prepared column of review ‘and 6riticism of, from internal ulceration”
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in India for the las! Larter ip the ble and are desirable in the public journal as in
: DR. J. C.
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year. The next remittance tor the first
quarter in the individual.
The terms will be $5 per year; 92 cents per
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
next year should be made on'ghe 25th day of next
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+8. CURTIS, 1reas.
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Purifying the Blood.

Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples,
at- Boils, Tumors, Tetter and
| Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
will] Neutalgia, Pain in the Bones,

over

FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

'X WARRANT
ONE BOTTLE 2
perfect cure tor all the worst forms
of PILES, two to four in the worst
|
ROSY, SCROFU.

Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
26.92

for

&

Hand

MACHINE

they produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of
x

«

AND

Boston.

the Liver, Stomach, Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and

used

& Pinkham and by druggists everywhere. : George
C. Goodwin £& Co., wholesale agents, Boston, is
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THE
WORLD

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
the blodd. ' When they are gone, the disorders

2.00

extensively

No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA

nal organ or organs, whose
and whose substance they

TAKING.

is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,

“een

29-501d in Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lothrops

By

expelled’
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BEFORE TAKING. brain and nerv-AFTER
ous system;
and has
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be
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packages for $3,.or will. be sent free by mail on receipt of the money 24 addressin;

Kai Any Book mailed for retail price.

very, prevalent and afllicting.
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0 Reme-

and
Weakness,
result of
Indiscretion, excess or,
overwork of the =
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—

Free.

o.|

This compound of the Vegetable Alteratives,
Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stillingia, and Mandrake, with
athe Indides of Potash and Iron, makes a most of.
fectuateme of a series of complaints which are

TRADE]

mail to every one.
ga~The Specific Medicine is
sold by all
ruggists at $1 per package, or six

those who wish a low-priced book; is admirably
simple and clear, hag plenty of music, and has a
- thorough course in Note Reading.
:

For

THE

goats with great success.
#@ Full particulars
n our pamphlet, which we desire to send. free, by

different ihethod, and entirely
Johmson’s
Method
is for

OLIVER DITSON & C0.,

By

dy, will promptly and radically
cure
any
an
every
case, . of
Nervous Debility

BOSTON.

has exactly the same end in view as the

has a
music.

sALE

"Gen. Managers,

Temple contains an dxcellent Sige
Course, and a large number of Glees,
Sacred Tunes and Anthems for
practice,
use in classes. L. O,Emerson’s
Voice of

Worship

ror

608 Washington St.

W.
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wherever found.
:
The Blade will take strong ground in. fayor
of all laws and enterprises which tend: to im-
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METHOD FOR SINGING
CLASSES. (60cts.) ‘By A, N. JOHNSON.
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The first number of a néw daily .newspaper
in Concord will be.issued on or about September 1.
y
;
Without ‘making extravagant
promises -for
the future, nor apologies or explanations for
its appearance, it may be simply said of the
Rlade thatit will be a Republican Journal; and
will labor in a truthful spirit for the advance
ment of pure Republican pEineiples and ta cul
tivate honesty in politics, having
in view the
promotion of good government, local, state and
‘national,. Jt will be interested in all public af-
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books for

| already very popular,
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THE TEMPLE.
PERKINS.

PROSPECTUS
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($1.25.) ByDR.W.
THE ANTHEM HARP.
O. PERKINS.
(Justout.)
af
A new hook intended as a successor for ‘‘Perking’ Anthem Book,” published some years since
and which was a decided success. - The’ new book
contains music perfectly withjn the reach of come
mon choirs, and is destined to have agreat sale.

Send stamp-for Catalogue.
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Nathan Rackley Malden
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free;
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consumption, scrofula and general debility.

Elixir.
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Benevplent

Approved by the:Academy of Medicine of New
_ York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

Pulmonary

2.056
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of Treating
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Reported in the Star
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plete Agent’s Outfit sent on receipt of $1.00.
specimen copy sent to any address for 15 cents.
A. 8. BARNES & CO., Publishers,
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111 & 113 William St., New York.
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SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Ed Soc
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AGENTS AND CANVANSERS

Way

a:

To take subseriptions

Give a corrective, laxative and tonic,
do
In one pure medium that combines the three.

a

Boston:

Statuary, &c.
old
ROBINSON BROS. &

Boston,

from the Telegraph

Send for circulars.

And o'er disease for thirty years victorious,
The world’s well-founded confidence retains. »
TARRANT'S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT.
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New Hampton Commercial College,
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shows that she can write
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Elegant cloth binding.
Murs. Bates is known to most readers only as a
writer -of poems; but-this—handseme illustrated
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Bates.
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highest-class, with original contributions from the
most celebrated writers in every country.
Edited
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e finest plate or jewelry, or even the most delicate skin. * It 18 far superior to any other soap for
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- Keep up the strength and keep the bowels

gram children of late Rev J Phil-

Lansing

or

Hutchinson

a

Admitted tothe

Telegraphy Taught!

-

&

containing a.complete list of American

Street, Chicago.

1.000.000

Eight Per Cent.

x
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8
Smith Brunswick Me

Wanted

New Hampton, N. H.

‘| INTEREST [ GUARANTEED.

For the Phillips Monument.
D G Holmes 1.00 Mrs Nash 1.00 Chi.’

QM

be too late for insertion :
Big Ivy.
River Raisin. ”
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Forwarded.
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Quarterly Meetings.

ceived from the following
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WARNER,

Mas
its
Representative
Newspaper
hor to
Journal.
We
announce that
»
have prepared

country to write it.” Illustrat.
LL
* Important proofGarfield.
0] mplete outfit 50¢.
to Agents. "Address

JAMES
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Western Farm Mortgages

_'M Coleman, Deep Watter, W Va

Manchester ch

been

URNISHING

STORES.
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Simeon-Weed, RD Grande, O
J T Sifton, Coswell, Mich
A C Shaver, Cualburgh, W Va

e+
I +e

the Register have not

Alt

Rev G W Colby, Woolwich, Me

i

Reports for

i

ill PRA ULAR.

2d

C.

MEN.

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph

BRADLEY, GARBETSON § Co., 66 N. 4th St.,Philadel’a, Pa,

BY MAIL.

“F. B. Register.
;

the

038Y)

| Mrs J Phillips and family additional

PAY

& RAIN,

Embodies best results of latest research, Bright and readable, 425 Illurtrations,' Many new features. Sells to all
classes.
Low in price (Only $8.5.)
Extra terms.

New

Books

We look forward with glorious anticipation
to our next (. M.to'be held with Gum Spring
church, Cedar (lo... Mo.
—
Clerk.
TL

¥

:

Agents

—J Hamlin—E H Higbee—N K Hill—-D W Hunt
In ten years we have made 3,695 loans without
M Hall—F W Kinsman—M Lynn—D H Medbery—
the loss of a dollar. Funds now wanted to
E Merritt—E F Nason—A Pierce—G Plummer—J | loan
on first-class SecUrily, Far references
R Pope—H. Paige—J M Pease—B Steere—W J
&c., send for pamphlet to J.
B. WATKINS &
Stanton—B Steere—W W Sharpe—L Thompson—
CO.,,
Lawrence,
Kansas;
or
HENRY
JD R Whittemore—L
N ‘Wood—S, Weed—-F
L
DICKINSON,
Manager, 243 Broadway,
Wiley—G C Waterman—J C Ward—J Young,

prosper--|

f

ET

Rr

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

aine.

—Allen& James—Q -AJlen—H Brown—J-Black- +
stone~J Clark—W O Cooper—T G Earle—J M

~ ‘CW

S80Ns CREEK Q. M.—Held its July
session
with Bethel church, Lawrence Co.,
Mo. = Bro.
Preaching by
Hutsell was elected moderator.
Bro, Holman, Bro. Arnett, Bro, (dskey- and
ings,
ofc
feast
others. ‘We bad a perfect

ending

of

IX.

popular man in the
ed, authentic and
sheets read by Gen.
. TA
Extra terms

A YEAR and expenses fo agents. Outfit
Free. Address P.O. VICKERY, Augusta,

Rec. Sec.

D.

is for Sale by

all Parts of the World.*

Organization,

CEN- JAS. A. CARFIELD
By the famous war correspondent; ¢¢ CARLE=

1m
BitiE "eoMMENTATOR

Money Letters Received.

Center, commencing
Dec. 31st, Tr. M.
A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

cominencing inpeace and

By order

r

1tf

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

next, .at ten

M. WEBB,

BY

TON?” (C. C. Coflin).

of

or to

Illustrated Pamphlet Pree.
CO. Marshall, Mich,

VANDUZEN

Post-Office Addresses.
CA. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y. Y., to
whom ali missicn money within the bounds of the
Central Association ghould be sent.
2t
Miss Lurs A, Mains, Batavia, Mich,
(251)
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
:
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
25122)

Clerk,

at Constantia

Sociéty.

Portland, Mé., Sept. 10, 1880.

came

OSWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church at Phoenix.
The churches of the
Q. M. were well represented. Harmony prevailed in the business conference, and interest
was manifest in the social and public services.
The Ladies’ Mission Society occupied Saturday
evening, the exercises being very interesting.
"The reports from churches were generally en-

the

Executive Committee.
or
LINDLEY

:

BICLOW

80 Days’ Trial our *

those atllicted with Rheumatism
Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Liver or
neyiroubles, Re et or Rut
De edy

1y1l

-.o’clock in the forenoon, for the choice of officers
and for the transaction of any other business that

“forwdrd for prayers on Sabbath evening, also
=<" .on Monday evening I>learn. May thé goodbegun work continue there. Please pray for
them.
:
Next session with the Wrightstown chureh,
Rev.S. Wheeler to preach the opening ser-

mon.,

ef October

Washington,

Remedy

MAGAZINES AND PERIGDICALS.

1vl

-

Several

day

Nagural

H.

Nearly

Wide-awake Teachers assure us that THE SovEREIGN is the best of Mr. Palwer’s popular Music
Books.
;
3
Price, $750 per dozen ;
i
73 cents each, if sent by mail.

.

Debility, Weaknesses,

cures guaranteed.
Our
Address VOLTAIC BELT

hs
Baptist

dis -

Rochester, N. Y.

Societies
Jhis Season.

N. Y.,

Lost Vitality from any cause;

Foreign Mission Society will be held at the Somerset street church, in Boston, Mass., on Thurs-

day, the fourteenth

H.

‘The $ overelg

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELTS,BANDS,
Suspensories, Trusses, and other appliances, to those suffering from

:

SendtoMARCHAL&

USE

order of application.

We set

(B87)

—————————————

& 00.

-cure the many
Mothér’s Magzine.

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Largest Size 1} octave

$196.

:

B. Lakely, Selma, Ala.

A. Harvey, D. D.,

Great

Druggists in

SMITH, 8 West 1ith St., N.Y.

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED. . Catalogue set Free,

one

M.

Sp

Foreign Mission Society.
The annual meeting ‘of the Freewill

been

WAUPUN* Wis.) Q. M.—Held
its August
wessfon with the Dale ¢hureh, Aug 27—30.
It
was a session of more than ordinary interest.
For in the first place, a successful effort was
made to clear off the debt on the Dale church
for their house of worship: which
has been
harfiking over the church
for years.
And
in
the second place, arrangements -were mude,
(in part at least) for canvassing the
Q. M. to
. zaise the share which belongsto this
Q. M. of
the $18,000 centennial fund, which was projected at the last (Wis.) Y. M., the interest of
which to be used for the benetit of the Y. M.
And we hope that the other Q. Ms, of this Y. M.
«will do likewise, and the third thing, of special
~interest, was the revival interest connected

with this session of the Q.

v

50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.

4133

Rosewoodmusical
Pianos,outfit,
with com.for

go

8

—C.
This

oC

plete

FOR
THE
LIBERAT., EDUCATION
OF
WOMEN:
Examination!
for entrance, Sept. 15th.
Catalogues sent on! application fo
9t50
'
W. L. DEAN, Registrar.

erset St. church, Boston, Mass, Oct. 14, 1880, beginning at 2 0’clock, P. M.,
G, F. MOSHER, Rec. Sec.

there.
Our interest all through the Q. M.
seems to be growing, and the doctrine which
‘we preach is readily accepted by the people.
In fact, we agree with the Com. on Doctrine,
appointed at General Conference, that it is so
nearly perfect that an attempt at altering
would be injurious.
W. H. PECK, Clerk, pro tem.

3

A

POUGHKEEPSIE,

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by’druggists and dealers generally,

28

close that it was good for us that we had

to attend.

The Home Mission Society.
The ext anbnal meeting of the Freewill Baptist Home Mission Society; for .the election of
officers and the transaction of any other business
that may come before it, will bé held in the Som-

|:

Cirds.

VASSAR COLLECE.

CONSUMPTION.

with devotional
PER ORDER.

BR

a

up

id

W.

by

Pub’r, 767 B’dway, N. Y.

Young men wanting a liberal education are requested, whatever their circumstances, to apply to
3m25
N. LEAVENWORTH, A.M,
Principal.

including

Hutchinson ; Exegesis, Heb. 6: 4, 5, 6, Q. Pitts;

2383328

was

Revs.

- Also the Life of HANCOCK,

:
—E.

It has passed severe tests and won endorsements from some of the highest medical’ talent: in
the country.” —New York World.
!
** No Remedy heretofore discovered can be held
for one’ moment in comparason with it.”

60. illusto

e Shelf.—THE w0ST

according to need, merit and

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

I

RECORD:

“ Itis the remedy that will

In authorship, au.

style, and

THE

It saved. my lf?

eases peculiar to women.”—

= Ex ison, Egitoria) EY
the N.
. H er
Woe TREAT,

Purnishes the best-of instruction in two depart.
ments—Classical and English.
"Expenses $150 a
year.
Aid varying from $30 to $50 may be had,

= ‘Every affection of the_

|

4

Profession, Business and Trade,
Auden, Wancasten, - Wass,
In Your Classes and Musical

= Wore

and’

READ

by
In

terms

4
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~ Influenza, Asthma,
"Whooping Cough,

5

Pd Bd RT Bd

The Com, consists of

pm

235 South Third St., Philadelphia. ,

Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

Over 500 pages,

Ji

5
=

No freight charges.

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,

pointed.

thur.

trations, $2.

FOR THE

Address, R. 8. HARTZELL

for the Re=

Edited
LL.D.

pd

ney, Liver and Urinary Troubles
of both Male and Female.

cluding
a life of Gen. Garfield,
by Rev. G. Draper, D.D., of N.
» with a sketch of Gen. Ar.

thenticity,

convenient article ever offered to House.
. One Agent made $144.67 én ten

-

sas
oo]
Seeley

$1.25 PER BOTTLE!
A Positive Remedy for ALL Kid-

4

Siz. Books in one.’
. Rev. E. O. Haven,

26t36e0W ©

AGENTS WANTED

days.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarséness,

=
A. V. WELLS, Clerk:
FRrREepoM
(N. Y) Q. M.. with the Websters
Crossing church, copgpmencing Friday, Oct. 8th,
at-2, P. M.
:
. L. OBERDORF, Clerk.
- p PROGRAMME of the New Durham Q. M. Minis:
ters’ Conterence to be held with the New Durlfi’
‘church{’cammencing Sept. 28, at 2, pr. M., and to

~~ Peck, S. Butler, and O. €. Hills.
Bro. G. 8S.
+. MéKinney,
of Delmar church, was granted a
i, 1 license for one year. Our meetings of worship
were of more than usual interest. One back“¢ slider started anew.
In our Conference of Saturday afternoon, - sixty-one
witnessed
for
Christ in legs than an hour and a half. All
through our meeting there seemed to be a
breathing after holiness and God. Rev. Wm,
Pockaf Tuscara Q. M., was with us and
adde much to the interest of the meeting by
~preaching and counsel.
We all felt at the

Scroll

to

It will also knita great

Pt

no two alike. Name nicely printed, 10c. Card

Stove-

How to render the Sabbath-gchool moge effective
oY
0
for the salvation of, its members, J. E. Osgood;
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
Has the church ind nation anything to fear from
Roman Catholicism?
S.. ¢, Kimball; Christian
““Tt does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
Sympathy, J. 8. Neal; Pastoral Vacations,” E. W.
behind, as'is the case with most preparations, but
Ricker;
Duty
of
the
Church
in
the
Temperance
Tioga Co. (Pa) Q. M-—Held its last sesloosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays-irritation,
movement, W. W. Brown; Repentance—Its Nasion with the East Chatham church, com
ture and Importance, C. L. Plummer; Pastoral
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
mencing Friday, Sept. 3. It w»s voted jn visits, R. McDonald; Extemporaneous Preaching,
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearConference thut we recognize no minister
as
D. L. Edgerly; The Resurrection, J. F. Joy; Hiding similar names. Be sure you-get
den Christianity, W. 8. Packard; Christian Bappastor of a church unless he has
regular
tism, L. H. Winslow.
All to be frepared wih
preaching appointments, and fills them in said
imited -to
cee
ie
ld
BSE
A ee]
wr
church also, a ¢omniittésof examination for” ~sketen-of a sermon. Essays-to-be
minutes, and to be subjeet to criticism.
Laity
as
with the signature of “I. BUTTS ” on the wrapper.

_~ *candidates for license and ordination

and

ENMORE & OC
Sts. Cincinnati, 0:

in 20 minutes.

GARFIELD

Mills, Northford, Ct.

Notices.

with -the

church, beginning at 2, v. M.,

F.

of

436

%

Elder P. Randall wasswith us and preached on

complete,

at once g
Boston,
4136

N. H.

_.

:

a

Warners Sas. ~~
~ Kidney& Liver CURE

variety of fancy work, for which there is always a
ready market. Send for circular and terms to the
Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 409 Washington St.. Boston, Mass."
17t35,,

0. J. Moon.

P.M.

=i

nG.

v

; fini
# Lom

ublican Manuel! Historical,
documentary, Biographical,Statistical, Fihancialand Political.

| Address for Agency, D. L. GUENSEY,
¢ 61 Cornhill, Beston, Mass.; and Con-

Y. Barringer,
‘Intermediate
Essay by Rev. John Head,

ay - Quarterly

wi

>

Send for descriptive circular. -

AGENTS WANEED

# litical Charts, photographs, Medals.

Ad-

‘Rev. I. S. dJohes, Necessity

TUSCARORA

aa

te

EVERYWHERE

|

2 GET THE BEST A iu SABTEED

|

<

at2,

rn

AGENTS WANT
sell the best Fami=ly ‘Mnitting
Machine ‘ever, invented, ,'Will
knit & pair of stockings with HEEL and TOE

at low rates.
1,000 cured in 10 Jes
Don’ts fail to write DR. MARSH,
Mich.
13tl5eow

©
Agents; - exclusive territory. Apply
Eto
D. L. Guernsey, Pub., 61 Cornhill,
or Concord, N.
aie

them.

Address JOHN G.
#8. W. Opruer,

Q office Map of New England.”
Besteverd
& attempted before,
and
a rich
harvest for®

and

Skepticism.

4teow

refer to those using

¢ ‘NEWS FOR 300 AGENTS
+¢¢ New Township and Railroad and Post

Preparation and Delivery fof Sermons. Address
by Rev. 1. Luther, The Pastor!g Duty. Sermon by

CLEVELAND (0.). Q. M.—Held its last session with the Hinckley cburch, Aug. 20—22.
The Royalton church is without a pastor but it
sustaining a Sunday-school. The other.churches have regular preaching and Sunday-schools.
Quite a good attendance from all the churches,
which made the session- an interesting one.

wa

PERFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING
and perform the work of the Natural Drum.
Always in position, but invisible to others.
All
Conversation and even whispers heard distinctly, We

HABIT CURED at home, privately,

Quincy,

almost universal satisfaction.
7

:

ue
-

‘G. Ww. Bocemsdes, West Haven, Ct.

dress
State

by Rev. S.
of the Dead.

or

t

and

fall term since 1877. It is also encouraging to
say that the Board of Instruction are giving

the Sabbath which was full of interest to the
large congregation. present.
Revs.”
D.° M.
Stuart and G. 11. Damen also preached during
the meeting.
Collection on thé - Sabbath for
Home and Foreign Missions; $8.
A resolution wus passed in«Conference to raise a cen© tenary fund equal to $1.00 per resident member for missions,” Rev. A Striemer was appointed Cor. Mes. to the Crawfagd and-'Washqngton €. Meetings.
We ure a few
and feeble
folks, numerieally speaking, but with a living
*. faith in God in lively exercise, we shall be
stronger,
rd
;
Next session with the Liverpool church,
Friday before the first Sunday in November,
1880.
G. H. DamoN, Clerk.
hh ’

a

ft

L. Ger-

of Providence,

Wednes-

laity. Address by Rév. 8. D:Kenniston, on Temperance. Essay by Rev. Stephen Crum, upon the
Successful Minister. Atdress by Rev. G.
M. Sandersen,
gybject, Prayer. Essay by Rev. J. W.
Rendel, €auses' Why Churches Languish. Ad-

Quarterly Heetings.

s

<

of Otisfield.

ducted by Rév. I. 8. Jones.” Address by Rev. B.
F. Ferguson, on Justification aud Sanctification.
Essay vy Rev. W.L. Hosier; on Christian Fellow-

in

:

—

—

Miss Nellie A. Dawes, of H.
Sept. 4, by the same,
Mr. Rufus Bowker ;and Miss Nellie Spiller, both

also

day evening before the Y. M. convenes. The fol1swing is the programme: Wednesday evening,
Sermon by Rey. A. Pierce. Text, Luke 10: 2.

to the:

'Why should I nét bless

TE

A

given that the Ministers’, Institute (which although
t has been long since organized
has never held a

and my heart is crushed with sorrow.
And
yet the Great All Father, who has given and
who has taken, has done right. My son was a

loaned blessing and is

yes

Miss Arvilla A. Pollard, of Raymond, N. H.
s sent on trial, CataSept. 2, “Mr. Richard Cooke and Mis. Mary
loguefree; Address Daniel F. Beatty, Washing
Phipps, both of Cranston, R. I. °
on, N.J.
.
;
2eow
. In Laconia, Sept. 1, at the residence of the |
bride’s
father,
Thomas
J
Robinson,
by
Rev.
M.
A.
END for our New Calendar of the New
of officers and transaction of other business, will |
Quimby, Rev. Charles M. Emery, of Alton, and
England Conservatory ot Music.
$15 to $20
be held at their office in Dover, N. H., on WednesMiss Emma R: Robingon.
.
per guarterin ¢lasies.
Students in the Cons
day, Sept. 15, at 11, A. M. = L D. STEWART, Sec..
servatory Course can. pursue ALL ENGuisH
On
Block
Island,
Sept.
4,
by
Rev.
Geo.
Wheeler,
Dover, Aug. 31, 1880.
vt
.
BRANCHES FREE.
»
ia
RYO
Morace L. Negus and Pamelia L. Dodge, both ' of |.
wks
.
E. TOURJEE, Musiq HALL, Boston
Yearly Meeting Notices.
In Casco, August 9, by Rev. J. Pinkham
My.
4134
Frank H. Smith, of Casco, and Miss Nellie M.
ONTARIO A880., Napier, Oct, 8.
Barton,
of
Naples.
Aug
26,
Mr.
Jesse
B.
Stanton,
Page Floral Autograph. Albu with Ferns,
NORTHERN IND., Wolf Lake, Sept. 21.
of Poland, and Miss Arbina C. Jenness, of Casco.
Birds, Lilies, Scrolls &c.
Covers and cdges
Yor
NORTHERN IND. oY. M. will hold its next sessioh To Harrison, Me,, Aug. 7, by Rev. L. W., Ray- elegantly gilded, also 47 sglect quotations; all
ond, Mr. Lyman 'H. Cobb, of Windham, and
15 cents, postpaid. Stamfis taken, agents wanted.
with the Wolf Luke church, commencing Friday,

Durham where Randall did hts great work,
ay son was suffering from the , fatal” disease,
cholera morbus, that terminated bis life. He

day when

NT

Sri

og

LK

a

The Printing Establishment.
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment are hereby notified that the
annual meeting of said corporation for the choice

name him Wade Rangall Lewis, and while I
was visiting the cousecrated: places at New

died the 13th day of August, at the

re

‘In Olneyyville, R. 1,, Sept. 2, by Rev.

tal life. As he was my first born son, my love
of the Free Baptist Faith prompted me to |
.}

Fi

BY

lk

Biotices and

1 was with himto mmister for twenty-four

i

¥

&

T
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THE MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER15, 1880.
Married
Appointments, |
14 STOP ORGANS,
SOR)
ASS: Eras HOPE™DEAF
Garmore’s Artificial Ear Brums+
re

y

J

-

-

y
t
8
i
y

|

a

maa

7

——

12 MONTHS,OR $6384

PER QUARTER FOR 2

pe

|. .

L
A
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THE ‘MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER

Sen

THA

15, 1880.
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Allthe boys do but me.”

anything !” and marched out of the room. He did not have to work at all. ‘But after tor, and for Says she lay
.
" «What shall we do with the - boy ®”: awhile he took ‘up his' oars to row scious.

were once of a class in the Edinburgh Grammar School; John ever trim; precise and dux;
Walter ever slovenly, confused snd dolt. nn
due time John became Baillie Jobn of Huntersquare, and Walter became Sir Walter Scott
of the Universe. The quickest and completest

5

one this long time.”

father;

«Rob, that is sort of a magic glass, such
“as you read of in Arabian Nights.”
- Rob looked doubtfully, ‘first at the
glass, then at his father, and asked, “But

‘he'was going. the same way.”

\

1 I'teased her again and again about

Carlyle was forty-two when he published the
¢ French Revolution,” the first work of his to
which he formally put his name.
The, publication of this work was, it is true, delayed,
owing to the burning of the. MS. of one volume through tlre carelessness of Mrs. Taylor,
to whom it had been loaned by John Stuart

¢t Yes,” said his mother; then she stop- her tired ways, and she has kept up ;, and
‘ped.
-maybe she’ll die.”
‘“ But why”—began Rob. £ Oh, yes, “But Edith grew slowly better, and aft
see! . You mean things were just as bad She was out of danger< Harry had to go
before I tried,yonly I didn’t notice. But back to school. Jenny. Dent was very
that doesn’t make it any easier—does" it,” willing to run races and ‘‘ carry on” with
mother? And I can't be good ; it’s no use
im, but he longed for Edith's gentle

at all,” wailed Pp poor Rob.

“No, my

darling;

sympathy and

you

can't—all

forgiveness.

Now,

* Chroni-

cles of the'Canongate” at fifty-seven.

Mill; - but.if that

with .

out her, ib felt how much better she was

mishap

had" not occurred,

Carlyle would have been over forty before his
“work could have appeared.
His * Cromwell”.
was published, when he was fifty; the first two

and now

but words failed, and Rob was not ready

-agone,

8

But of the living, ‘dead to &ny sense

with

sank

at

the

word,
Their ghosts came in to smite
, ‘The heart with hopeless grief;
' ‘What thought could bring relief?
Our eyés grew moist, as violets do at night

After the noonday heat,
‘When we touched on the name of
died,

one

who

And there was something sweet
In the thought of Home-rest ;

Our hearts grew tendegest

As one by one the little children Sue;

py

We called the rosary
And wondered all the while the faces stood
Out clear; and tenderly .

‘We said, * These buds are kept,”
* We scarcely could regret,”

So fresh and sweet the little faces were—
"The faces that looked in
- At memory’s window, yet thro’ keenest pain

The sacred joy we win—
The joy to so behold -

;
:

3

Faces that ne’er grow old.

The children came back with familiar grace

" They had, with deep, soft eyes;
The dead had rest, and pain had softened to
Regret. To our surprise
Our soul grew heaviest

Atnsme of those whotest ~~

“4,

Tob

* J

~~

Love daily with their fallings off from
Their lack of a fine sense

"Of what will" wake distrust, their
:
il
On Toe for her defense,
Go

truth,

constant
Dis

‘When they themselves should blame

For quickening of the flame
Of scandal that has brought them death in life;
The charring of the pure

‘White garments of the soul.

Oh, death is not

The saddest thing, be sure,
That casts a shadow thro’

p

The homes that once we mew,

my

family Crile
OBS

MAGIO MIRROR.

Rob waked up cross on Monday -morning, crosser than usual. ‘The first thing

be iaid'was: “Dear me ; I wish that old
bell would'nt ring. 1 don’t want to get
apy Nevertheless, he. got up and
;

pouting all. the while.

i

ren «fast was on. the table, ‘and father

other were taking their Seats as
came in. But Rob did not even say
14 Good morning” in answer to his moth-|
er, but only this instead: = ¢‘ There, now,

~ mother; you Said Joy would have some
buckwheat

:

3 >

delighted him..

one!

From

“
“Robert

two and sixty-two, and Hallam occupied near-

* BUT IS IIT RIGHT ?
In a pleasant suburb on the sunny

vague

anticipation.

Nothing

re-

markable happened, however; but while
Rob gazed he noticed the disagreeable
scowl on the face he. saw reflected. If
was not a pleasant sight, and it changed
the current of his thought.
« Whew! I
didn’t know I looked like that, "he Whistled under breath.
* Just then the school-bell rang, and the

boys hurried to their .seats. Once * again
that afternoon Rob stole & glance at _ his
magic mirror. He failed in his spellinglesson, and had gone down two places.
Now things were going wrong, if ever,

of London there lived a married, couple,

his mother - there

was an illuminated text, ‘My
sufficient ‘for thee ;” from his

‘busy district of the borough

of Southwark.

father,

which
to year carried on their business without was forty-si¥, and orf a . sick-bed from”
2
:
ever thinking of the Sabbath. One great he never rose.
-Longfellow
gave
us ‘ Hiawatha” when
trouble had clouded their lives.
Out of a
large family only one child had survived forty-eight; “ ‘Tales of a Wayside Inn” when
text: beyond the first two years, and little Anp-- fifty-six, and since then hus been as prolific as

name, the date,

and

below,

this

* But we all, with open face beholding as
ina glass the glory of the Lord, are
changed into the same image from glory

to glory, even'as

by

the spirit of the

Lord.” (2 Cor. iii: 13.)
+ ¢ O father!” cried Rob, with

sparkling

eyes, ‘now I know what you mean by
saying there was magic in my little glass.
But I don’t think it'fs a bit like the Arabian Nights.”
*« No matter,” said his father, smiling;
‘your face already shows the magieal
effect.”

“¢ 1 hope it will go on till I am ‘changed
#nd he quickly drew out the glass, but’ into the same image,’” Rob whispered
with
no better. result
than. - before.
very low.—#5: bs Times.
“Hm!” pondered Rob, ve« I don’t see
9)
what father meant.” At the tea-table hes
A STORY FOR BIG BROTHERS.
asked for explanations, bus his father on“0 Harry, do. wait. a little! I'm so
ly said with a knowing smile, “You foltired !”
low directions, Rob, and you'll see be‘“ Pshaw! you are always tired nowafore long what the magic is,’ So Rob
days,” said Harry Long, impatiently. “I

nie w

1d’ most probably have lain beside

SL

:

go

R27

oh

de

he has been eycellent.

her little brothers and ‘sisters in Norwood
Cemetery, but that she had been sent
down to the coast of Sussex, to an aunt
who lived there, and who not only had to
rejoice over seeing the little sickly blossow, consigned to her care, grow into a
d going.

|active,

happy

child,

but

Table”

in

body

and

soul,

was

published

when

mention

Holmes

forty-eight, and * Songs in Many Keys”

was

when

‘¢ Life of George Washington” after that ‘age.
Prescott wrote, we believe, the © Conquest of
Mexico” between the ages of forty-one amd
forty-seven, and the ‘* Conquest of Peruy’ between forty-seven and fifty-one: Motley completed the *‘* History of the United Netherlands” at fifty-three, and after that began the

a

healthy child. The ' parents
naturally
pined after their darling, who was likely
now to be their only treasure. - *Mr. Rich-

ards, the father,
a house a few miles
from London;, and having established hig

wife there, breught his little girl,
seven years old, home to be the joy
well as the treasure of the dwelling.
the: very first Sunday after the child's
turn slie came down stairs thinking

now history of ‘“ John of Barneveld,” which he
as published when he was sixty.
Frenchmen have produced very remurkable
On|
re- books long after the noon-day of life. Laplace
that did an extraordinary amount of mathematical

her father was going

with

him, as bgr'aunt

had

to

take

done,

her

to church.

He kissed her kindly, and to her supriise,

the warts with a snail, afterit has been pierced
with a pin 4s many times as there are warts,

*

As the snail by degrees withers away, so it is
| believed that the wart impregnated with its
matter will do the same.
ne of the most populazspecies of enchant-.
ment to which pins have been applied, is their

supposed influence in. counteracting the il}
effects of witcheraft. An interesting case of
this kind occurred within the last few years in
Sussex, which Meso -Lathem-has-recorded-in

the *‘ Folkore

Record.”

A

ice

lady observed,

upona cottage hearth, a quart bottle filled with
pins; and,on inquiring why they were put there,
| was requested not to touch the bottle, as it
was red hot, and because if she did so it-would

spoil the charm. * What charm ?¥’ she asked,
in some surprise. “ Why, ma'am,” replied
the woman, *“ It has pleased God

to afflict my

daughter here with falling fits, and the doctors
did her no good; so I was récommended to go
to a wise woman residing near Guilford and
she said, if she was well paid for it, she could
tell me what ailed the girl, and what would
care her. So I said I was agreeable, and she

house in“ Pulborough

was

ough repair, a bottle

containing

undergoing

thor-

upward

of

200 pins was found beneath the hearthstone

of

one of the rooms, every pin bzing bent, and’
someof them nearly in a curve.
This mode of
enchantment appears to have been of common
occurrence, and the workmen, who were engaged in doing up the house in question,
affirmed that they often made similar diseoveries
In repuiring houses.
Another
curious
case of counteracting witchcraft by * pinsticking” occurred at a recent period in the
parish-of Honiton Clyst. A landlord having
lost one of his tenants, certain repairs and improvements were found neces My fo prepare
for the next.
In carrying out the work a
chimney had to be explored, ‘when, in the
course of the operation, there was found carefully secreted a pig’s heart, stuck all over with
thorn prickles: This if! supposed to have been
done by the direction. of some ** wise” or
** cunning person,” as a” means’ of taking revengegn the witch to. whose incantations the
party considered some mischief due, in belief

fifty-five.
Washington
Irving
completed
‘‘ Tales of the Alhambra” at forty-nine, published ‘‘ Mahomet” at sixty-seven, and’ the

ssful in teaching her little charge
some divine truths, that when received
into the mind fill it with heaverly light.
Annie was, both

We need only

|

told, that some trees might be seem thickly
studded over with pips, each the index of a
pf a pin, a nail driven
cured wart, In place
{into an oak is reported/to cure toothache. A
Gloucestershixe remedy consists in ‘rubbing

glad enough to remove it.” ‘A medical practitioner of the same neighborhood, in illustration of this superstition, narrates that when a

his translation of Dante’s * Divina Commedia,” and his exquisite poem, * Morituri Salutamus.”
“The Autocrat of the Breakfast

was

work after threescore
and ten, and Victor
Hugo scarcely “ got under way” before he
| was fifty. He published ‘‘ Napoleon the Little” at'fifty; ¢ Les-Chatiments” at fifty-one;
‘¢ Les Miserables” at fifty-seven; the * Toilers
of the Sea” at sixty-four;* The Man Who
Laughs” at sixty-seven, and the * Annals of a

was going.
that the heart of .the ill-wisher would be
** Where are you going, father?” said
pierced in like manner, until it. finally became
the
ehild.
wish you were like Jenny Dent ; she’s the
a8 pulseless ag that of the pig.
* Oh, I'm
ing to business, child.”
kind of a girl I like,—no whining or fret-:
In divination, pins are generally dropped .
«
But
it’s
Sunday,
father.”
ly till about half-past eight, when, “as
Perrible Year” at seventy. The great physi,
ting about her.”
“ Yes—yes—I know that, my dear, but cist and mathematician, Ampere, did not beg into wells and omens gathered from the "diRob was counting his best marbles, he
Edith’s pale face flushed, and vitking I'm obliged to go. I'm very sorry, but 1] to devote his attention to the phenomena of réction in which they fall. In the north of:
| heard his mother’s voice, calling, * RobEngland there are the ** wishing wells,” intoup her bag of books she started again, must—now do not cry. £4 will be home | electro-magnetism till
t
be was forty-five, and it whichy-if the passers<by only drop a. crooked
.bie, where are you? I want you to run |
early,
my
child.”
‘saying wistfully, ““® suppose I am a
was from fifty-one to fifty-three that he pub- pin and breathe their wish, they muy rest ase
to the store for some butter.”
** But 1s it right, father?” sobbed little
lished his * Observations,” a work character- ‘sured of its fulfillment. Near Wooler, in
trouble
to
such
a
bright,
healthy
fellow
Annie.
*““Isit Tg, father?”
4 0 mother! Rob, culled back, i |
ized, us has been.said, by “profound thought Northumberland, on the flanksof the Cheviots,
as
you,
Harry.
How
I
wish
we
had
a
¢“Is
what
right
can’t; I shall be late.”
“ Why, going to Jrozk. on ‘Sunday, and extraordinary philosophical sagacity.” there is a spring of water locally known as
little pony-wagon, so you could drive me« Not if you hurry. Come, quick. ?
Racine was fifty»when he wrote his drama of * Pin Well”; and the *“ Worm Well,” at Lambfather.”
| to school!”
“ Right—I[ do not” ow. It is very ¢¢ Esther,” and fifty-two that of ‘ Athalie”, ton, has for many years been a popular resort
“I shan’t!” muttered Rob, with em“Her gentle answer made er brother
hard, that I know—but I must go—1I must the finest production of his genius, and a mas- for. pin divination. St. Helen’s Well, near
phasis, Now: what dp you suppose put it -ashamed of his words.
:
0. ”»
terpiece of dpimatic eloquence * Thiers was Séfton, is no less famous. Young people, from
into Rob's head to pull out his glass just’
*“ Heré, give me your bag, ; Edie,”
He kissed the little" girl's: wet. cheek sixty-five When he completed his ‘ Consulate time immemorial, have been in: the habit of
then? You don't suppose he called that said ‘more kindly. If you're A 80ondary, and with'an uncogifortable feeling and Empire,” and Chateaubriand, sixty-three, casting pins or pebbles into it, and making
a case of ¢ things going wrongy” do you? strong as Jenny, you're a deal better, na- that he had never felt befoore he set off'to- when he published hjs ¢ Etudes.”
progposticati
from circles formed on the
"Cervantes had passed his fifty-eighth year
Do, you suppose that the magic was be- tured. I heard her scold Tom and Rob ward the city.
hice of the agitated water.” In many
& well:
* Is it right, father?”—the words kept before’he published -the firkt part of ‘ Don may be found the pins which have been dropginning to work? Do you. suppose he awfully yesterday.”
ringing in his ears. ‘He could not silence Sixote” and was sixty-eight when he issued ped by maidens desirous of knowing ‘ when
felt anxious to see his own expression at * But, though Edith bore the wukind them. , He felt that if he had told his child ‘tHe second part, . He.
wisp re died on they were fo be married.” One writer tells us
| that'minute?.. Whatever the reason ‘Was, words 80 sweetly, they made a deep im- yes he would have uttered a lie—tau 5 the same day.
Lah
how he once witnessed on a May morning a
Rob did pull out the glass and take, a pression upon-her: *‘I mustn’tcomplain,” his innocent child a wicked lesson.’
group of beautiful girly perform the ceremony
Cicero composed most of his philosophical
good look. Then hé put it back and she said to herself, ¢ no matter if I do get it was not right. Was he’ then to om | treatises between the ages of fifty-eight and of pin-dropping at Madron Well, near Penon doing wrong when his little child had,
| went into the house. In a minute more tired, or Harry will grow weary of me;
sixty-two. Gulileo published his ‘Dialogue “zutice, Two pieces of straw, about an inch
by her question, convicted him?
out he came with the butter-pail in hand, and I want him to love me dearly.” So,day
For
ours that day , these, thoughts | on the Two Principal Systems of the World” long each, were crossed, and the pin run
and marched over to the store. ‘What after day, she walked the mile to school troubled him. The words, “Is it right, at sixty-eight; the * Dialogue on Local Mo- | through them. This eross was then dropped
|.father?” yibrated through him until he tion” at seventy-four, the age at which he-dis« into the water, and the rising bubbles carefully
is there about that glass ?” he thought as
counted, as they marked the number of years he went along. ‘I don't see anything ‘way complaining. Harry, never think was brought to say ‘No, itis not right; covered the moon’seiurnal, libration.
Vich would pass ere the arrival of the happy
and God helping me, I will give up SabGoethe and Kant, two of the greatest minds
ever but just my own faee, same’s I ing she was tired, would walk fast, run bath trading—I will.”
.~People also formerly were accustomed.
that ever lived, did, In view of their ldter |
water whenshould-in any looking-glass. Don't see as races, or go home by a roundabout way.
He got home in time to hear little An- works, scarcely
anythin till they
had
10 vis it this well and d wash in in its ee
Y
ANFLDE
y
h
a
d
:
passed
suffering
from
sundry
maladies.
that’s any magic. 'Tisn’t very handsome. One morning Edith had started on before nie say her evening prayers: ‘“ Make me thebrs,
age of forty-five. Kant was nothing but a
if 1 do look like that 1ouch of the "her brother, that she might walk more a good girl.” ‘*Ah, “child!” said Mr. professor till" fifty-seven, whenhe: published i Highlands of Scotland there are holy. healing
Won
Richards,
interrupting
her;
¢
Poi
also,
his * Critique of Pure Reason,” on which he wells, at which the “peasintry leave’ offerings, .
time.
Wonder if I shouldnt look better slowly; and Harry, as he ran_down the ‘Make father a good man.’” The
A,
simple had begun work ten years before. ‘When six- of Pins and halls,
lane, heard the servant calling.
| words were uttered, the loving kiss
| if 1 kept pleasant.”
ty-four
he
“issued
his
“
Critique
of
Practical
|
Te
given. It was the father’s turn now to
‘What is it?” he cried.
4
Once admitted, that last thought ‘was
Spare
- SONG.’
wipe the tears from his.eyes. From that Reason,” and his “ Critique on Judgment”
‘Come
back
and
get
Edith"
8
‘bbers
not; to be easily banished.
It took firm
da
closed
his BOD on Bunda ve: i
was published two years later. But the most

went to bed more curious than ever.
* Next morning everything went smooth-

solve that hie would keep pleasant .hence- |
:

og
Poor.boy!

a one

he looked any better.

Of course,

said*
Robert” it was
and as the cakes were just Dogan to aoghy at Jim;
REA

youthful competitors for this supposed charm ;and the bride herself is not unfrequently the
victim of rather rough treatment.
Among the magical properties of pins we
may mention their supposed eflicacy in the
cure of certain diseases, , Thus, in Leicestep:
shire, in the case of warts, the patient is taken
to an ash tree, where a pin is first stuck iato

heart of the witch who had brought this affliction on my poor girl, and then she would be

the

‘‘Nqusense!

It won't rain.

/ We salt figs bop Su Sandazs. little | conspicuous literary example of fertility at an
Besides,

att

and then, of |
3

RA

country dwelling,” said his timid wife. | #dVanced age 1§ Goethe. At forty-eight he
That
bathed| morning sunshine lie,a
B
‘
No, they had not.. They
prospered more published * Hermann and Dorothea,” and at |b oF Soai. lightly
on the air!
than ever from that fie Sethe
I would 1 were some ‘spirit free,
“1 like to deal with a tradesman ‘that says Carlyle, “ had died in 1806 (the year

And he still lives to testify,

as

he has
AA
wet | often done, © M
: it was | on, and the two were both thoroughly
»
“My little girl turned me
best | not long’ before
the boys noticed this,
and | before they reached the house." *
from Sabbath-breaking when she said,

said his
p father ‘warnipgly.

and

by, the

pins as would fill a quart bottle, and put them
into it, and letit stand close to the fire, upon
the hearth, until the pins were red bot. As
soon as this took place, they would prick the

the grave, * The Bridge of Sighs” and * The
Song of the Shirt, ’ were composed when he

grace is They were fruiterers, and had from year

forward.
whenany
has a she’s not made of“salt,” said . Harry to
habit of being cross, that resolve is not, himself, as ho ran on. He’ caught up
80 easily kept. He fell into the habit of’ Edith, and they heard each other’s lesso 8. kéeps the Sabbath,”
sald one of
‘most
| peeping into his glass on all occasions— as they walked ‘on, . Harry never once respéctable people ‘of the district,the where
break- not now to look for magical results; he thinking of the rain. But they had hard- the shop was, ‘ for if he will not cheat
had forgotten all about that—but to see if | ly started for home when a storm came his own conscience he will not cheat me.”

my

caused

told re that people afflicted with falling fits
were bewitched, and that I must get as ‘many

ly the same period of life with his ** Introduction'to the Literature of Europe.” The: {wo
works by which Thomas Hood has survived

side

His presents Whose early life had been passed in avery

=

have to wait.

day, suck a happy

hold of Rob, and resulted in a stout ro- | and umbrella: it’s going to rain.”

“They are Fomis, Robbie ; Jane is
. “frying them- now,” said bis ‘miother ;
wait
8 minute.” ....
“Yes, « wait,’ " he grumbled, “yr albi

to

were safe. As his eye fell on the last his|
much-desired new ball and a little Bible.
father’s words came to mind, and Rob
On the fly-leaf of the latter .were Rob's
eagerly scrptinized the shining surface

Our saddest thought, we gi,
‘Was not of any dead,
i
Of justiee or of right; °
There arg such dead, our heart

for deeds.
Instead; he began:ta.examine
his case, drawing out one-by ‘one the
brush, comb and glass, to see if each

Much excitement

are: occasionally

When

“ Faust”?

“achieved

appearsd),

a greater

he

any

| productiveneys.”
P

published

In:

Elective

1809,

To launch on that’ tranquillity

other

man of letters; but he Was destined to live
twenty-six years looger, years of labor ‘and

| he

On that still sea to float,

would have’

rendwn, .than

when fifty-nine, |

|’

Affinities?” and inf.

» Bome bright enchanted bost,
And fur above earth’s care and pain’
Mid fefe toto Heaven's
shore, A .
he

O beloved,
Eo te oe ot ight; o ior 3 Been,” the.
And fingd Iethee,
t A ronal again,
“Tsay, Edith, get in the back way, if | ‘ But is it right; father’ Trdarly Dawn." |second part of Faust.”
4 media Thar, id
Sohool Ties.
i
3
:
2
f
ms
a

:

wi

© ‘We met a friend and drew apart to speak
“i# " With tender lip of those
Whom ‘béth ‘had known”thro’ many years

ing, I know I'm willingto have Jesus

{ do it all.” So the great load was lifted.
T11—I'll= ;»
Not many days after came Rob’s’ birth-

ing his fist at his tormentor,”*

STOUT.

. And at the even’s close

Rob, shak-

amusement.

E

BY ADELAIDE
ho

. “You cowdrd muttered

in the course of a year.

a

THE SADDEST WORD WE SAID.

robbed of all the pins about .her dress by hey

single friends present, from the belief that
whoever possesses one of them will be married

alone,” she answered ; and there the con"nthan many stronger girls. ¢ Dear sister volumes of his ** Frederick the Great? when
versation dropped, for Rob’s father called | Edie,” he thought, * I ought to take care he was sixty-threé¢, another two when he was the bark, afd withdrawn; a wart is transfixed
that it was time for church. It would be | of her, and save her from fatigue. . Oh, sixty-seven} and the last two when he was with it till he feels pain, and then the pin is
rt thus
again pushed into the tree. Every
useless to tell Rob that the sermon he [if she only gets well, I'll show her what sixty-tine. Swift was fifty-nine when he pub-' treated
is
said
to
die
AWAY
gradually
until
they
lished Gulliver's Travels,”. and certainly did
heatd was not made for him. ‘He knew a good brother is.”
A few years ago, we are
entirely disappear.

what will it do?”"
.
no work on it before he was fiftysseven.
Tenit was, though how his minister had found | Bot Harry was not easy amil he had
nyson-had reached fifty when his first idyls,
¢¢ Oh, never mind, you'll find out. “All
=
~~
Ihear the flow,
Vivien,” and *‘ Guineyou have to do is to be sure to look into out about him he could not guess. And I | 014 his father of his impatient wayg, and « Enid,” ¥ Elaine,”
Of busy life in crowded street—
think he wag right. To be sure, the min- | asked him if he could think of anything vere” were publishéd, and was about sixty.
Of eager voices, hurrying feet,
| it whenever anything goes wrong.”
To.come and go
ister did not know about -Rob, but’ God | he cenld do to make it easier for Edith two when he completed the series with ‘ GarRob ran. back to,school, his gift safe in knew—and
eth and Lynette.” Macaulay was forty-eight
he sent the message, didn’t to getto school.
his pocket, and his mind so full of curiosYet e’en while flashing factory looms 2
he?
A part of-what Rob took home was |. ¢« Coujd you not pull Ber in a little when he issued the first and second volumes of
My Dsndsgumages
ity about it that he almost wished somehis ‘“ History of England,” and the third and
this : ‘“ Some of you are trying to do -the wagon?”
I see that far-off upland plain—
fourth did not appear till he was fifty-five,
thing would go wrong, to give him a
work
yourselves.
You
are
asking,
Its long, low rows of gathered grain,
* Yes, indeed! part way, anyhow.”
Good as are the essays of his’ early manheod,
chance to make trial of its powers. He
Its rustic sage,
‘ What shall I dg
find you think that
“Well, I'll buy four strong wheels, and they pale when compared with : this work” of
had not long to wait. Proud of his new
you are to makéyourselves bétter, before you can make.a box for the wagon,”
his mature years.
And hear them say« “ Let pleasure fair,
possession, he ‘made haste to display it to
‘John Stuart Mill was fifty-three when his
you can come to Jesus.
But Christ's
| .And passions vain,
a0
So,
for
several
afternoons
Harry
workthe other boys. In spite of his rather
work is finished. -You can not add. to it. ed hard in the barn; and, when Edith essay * On Liberty” was published, ‘and fiftyAnd youthful follies, fade and die;
boastful air, the boys were all admiring
But all good deeds, pure thoughts and high,
All he wants of you is to take it, and own was strong enough to’ go to ‘school, she six when he gave us that on “ Utilitarianism.”
Milton was certainly more than fifty-four when
__|
the
neat
case
and
the
pretty
toilet
artitree
Ld KO Old
g
GTR
that it-is-his. work, not yours... .. yf was invited to get into her new carriage, | “He began
to eam pose his “Paradise Lost.” He
cles, when Ben Barlow came up. Ben ‘Here is a great advantage which ia Chris. which, was painted “dark
blue,
was fifty-nine. when. he sold it to Simmons the
* Be gathered still.” Blest harvest Store,
was a rough, coarse lad, who took pride tian has over others. Others try td cover ¢¢ Sister” in white letters in front.
bookseller.
George Eliot composed ¢ MiddleThat only grows
ooh: y
‘There, Edie, Ill never tease you
‘| in “ taking down” his companions. Do
up their sins, or pretend to think . them about getting tired any more, but draw march” between the age of forty-six and fiftyIn hearts besprinkled with thé blood
“Sooner had he seen the toilet case than he not of much consequence ; but a Christian you morethan "half way to school,
That evermore—a sacred flood—
one, and since then * Daniel Deronda.”
Baexclaimed, “Pooh! that’s nothing great,” knows he may bring them to Jesus, for least. - I'd rather have you thay any sister con wae fifty-nine before he published his
Ai
From Calvary flows!
:
‘| great work, “The Novum Organum.”
and with a quick movement tossed. it into Jesus has borne them all. He may con- in the World.”
CowLord, when thou callest, when this world
Years after, people used to sa, "What
pér was over fifty when he wrote * John Gilthe muddy street.
fess to Jesus what others dare not.own to
My spirit leaves,
:
gentleman Harry Long is,—he i3 pin,” and the * Task;” and Defoe filty-eight
¢¢ For shame, Ben Barlow,” cried half themselves and in Jesus’ presence he aso true
Then to Thy feet, oh, let me come,
careful of any one who 1s weak or ail- when he published ¢ Robinson Crusoe.” Dara
dozen
voices,
as
Rob,
white
with
an=
ing !
_ Bringing, iin joyful harvest-home,
What makes him so different from ‘win published his * Crigin of Species”. whep
dares face himself.”
:
ger, ran to pick up-the,casg. It was'covmost, men?” And Edith drew into
»
Some vellow sheaves!
fifty, and his * Descent of Man” when “sixty‘That's what I want,” thought Rob,
strong and beautiful woman. — Selected.
ered with mud; and scratched by a rough
;
--Sunday Magazine.
two.
Grote wrote the Inrger part:of his
with
g
glad
bound
o##heart.
,
“I'm
will0-0a on--6—=
stone, pretty and new no longer.
»
Bn
ag
“ History of Greece” bétween the ages of fiftyI mine;

her return home from church is often at once

a

’

nis

the Crusaders” at fifty-four, and the

de

In harvest day,

\~_ “Don't lose “if,” replied

carelessness.

‘be materially lessened,

a rn

And thou'—thy spring shall quickly pds:
Fast falls'the leaves

looking-

‘ Ivanhoe” at forty-eight; the ** Pirate” and.
“ Peveril of the Peak” at fifty; the ¢ Tales of

marriage will thereby

and. anyhow they must give up all hope of
being wedded: before the following, Whitsun.
tide. On the other hand, in Sussex-a bride on

Ta Thee
Gene

little

glass.’ « Oh, thank you, sir,” cried Rob,
smiling up at his fathef. «I've wanted

time." Harry ‘heard his words,
thought with shame” and “dismay of his

Lammermoor,” ¢“ A Legend of Montrose” and.

if they retain any of them, as their chances of

GT

comb, brush, and a ‘dear

containing

of

overtake the

FL

pocket-case

* Bridé

strong before I began to row.”
« How foolish!” said Rob. “It

just as strong, only he didn’t feel it when

for some

the

going

will, sooner or later, inevitably

bride ‘who keeps even one Pin used in the
marriage toilet. Woe also to the bridesmaids

ea

pretty

Mid-Lothian” at forty-seven;

said the man, ¢ the current was not half so

was

beyond her strength

been

of the marriage ceremonies, must take
special
care to throw away every pin worn on
this.
eventful day. Evil fortune, it is affirmed,

ET

a

business,”

her bridal robe and chaplet at the completi
on

Ba TD AM CanR

Ts shill the greatest!

plate

the

matrimony,
Thus, it is still a prevalent belief
in.certain . places that the bride, in remo
ving

eat

¢ Lad, thou art town-bred, knowing naught
«
Whereof thou pritest!
For, be the flower as fair as May,
The fruit it yields iin barvest day -

fluished

associated:

BEY

came home in bad humor but was surprised and mollified to find lying at his

wetting

said the doctor, ‘“ but the girl has

fact

mie ib ds

“So simply wise—

. Who overheard, and quickly turned,
Said, while a spark of anger burned
To his gray eyes:

| The

Tes,

Another

pad

Then Farmer Gale—that good old man,

but still
‘Why!

wrote and: published it. Nearly every one of
those tales which conferred immortality ‘upon
him was composed after he had reached the
age of forty-six.. He wrote the *¢ Heart of

it.”

Te

dered in another, was beaten at marbles
at recess, struck the boy who won, and
‘| was reprimanded by the teacher. He

back. Hetngged and tugged,
the current drifted him along.

unc

give

rh

‘Some yellow sheaves!”

-sighed his"mother.
«He is growing crosser every fay. He
needs a lesson,” said his father,
School went ill that morning with poor
Rob. - He failed in one lesson and blun-

almost

not

ee aba

And summer’s-glory turn to this—

i He went his way;

Ido

with pins will doubtless interest those
of the.
fair sex about to enter on the: happy state
of

.
ae A

se“And, this isall!” I sadly said,
{
* These withered leaves—
+ Thiggathered grain! spring’s hours of bliss

*

stairs chilled and tired. Harry was a
little anxious, but never had . Edith’s
cheeks been so red or her eyes so bright.

RAT

father, T should think I might have

chokings and a stray tear-drop or two, in
spite of: Rob's ‘efforts at self-control.

superstition. When asked for a pin, they
invariably say: “ You may take one;
‘but mind

TR

buy

harder and slower its development.

SI

LSE

.
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-

:
Bad sed FA

:

T could but'think of silat glade—
Of buds and blossoms fowly laid
The hary est day.
”

See that before the Lord thou lay
*
Some yellow sheaves.”

.to

to sleep. “Sunday morning he ‘told the her clothing hurriedly, not taking the
whole storyfto his mother, with many: precaution to rub herself, and went down

,** And there never were so many things
«1 am so glad you didn’t take cold,”
' «No, Rob,” returned his father; *¢‘ not to vex me,” he added, * as since I icd
till youean be more- careful and, more ton be pleasant ; ‘ang—oh, dear! it isn’t “he whispered; and Edith did not tell him ofall vegetables is the cabbage,” This slowly
‘ber throat was sore and her head aching. developed Sir Walter Scott of the Universe”
“pleasant,”he was going to say, one bit of use.”
** Robbie,” said his mother, ‘“once thers [But by midnight the poor girl was so ill was thirty-four when he madahis first draft of
but Rob snapped out:
aa
‘t Waverley,”
and forty-three when he re”
«I don't care; yom never let me tdo was a man in a boat floating down a river. Bhat her father went in haste for the d

The stricken grain

Around me lay;

&

« Then L think it will not, pay
another for you tolose.” .
one!

(The warm grasp of each kindly hand
Bides'with me still) :

From life’s frail tree.

““ Oh, 1 lost that last Week!”

LO

is not easy to discover, as even
they the

m
selves cannot give the origin and
reason of this

* the
Two boys

AA

.

Edith, always ready to shield her brothwas utterly discouraged. He had been
,. + (From The Boston Courier.)
very cross that day, and he cried “himself er, went quickly up to her room, changed Shire
“The richer a nature,” says Carlyle,

ph

Taking my leave

Why north-country people are
so
in their refusal to give ome anot
her is i

SETI
ETN TON

te

Wood, vale, and hill,"
‘ And all the homely household bard,

em

* AGE AND THE INTELLEOT.

6 bt, Po

, .

Of all the fair and smiling Plais,

.

is the last one

you had?

And idly on the stile I leant,

a

:

r

(From the Queen.)

oy

FS

Thro’ Farmer Gale’s wide fields I passed.

:

by. Rob thought he bad never passed so didn’t go back for them. If she sees you
unhappy a week. ‘By Saturday night he so wet, I'll be punished.”

PINS ANDTHETR FOLK-L0RE,

k

RR

| can’t I have a new ball ??
Where
«¢ Another ball?

DAY.

©
7%
Just yester-eve;
My week of holiday was spent,

And I was sad..

Current Faterature,

after

.

28 5
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By and by he broke out again: ‘ Father,
" IN HARVEST

*

me with your rubbers.and untbrella,and L

then brought, Robert contented himself | course, poor Rob was garios, and forgot
with looking sulky while he ate them. his good resolve. So, day after day went

“Bostry,

sent ‘Bridget

:

RG

p—

you can; for mother

I.

Ll
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“A subtile boldness with a‘ veil of
modesty over it” accomplishes much in

the lineof worldly success.
*

*

*

. Bovee is not far out of the

way

when

he declares ** thatit is not the number
: facts that he knows, but how

much

of

of a

fact he is himself that proves a man.”
'

*

The

i

*

%x

noblest” natures never

necessary to their

happiness

5

stake

what

upon the

is

action of

other people,-~Nashville Christian Advocate.
Wii

T
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"We wish all manifestations of egotism
‘were as happy as that of the old lady who
being late at church entered us thé congregation was rising from prayer. «‘ La!”
said she, curtesying, “don’t get up on my
account.” .
/
*

To speak of
has long;been

your

a

friend,

To

to whom

an ppen - book,

and

your heart

who,

you

be-

lieve, has kept back nothing from you, in any
other terms than of ‘warm commendation, or at
least of tender apology, is the most painful of
duties, To feel that no alternative is left you but
to speak, because silence would be desertion of
interests more precious than any man’s reputation

or friendship; —this is the
loyalty to truth

“%

‘The

costly condition which

exacts.— Christian Leader.

*

beauty.

geet”

of person,

;

the quality of

mind, the vision of insight, the satisfying
sympathy and the invigorating helpfulness—all this embodiment of preconceiv. ed friendship is simply ignored when the
times are fulfilled and a friend is at our

Philadelphia mint, which is occupied in visitor!
Ilaving the ‘power to talk, man
making useless gilver dollars,can’t re-coin or woman must talk all the time lest powit. This adds new vigor to the cry of er go to waste, just as others chew all the
New Yorkers for the establishment of a ‘time lest the jaws may not be taught to
mint in their own city. Gold bullion is, make the most of life. It has thus come
however, good stuff to have on hand. It to pass that when one is not talking he is
won't spoil in the hottest of weather.
supposed to be ill or to be failing in intellect. This alarm lest such a millThat large common sense which char- power run away unused has developed in
of discussing a
acterizes the
capacious brain of Mr. some minds the Fd
thousand topics iff'as many seconds, and
Moody, the evangelist, comes to thé sur- has made silence in a house or a car or
face in the intlependent idea of bringing omnibus a most disreputable thing.
Man is an animal that can swear. lt is
Chinese girls to his new Northfield school,
for an education equal to that which the said that not all nations possess this
| strange
habit,
that
the
Western
home government is procuring at great
nations only are skillful in the handexpense for their brothers. The Spring- ling’ of oaths, Hence, according
to the
field Republican opines that this idea poet Cowper, whenan Asiatic first heard
dawns on Mr. Moody’s. mind and the an English lawyer engaged in conversaworld none too. soon. The Republican tion and caught often the name of the
used with great vehemence he imfollows its opinion with the following Deity
agined'the man a religious teacher, and .|
incident and comment :
having an opportunity he complimented
“Oh! dear, I don’t want to go home,” the lawyer for his piety and asked an ini
was the remark of a young Chinaman the terest in his prayers.
As the American can out-chew and outother day who has been Studying for years
in our valley, being affluently supported spit and out-talk the rest of the world, so
meanwhile by a wealthy and
doting can he out-swear the residue of humanity.
father, ¢¢ because I know that just as soon Sitting behind two gentlemen for a day
as I set foot on those shores ‘I shall be as our train glided along from St. Paul
to marry.” Who can blame toward Chicago, the words ‘by God”
| compelled
the youth, for where could he or any of came back to me seven hundred times,
his companions from America ever hope when bed time made me quit ‘counting.
to finda partner in life in any sense their There was no sentence without that
phrase, so that one was fully" justified in
equal, even it they should be allowed the
privilege of treating her as they see saying that man is an animal that swears.
American women treated ? Tt is not] + Itis reported in the fashionable circles
enough, as Mr; “Moody suggests, that of Cincinnati that an elegant bride resomething
be dons to educate the girls at formed her profane husband by the folhome. What is good for the boys can be lowing simple device. She invited her
elegant bridesmaids,
| made to help the girls and the whole quiet dinner. As theyfour-in number;-to-aknew of the pronation.
’
o
;
|- ’
fane habits of the groom, and also knew
mim

The Rocky Mountgin News relates the
following jpcene on a .Kansas
Pacific
train:
ne
1
He
side. The believer in the theory of friend.
As
a
train
on
the
Kansas
Pacific
pulled
ship is not disappointed .to discern that
away from the Sixteenth St. depot a few
the living friend is not the friend of his mornings since, a tall, angular specimen
theory; for that royal thing, life, has met of humanity took a seat opposite a lady
him and disclosed ' the fancifulness -of passenger, and to all appearences was inhis previous notions which were sacred tently engaged in studying her fice. At
in his life and are yet. sacred in remem- first the lady treated ‘the rudeness with
good-natured indifference. But:at last it
brance, but are no ‘longer binding as began to tell on her nerves. It was a
_ sacred in the present. Thus the legiti- peculiar and astonishing piece of impermate use of all theories is ever to be dis-. tinence. He apparently had -the faculty
of looking two ways at once: One of his
placed by life.

GLANCES

worth saving—they entered gladly into
the proposed comedy.
The plan was

that all these beautiful ladies should
profane words at the table, as the

use
hot

speech.

outrageous

While such a cure

It is sad to behold the unseemly way in
which St. Louis and Chicago talk about
each other. The latest example is from

Globe-

one, and examining them with care.

Oné of the leading industries of Chicago

not be

Justified because it might kill the ladies

w=

QO

be

ho

o

LR

The

Boston

Traveller

speaks

WwW

educational theme :

on

an

:

‘1 beg your

&

8

QO

ishness to book-knowledge

1

vv»

ending with the college, there is
toward a mere mechanical

which

a slav-

tends

inculcation

of

facts™*Now,. however useful facts may be,
they are of no real value until we learn
how to use them, and this lack of knowledge is thé lamentable failure in modern
education.
=
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pardon,

madam,

2 this eye, is it not?” lifting

All through our system of education,
beginning with.the primary schools and

At the table of one of the

his

his left optic.

but it's

finger

to

charitable communities

most cursed by poverty.

have

been

Queen-Victoria.
It would be much®more.
to the purpose if the Queen were to refuse

to receive ‘the men

who

have

given

theg]

complain.

making

of it.

fun

of me, but I've found out differently now.
I've- been knocked down two or three

times for the impertinence of that eye.
I
would leave it out altogether but for the

look§ of the

thing.

IVs

a glass

eye,

passed very pleasantly to both of them.
EE

hd

dh

mere
a

CURIOSITY.

designated

ing always for some striking definition of
this leading creature in the animal king-

the prohibition and would
exclude some”
who are high. in position ard favor at

The cow will indeed. chew its cud, but
this is done in obedience to the laws of

correspondent,

Lucy

IJ. Hooper,

curious as wéll as an

of French lite :

utipleasant

Dt

notes

a

feature

:

Will any one explain to ‘me why the
French are so cruel to horses? As:a
rule,

they

animals

ifi

are

anything

general.

years that I have

but.

During

lived in

Pdris,

never once seen a Frenchman
kick a dog, or set a dog on a cat,
“two dogs to fight, or perforin, in
of those petty deeds of cruelty

cruel

all

to

the

I have

strike or
or incite
fact, any
that are

Manis an dnimal

that chews.

nutrition, while man chews either chewing gum or tobacco as an amusement. By

no means would I discourage the freearse

animals, and thelr dogs

are fondled and”

wonderfully

sociable.” And yet the way Parisian cabmen and carters are suffered to treat their
poor,

patient: horses

is beyond

measure

trying to-the nerves of any one who has a

gpark of humanityin his natuze. Usually,

a cabman will lash his horse . unceasingly
from the time he starts; whether it be by
_ the course or by the hour, till he -is discharged. If the lash prove ineffectual,
he will.often reverse his whip and pound

the poor, bony, hulf-starved animal with

the

handle.

of

a
shone

set of the most perfect teeth, which
like

pearls

when

she

smiled.

She

was

iopably made dress of black brocade: and
satin, with borderings of crimson
satin.
snd costly rings, and her shapely arm

which chews without respect to the nutrir

er .not Otherwise employed between
meals. The power to do a thigg "has
often been to man a misfortune, - for having the power he’often

to doit.

“A horsé,

proceeds

at onee

not even a donkey,

thie outlying World to” 866

HOW many

hours he can keep on his feet. So man,
having the power to work his jaws, and
having time loft when he has eaten his
three meals, he seeks for something that
he may chew all the time.” In rubber or
gum or tabacgo he finds this means of

making th movénient

nal.

of his jaws eter-

=v

Wal

The power. to expectorate, or in

mon language to spit,

by the Almighty

lanes

com-

was .granted man

to help him in case he

should get. an insect into’his throat, or
should take a drink of salt-water

by mis-

earnest-’
hand

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for thosé sent by, per-

to

this day,”
©
0°;
Len
| ¢¢ So your brothers and sisters-all ‘grew
up in one house?”
>
.““Yes,

we

were

all

one

family.

managed

we
for

words,

for

died September 5, aged about 82 years. She
was the widow of the late Mr. Isaac Watson,
of Harrison, Me., and her remains will be re-’
movedto that place for burial.
She was a
very worthy.lady of: the Free Baptist .persua-

was

Mgs. - BETSEY

of the

great

prosecuted
agdinst

to successful

his

estate,

issue

the

receiving

JACOB

hate each other with deadly hatred.
alone is one of

the

most

fects ot the dreadful

that exists under

.gvident

system,

roofs

This
evil

this

called

4
2
department—purchasing
storms

:

merely

‘for
v

b

PAIN

dollars

:

.

amount of money and property,

suit
large

the

inter-

nal, England.

a ‘book
Mormon

she been excommunicated by the

Mormon

The successful termination of her

Hemorrhages.

1

Catarrn.
&o. Our

reign,

thing

surprises .them

alli

pleasant

and

and ease.

Naturally,

all who

her

dog?” * Yes, I did,

cQuyerse.

an,

whom

her Jifsband

The Extract is the only specific

for iisCure,”disea, specially
Cold in preparedHead

Ulcers,

‘Wounds,
heal-

it is unrivaled, and should be eis in every family
ready: for use in case of accidents.
A dressing of
our Olntment will aid \ in healing and prevent

Inflamed

or

Sore ‘Eyes.

It can be used Without the slightest fear of harm,”
quickly allaying a
on and &C
without pain:
:

Earache,

Toothache

p
Faceache.

and

Sold

Piles

ROBERT RAIKES. .
Founder

and

Pll" kill

him

Bleeding,

or

MPOUND- OXYGEN

who

be

Ointment is of great service where the

of clothing is inconvenient.

ssession of Maj. Gen. Raikes,
London,
C. Goss, 97 Varick St.,’New York.

by

Rev.

_and circulated there
Schools.

mong the va

~

Endorsed by the leading clergy
York, and commended by them to
School 8 of this country.
“Half Life Size, Printed on plate

; en of New
the Sunday

paper,

inches—the only large steel plate of
tant.

Vv

Proof impressions, $2-eath.
accompanied

by

x 28

No inferior prints

made from the, plate.
All Sunday Schools and S. S. workers

‘Orders,

2

Raikes ex-

the cash,

desire

may

ga

Morgan Dix, D. D., Rector of Trinity Church,
New York, says, “I have examined with
care the portrait of Robert Raikes, issued

by

received and the hope I have of possessing tolpresenting to.strangersor taking to fash- erable health again, It will be ten'years, Janionable assemblages.
In reply to the ques- uary, 1880, since I was taken sick, and. the
mental agony ulone has been. indescribable.
I
tions of some ladies to whom slife
was in- have
two litle girls who have never seen me
troduced, she said : * My mother was de- | walk. * ** 1 think I shall be able to walk alone
votedly, attached to my~ father.
She] aftera time. I have been so hungry this sumworshiped the ground he walked on. She mer that I have been scarcely able to wait for
has never been herself since his death.”
meals. *# * Every one remarks upon the im‘¢ How many wives were in the house: provementin my complexion, and I am putting orrtlésh Tapidly. My bowels, which have
which was your home?”
°°
Zk
been constipated all my Jife, and terribly. so
| “I was brought up among ‘the wives since my sickness, are now better than I have
and children who lived in the Lion house.
ever known them to be.” Our Treatise on
There were about. 17 wives and about 40 or Compound Oxygen, its nature and action. and
42children.”
......0.
full information for use, sent free. DRS, STAR‘¢ Did your father notice and seem much
KRY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street,

C. C. Goss of this city, and take pleasure in commending it as a fine specimen of Art, and a very
pleasing picture.”
10t32
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%JELLY PRESS/B

Female

Complaints. fous

be called in-forsthe JRAjoHty of female diseases if
the r xtract be used. Full directions accompany
each bottle.
;
a»

Pond’s

CAUTION.Tas been.
Extract

cles

Extract, Toilct Arti-

and

FROM ALL FRUITS ao BERRIES.

"EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE:

imitated.

The
genuine
has
the words “Pond’s Extract? blown in the glass,
and our picture trade-mark on surrou
it
wrapper.
None other is genuine. ‘Al
on having Pond’s Extract.
Take 1.0 ct
paration. Itis never sold in bulk, or by meas

Price of Pond’s

FORSEEDING
AND EXTRACTING JUICE

Specialties,

©

ENTERPRISE
MANUF GC?
HIVADELPHIA PA .
‘FOR

SALE

THE ‘HARDWARE:

8
Ts a sure
§ Coughs, Colds,

BY.

TRADE

|}

dis-

eases, whén used in season.

;

Fifty years ago, ElderH
ll Downs was given up by his

PERMANENTLY CcUREs

[|

KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

§
You ean try it for th® pric

Constipation and Piles.
DRILL

\
;
Whooping

# Cough, and all Lung

«[CIDNE

I

j of one dqctor’s visit.

CLARK, South Herd, Vt., says,

For sale everywhere.

In cases of KIDNEY TROUBLES it has
acted lke a charm, It hascured many very

AW

AA

¥ >

bad casts
of PILES, and has never, falled

act efficiently.”

Pim

NELSON FAIRCHILD, of 8t. Albans, Vi.
says, ‘it is of priccless value. After sixteen
years of great suffering

from Plies and Cos

tiveness it completely cured me,”
CO. 8. HOGABON, oi’ Rerkshire, says, “one
package hasdone wonders for me in eome
pletely curing a secre Liver and Kidney
Complaint.”
:

ARNICASOILL

LINIMENT
"BECAUSE IT

Por

AC

Be,

It cl

Man snd Beast:

‘ud sure cure for

LIVER, THE
BOWELS
AND JRIDNEYS AT THE SAME TIM.

the system of

the polsonous humors that develope
In Ridney and Urinary diseases, Bil=
lousness, Jaundice, Constipation,
Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuraigia
and Female disorders.
.
KIDNEY-WORT is a d¥y vegetable compound and can be sent by mail prepatd.
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One package will make six gts of medicine,
TRY
Buy

.

IT

it at the Druggl

WOW

Strain,

¢

Price, $1.00,
boo

y

I~

j

and all Skin Diseases. Rub
it in well with the hand.
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vA : 81 4. KIMBALL, Gen'l’ Supt,
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KE.a ST.JORN,
Go
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TEND FOR CEIROENE § RET

: WELLS, RICEARDION'®
C0., Proprietors,
take, or should fall sick'on land or, sea,
|.
Burltogten, Vt. =
801d by all druggists. Price 25 and 50c per bottle
but the man who lives according to the attached to all his children?”
Philade
lphia,
Pa,
..
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HE
ge |
the draingge of gold from Europe:
laws of nature will net avail himself of
‘‘ He knew and noticed all of them, but
The extent to which the drainage of | the spitting privilege more than once a he was much more attached to some than
-:
gold from, the banks of Europe has gone year. Now by the help of tobacco and .to others. I was one of his favorites, and
s
BEEZ
CHICAG(
CAR.
: :
this season is illustrated b
e fact that chewing gum a man is enabled to spit all I'loved hm beyond anything that words
a.
x
the
time,
and
thus
to
avaf]
himself
in
thé
w
can
tell.
.
When
he
died
IT
wanted
to
die
{odd
of the 10 to 12 million dollars’ worth, we
Ei
1]
|
oy
too.- He used to come in the evening
to
25:5
hi
- have received only bal} a million. is in | highest degree of a power conferred upon
2 £
i
mas
him
by
nature.
A
disagreeable
necessity
hold
family
prayers
in
the
large
room
used
American ‘coin, which would of course be is: thus elevated into a perpetdal pleas- for that purpose, and if one of the children
Bie
A
JB
my
FL
|
I
ak
a gl |
}
Ay
shipped first/if on hand. The Wall-street
Hie
s
3
' were missing he would send for it. The
BEEN.
ure.
:
.
:
1]
|
EET
a
- bulls do not accept the opinion of the
statement,
that
js
sometimes
made,
that
1H
i
Man is an animal ‘that talks. What a
:
London Tifies that the shipments this year misfortune,
Eex Fr
mE
|
i
apc
(PR
=% HE
for often he or she must talk my father cid not. Know all his children is
areto bpcomparatively small. They say
lalse;
he
knew
themr
all
by
name,
and
cgA
PR
i
Tm
NT
® $3
all
the
time
or
suffer
from
the
feeling
that
= -] 2%
enn
that Europe's need of our grain is greater
—
RIS
ATI
ARUN
ressed them all! Ie used to take me with
Lo
hs
Tem
=
R
VIEW
UF
CAR
J
Ai
than. its business inén ‘are willing to con- wisdom or. entertainment is going ‘to him in his journeys up and down thé fexrpito-«
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S TANDARDME MORIAL PORTRAIT.
LINE AND STIPPLE
STEEL ENGRAVING.
This portrait has-been produced at a cost of
500, from the original Paintin,
by Romney, in
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Pond’s Extract
use, isa preventive

rule that
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everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

tions, its eifect is simply wonderful.

ago

time.”
“It’s lucky foah you, white man, dat
de. gineral ain’t at home.”
* What general?’
Af Gineral Dollypimple; of de Galbeston divishun of de .grand army of occupation of
Mezzico.
You
is .foolin’
wid
a cyclone,
chile.”—Galveston News.

with her are anxiotis to learn about the peculiar institution, and what the feelings of
so gentle.and refined a lady must be. toward Mormon prin¢iples and practice.
In the first place, while abhorring their

polygamous doctrines and practices, she
has no animosity toward those among
whom she has grown up. Her mother
-was.the seventh wifs..of -Brigham--Y.oung,.
and was an elegant and fashignable wom-
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was horn and reared in Brigham Young's
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to meet serious cases, contains all the curative
Jroperies of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syringe
nvaluable for use in catarrhal affections, is simple
and unexpaasive.

and), to use her own expression, she feels
like a bird who feels for the first time that
it can use its wings beyond the confines of Lly rising and falling.
Of course all who meet
with a degree of egrnest

use, i 3 he
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stopped.
Our Nasal syringes @ cents) and In.
halers ($1.00) are great aids 1n arresting internal
1 eeding.
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suit against her father’s estate has
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cents) for use when removal of clothing 1s inconvenient, is a great help in relieving inflammatory
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50 | Plaste
.
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25 | Inhaler.
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* Never mind,” he replied. ¢ I’ll add two
"Toiles Soap (3Cks)
50 Nasal Syringe...
<5
more feet to it when I get in.”
Ointment..... Sasa
60 | Medicated saper
. The census of Arizona giyes a population of
«2 Prepared only by POND'S EXTRACT CO.
41,680, including 1,600 Chinese,
and 4,545
* NEW YORK AND LONDOX,
Indians, but excluding the reservation and
Tor sale by all Drugszists and Fasey Goods Dealens. |
Pueblo Indians; not taken in the census.
Ordery for $2 worth, carriage free, on receint of
-. Orderstor &5 worth, carriage free, oa receipb
Tommy went fishing, the other day, without [“§>
permission of his mother.
Next morning a of $5, if addressed to 41 W- 14th St., New York.
neighbor's
son met him, and asked : ¢ Did you
-catgh anything yesterday, Tommy?’
¢ Not
till I got home,” was the rather sad response.

church, but she” has® voluntarily forsaken
her early home and connections, and
inténds making her home in some
of the

States.
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Diphtheria & Sore Throat.

was about 37.— Burlington Hawkeye.

Dora Young, until two years ago,., was
never out of Salt Lake City. Until® two
years-ago she scarcely ever ‘saw
‘1 'except her school books and the

\

Painsin Back or Side, &c.

|

. Herbert Spenceris only 60 years old. We
don’t know how nor why, but: somehow or
other we always had the impression that he

est she excited in-the minds of observers
might have been unpleasantly intemsified.
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these distressing complaints as the Exuract. Our
Flaster is invaluable in these diseases, Lumbago,
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The midnight hush—soothing syrap.—Boston Transcript.
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A two-foot rule—Don’t wear tight shoes.
The watermelon is like a book. It isn’t red

Old ocean indulges. in'
wreck-creation.
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ESSING

By R. G. STAPLES, (Author of Gospe] Echoes) now ready.
Sunday Schools, Family
Worship, Prayer Meets

ed away Aug. 31st, at the age of 66 years. In
his death we as a church have lost a thoroughly good member.
Our benevolent causes shared in his interests and contributions.
Also the

A cheap country seat—a stump.

until it is opened.
-Stocking the fire

:

EA. LORENZO HOWARD was suddenly call- |.
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FACTS AND CURIOSITIES:
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Winnepisseo=

Age 87 years.

‘which are often perfect hells, and scenes:
of the most disgraceful quarrels.”—Inter
cean.
:
a

and any part of Lake

EST

Me.,

bave good evidence that he died a Christian.

ef-

won't work both ways.”
The compositor set
up—*“ It’s a great fain that ‘can’t wash black
mugs.”— Paper and Printing Trades Jour-

who

a

of Weld,

daughter in St. Johnsbury, Vt, Aug. 19, 1880.
Funeralat Sheffield, Vt., Aug. 21. Though,
not a member of Christ’s visible church, we

.““ There was an outward semblance of
goodwill, but in reality the Mormon wives

them sat on the floor.
ful.

Mormon

apostle, and one of the seven children

free

be without it. Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
H
+ No
phys-

her short elbow sleeves.
She was a ‘woman who would have
attracted
attention
anywher&by her pleasing appearance.
and
attractive manners.
Had it been generally known that this was Dora Young,
the

daughter

WATSON,

in Harrison.

with

setofl’' to good advantage by the rich lace of

favorite

VERSES are inadmissible,

it. Then there were plenty of servants. It. sion, and originally belonged with the church
pleasantly

Samp Oromd,

gee,

1s but just that-CASH should accompany the copy .

this large family?”
,
i
;
“Well, we generally
had a housekeeper,
but Sometimes one of the wives would do
was just like a hotel.”
‘“ Did the wives live
each other?”
.

295

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

us,”

- ‘“ Who took charge of and

:

sons who do not patrénize the Morning Star, it

The

house was just like a large hotel, and
had a school-room built ox purpose

on its public schools,

tion of his body. Man chéws tobacco or -ugecof language is fluent and shé expresses
gum or a piece of India rubber.simply herself with grdat accuracy, | corgectness

because he has Teeth
and a grinding pow-

his

:

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.

|

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the puplic. For the excess over

Rome spends two hundred thousand

elegant

of either chewing gum or tobacco, but it
should he so entirely at her ease
does seem one's privilege to call attention, .inharem,
general society.
Her manners are withto the fact that man is the only animal 1 | out the least shadew of self-consciousness,

will ever attempt to see how many miles
so commqn in‘other countries.
Asa race, it can walk withgut falling or dying, but
the French are extremely fond of pet, man will mark eut axring ard call in all

“cared for till they become

complexion

as

the definitions all be of this order it
would be necessary to confess that man is
as impressive as he is peculiar.
But men
of the Victor Hugo stamp, who are look-

". this would greatly enlarge the limits of template.

= The observing and experienced * Paris

a

hand—
hand—

“ Can I givemy son a college education at
home?’ asks a fond parent.
Certainly.
All
you want is a base-ball Guide, a racing shell
and a package of cigarettes.— Chicago
Trib:
une.
Mr. Budd asked her, ‘ Rose, wilt thou be
mine?” Rose answered; “1 am sorry it can
DOU Dgselll Tose can not be turned into a
ud.

‘Bible. . Until about that time she, was:.a
firm believer in the Mormon doctrines.
the animal that laughs, the animal that Now she regards tlie whole system as infa. Not only has
cries and the animal that hopes. Could mous beyond description.
Man his been variously

om, are compelled to utter some other
generalizations not so pleasant to con-

. court.

with

Her white hands displayed several

trouble. - A great many

But

occasion for such actions for divorce.

woman

‘At first I thought they were

MAN, THE

trenchant pen:
no
It is stated that no woman whose name
has appeared in a divorce court, whether
as.complain ant or otherwise, is allowed
to be present in the drawing-rooms of

ive looking

dressed in extremely good taste in a fash-

those

The New York™ Observer writes with a

cago hotels yesterday might have been
seen a particularly handsome and attract-

~ great beauty, abundant golden hair, and

his

Ah,” said the lady

ly, ¢“I can feel the touch of

or

white

Times,

Chi-

“Yes, sir, it's that eye.”
So
¢ Well, madam, that eye won't do: you
any harm.
It generally looks any way it
pleases—it gives me a great deal eof

madam—only a glass eye: . I hope you'll
The Christian Union :
:
excuse it. But, upon iy soul, I'm not
How to help those who are unable for: surprised that even a glass eye should
any reason to take care of themselves is feel interested in.so pretty:a “woman,”
one of the most difficult problems that and he brought his other eyé'to-bear up~eonfront the Christian.
The poor we al- on her in undisguised admiration. .
ways have with us, and apparently always
The lady laughingly accepted the exshall ; it is very ea®y to multiply poverty planation, and the rest of the journey was
in attempting to help the poor; and it bas
often happened historically that the most

principal

was a caress.

of

soft,

knew

‘When a man can’t keep his ead above
water, he may console himself by having a’
large flogting debt.
During a lesson on the life of King David, a
cldss of girls was asked,
Who
killed the
giant?” whereupon one replied, © Jack.”
:
‘‘ Yes,he may be a good scholar; and all
that, but'he can’t pass a beer saloon,” was
what ene. literary gentleman remarked of
another
on the street.
"Archbishop Gibbons (Roman Catholic), of
Baltimore, was once a boy in a grocery store
in New Orleans, where he was known as
Jimmy Gibbons.
[Y
F:
The turf is a great lottery.
Men with every
possible resource gain no honors upon if,
while others carry all before them.—A,
Y.

The

:

touch

and he had a beautiful,

Exhibition now drives

thing became unendurable, and she cried: grades, then must all admit that man is
pature’s greatest curiosity or absurdity.—
out to him fiercely: ‘Sir, why do you | Prof.
David Swingin Alliance.
|, look at me so persistently ? *
;
the fruit stands and seized 300 baskets of
——
Pm
ll
CL
* Me, madam; why; bless my soul !
rotten fruit.. Chicago "was just about I haven't been looking at you.” .
ready to brag that it was the greatest city , “You have, sir—for a half hour or BRIGHAM YOUNG'S PET DAUGHTER.
in the country—on eating rotien fruit.
more your eye has been absolutely riveted
on my face.”

Every

ever

The Boston custom-house received $1,690.
4806 in duties during July, a gain of $217,715
over July, 1879.
LJ
|: An Tthaca little’ girl’ describes an. elephant
as {* that thing what kicks up with his nose.”
“The gréat Corliss engine of the Centennial

was sadly crippled on Monday
by the
Chicago Health Department, whieh raided

[3

of.

I

Burlington Hawkeye.

forng:
of

can

heard

person

originated the remark, * All that glitters is |,

sour for any use, the husband ab%olutely
cried with remorsej-that he had ever himan

magnetic

not cold”
- ~The last census shows that Rhode Island is
entitled to another alderman in both wards.—

hot as—and that the biscuit were too d—d
such

most

Dr. Ambrose Lawrence, of Boston, has an
embalmed Egyptian asp 8,000 years old.
The fellow who picked up the hot penny

coffee or hot weather or slow servants
might afford opportunity. 1. was a hold
plan, but it is said to have cured the wicked husband ; for when his elegant wife remarked to one of the ladies that the tea was

self used

%s,
@bituaries,

what I've got for. my daughter
Dora.
Won't we have a nice time?" He was the

21,900, against 9,276 in 1870.

without curing. the masculine offender,
eyes was restless, excited, and roving in |
story-itself
may serve to show that
all directions. The other, fixed and stony, -yet-the
man as an animal that swears is a mournfastened “on her with an _undeviating ful
curiosity. When, as is often the case,
stare. She turned her head away, but it all these
peculiarities meet in the same
intercepted her vision. She tried to hide
behind a paper, but She felt that cruel eye person, and we have a personage who
piercing through the screen and creéping will at one and the same time drench a
floor, with his tobacco juice and make
with a stony look all over her features. car air
in the car,already bad asit can well
It seemed to be picking them up one by | the
be, reverberate witk oaths of all sizes and

AT THE PAPERS.

the editorial
columns of the
Democrat, of the former city:

of his good qualities—thaf he was a ‘man

;

:
.'xi, and Pass,
#g't, Chicago, | : EFI.
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British Bankruftcy.

Fraudulent bankruptcy has
lin

roportions

in

the

assumed

‘business

D3

start- |

circles

parent

.

Ts
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at Hau Claire, Wis

The

elections in. Spain

his

opinion that

number in 1879 should have “been
5,000.

To

account

for

the

7.

;

[
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remaining

8,000

only

the insolvent debtor
usual proceedings of

receive a formal

a

discharge.

bankrupt

But

ligaidation

may conveniently get rid of his debts Without
- going inte bankruptcy and
without that
scrutiny into his affairs which is a part of

Amn

bankruptcy proceedings: He simply files a
petition for liquidation, calls a meeting of his
creditors and makes a general statement of his
affairs. - A majority of the creditors may decide in favor of liquidation by composition - or
liquidation Dy arrangement.
In the former
"" ease their action has to be submitted to a second meeting.
Ifa majority of the creditors
then vote again to accept a composition in sat-

the

insol-

affording such

abundant

facilities

should prove to be a hothouse

of the

for

Hugo; Whittier,

Einpe-

Mr. E. M. Monroe,

Sun, is now
the Harpers,

a

Par-

liament is opened, prorogued or dissolved, is
usually considered a formal affair, but not just-»
ly. Parliament was yesterday [Tuesday] prorogued to November 24, and the royal speech
reviews the doings of “the past” Session “in a

manner which deserves critical

atcention.

It

. isnot necessary to remark that its statements
and terms are weighed with care. The slight
attention.'usually bestowed by the general
reader to such documents results, possibly,
from the fact that he is accustomed to flat superlatives and that he likes excitement in its

least indirect efficiency.

The Queen reports an

improvement of the English harvest, much improvement in Ireland, the early retirement of
- her forces from Afghanistan, and the practical
abandonment of the South African confedera-

tien-scheme in which Mr, Froude and Sir Bar“tle Frere were concerned. But the most imDortant passage is that which relates to Tur-ykey.

The latter power is informed that the
ty of Berlin will be executed, and that the
powers are united ‘on \this point.
Turkey,
therefore, will have to yield, either with what
grace it can, or to that force which will eventually be brought to bear upon it. The Queen’s
speech reports fair progress; it should satisfy
the world at large, and it should gratify the
country to whose representatives it is ad-

dressed.— Boston Advertiser.

Reduction of the Public Debt.
The enormous reduction of the public

debt

_in August, $12,027,167.60, deserves - speci] attentiow, although it has been surpassed twice
during the calendar year=in May end, ih

March.

In spite of a reduétion Wholly unprec-.

edeénted, amounting to

$60,626,200.56

first half of the

which

year,

has

for

the

not

been

equalled in either half of any other year in our

history, the Treasury is enabled to exceed
$:2,000,000-again in August. During eight
months of the year ‘the reduction has been
$87,229,430.56.
The cash in the Treasury has
diminished since July over $2,000,000, and the
-certificates of deposit for currency have dimin-

the

university

a graduate

of

of

editing
:

the

Young
:

which

i many

People for
Se

Official figures of the populaticn of the. Dis-

has

been

constantly

decreasing

‘Russia and

for

increase.—

England.

The engineers of the tunnel under the River
%

{

ville, Ky., - were
loss of $350,000.

'

burned
Cg

Friday,

The election of ‘General

entailing

Gonzales

to

by. the

a |

the

Snider and Krupp make,

a force

and

Enfield,
of

163

Russian officers has been distributed. through
Bulgaria to deliver the arms and ammunition.
The Russian Government
says that
nothing to do with the business, as the

1ians bought the outfit which

Russia

it has
Bulga-

offered

for sale. It appears, however, that the price
was very low, and the payment has been extended over a very long series of years. The
. Xinglish are beginning to believe that this Russian practice of selling arms at low prices and
on long credit to people who are likely to use
them against England .is what
Americans
would call played out.—S¢. Louis Globe-Dem-

ocrat.
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track and
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story about the Scotch people as

to
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to

eat
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dispute it;

dis-

on the road.

It kind of turns’

Dead-

within

manner similar to the supply of a lst nail

with somé eight"
white fish and

hard bréad, and mone of us— dogs nor anyhody—
but came straight up to every meal, every time,
and took our full rations. But I am kind of going
off the track I laid down. People in this country

only cookitheir fishin four waye--they boil, fry,bake
The boiling, baking and broiling they

fish, and

Lard gives &

butter does, for that matter,

too,. Taking oil and butter together as to cost, oil,

| good that way. There ia kind oi’ prejudicé against

engineer, of

‘this country, murdered by robbers in Mexico,

cold fisb—just as if you couldn’t eat it under the
same conditions as beef. I noticed ‘that the Duke

aged about forty-five. and a native of Vermont.

of Argydl, who must be a right down: practical
swell, writes about cooking fish’ with vegetables,

He served through the
corps,
later EE

near.
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ities of the occasion will take place
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something our people know

engaged by
1 && Rio Grande rai
the firm of Palmer &
thas tn surveying
also been
railroad routes. His wife ae Smpanied him to
= ©.
teh says the Mexico, and has not yet retuned.
have | A large number of laborers have ‘heén |

at

brought to Denver, Col.,. from the Eastern
States and Canada this seffson to work on the
various railroad extensions, of which there are.

nine in

progress,

yot the.work

‘in

delayed

by

scarcity OP Tabor. the Denver & Rio Grande
company
alone requiring st least 5,000 ‘more
Pe

v

LVR
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1

just

of those false notions

nothing
which

about.

It’s

our ,poople

ought to get over. Don’t you all of you eat codfish with potatoes?

What's to prevent yourcook-

ing bass, or meny-otherkinds
of fish, with yegetables? Just take your fish, not a bony one, put

parsley with it, lice your potatoes, and a ‘few
herbs to it, and, having some sweet oil in your
| pan all hot, tumble in the whole concern, and as

it is cooking shake it. That's the Italian way,and
many fs'the good meal 1 have taken as a sailor off
ofit in the poorer class of Genoa eating-houses,

~and dincd bettAr'than
my captaii.

for

handle the fish at all.
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corn before frost comes.

To protect
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Production pays belter than politics.
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have used it ; it has become a favorite with all classes,and

J.C. Woodward of
his erop of wheat, of 3,000

IT

wherever introduced has superseded all other treat-ments. In short, such is its intrinsic merit and superi

:

od

Fayetté Co., Ky., has sold
bushels, at 91 ‘cents per

Improved 1879:

IS STRONGLY

‘We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
ab
tive
from many p
of high hh.
intel, |
ligence
and responsibility. Our book, “How
a Life was

Saved,”
giving the history of this new discovery,anda *
large record of most.remarkablé
cures, sent free. Write .
for it.
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‘
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RACKLEY,
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Boston Produce
erchants and, dealers, in
|. eggs, beans, dried apples,
eh Market, Boston.
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37 Bouleyard® Haussinann, Paris, France:
35 Barclay St, & 40 Park Place, N.Y.
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MARKETS.

Begoried by HILTON BROS

“ MANUFACTORIES AND SALESROOMS:

for DAYS
rbaYa

Dover, N. H.

DYE.

114 & 116 Southampton Row, Londdn.

long standing,
$3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,
°
DAY KIDNEY PAD 00., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Sold by B. F.

4A

Sold by all Druggists, $1.25 Per Bottle.

DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or
will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receiptof their
price:
Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of

«7%

NOT

gray hair to its youthful celor and lustrous beauty, and induce luxuriant growth, and its occasion:
al use is all that is needed to preserve it in its
highest pefection and beauty:
DANDRUFF is
quickly and permanently removed,
°

ENDORSED!

the afflicted to warn them.
SIDNEY
PIC, ad take mo other, =
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: Fret
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for Boysand Girls
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A NEW IN-

v
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Jus patented.
for them,

-

ret and
andScroll Sawing, Turniogs.

ling, Grinding. Polishing
BoE
Orion
88 io S00
Send 8
and address

pe EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass.

Report.
& CO., Commission

wal: Instructions
ih atthe ow Hop.

‘butter, cheese dnd
&c. Cellar No 3
3
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Bondfor ciroulars,

Saturday, Sept. 11, 1880,
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FLOUR. The market for some time past has
been more Active, but the demand has not been
general. While some brands have sold freely,
others are somewhat noglecten; The demand has
in.
$2.00 per year, if paid strictly
TERMS:
run sncipally on medium winter wheats from
advanees aa if paid within the first ry
a 85
bbl, and considerable sales have
ays, an
not.
="
Hi
en made at these ignres. Choice winter wheat,
t or 25 cents Fevelved we will send the Star
Illinois and St. Louis, are well sold up at $6 gt 25,
ree months on trial.
Ee
4
buy it is dificult to get over $8, except for a few
Cows should be milked atledst twice each day, favorite
Each subscriber will please notiee the date
and well known brands.
Spring wheat
and at regular hours. The strippings contain ‘Patents
aye rather dull. Dealers are anxious to | of payment on the +jabe} of his paper, and not
most of the cream, or butter, and this a poor, work up old stocks before new comes forward to"
ow it to
Ars.
any ex
‘and in some instances concessions of
milker rarely obtains.
:
it
] he Star ig Bon discontinued when the time
12}
@ 250¥ bbl have been made. Some lots from
expires for whichit is paid unless persons Je
haw and half old wheat haye been received,
The pride of the farmer should be in his fields.
3
a
or
two
the
market
will
be
better
|
4 uest it; and it is discontinued when it
Inf their beauty, in their order, in their product he
mpre than one jean “arrears, after .due
ter wheat Patents have been in
been
should place the gratification of his humble and
demand. Minnesota bakers extrgs sre scarce ‘notice and time shal have been gen. hs
honorable ambition,
.
hed
and prices are nominal, but the extreme high figREMITTANCES
. must,be made in
r

All tools going out of usé for the geason should

be, put away mi a whole and bright condition,
Teach the boys the habit. of cleaning shovels,
hoes and-euitivator teeth.
°

In the State
of New York there ave over 8,000
acres of land devoted to raising. .ppas- and beans
for seed, fifty acres to flower seeds and nearly
800ncres of vegetable seeds. V
i
5.x
The Swiss are thrifty farmers.
{

‘Every

available

ures-obtained

S

A

for some months are not likely to |

or in 8

be realized for the new supplies now near at hand. | ey-orders or bank-checks if possible,
The sales of piven spring wheats have been at | registered letter and at our risk snd expense.
a ‘writing to this office, persons will please
6:00'@
$8 26 ¥ bbl, and leading brands are now
nl] at 8% @ $8 26. Por wome brands a shght ad8i ate thei» STATE, as (well as town, an

vance on $8 25 is asked, but this may be consider-

address’ when they .
oth the old and.new
direction of their paper.

|. ae

hE si ary isu 1at 3 1100
0 wi | Cir hie for insertionLLoughttobel
LA! Soman over Land communicationsthe doth

ed an outajde

price foc the

Tn ; 7a hot «I
In

best

patents.

Winter

8t, Louis and. Illinoiswinter

|

[

Fndiana winter wheats, range

Sa

om)

ris

.

wheats tha sales lave been at. $550 a $6 25 ¥ bbl,a_ |: here on Baturduy
Address
fow fayorite,and well known “brands Lk selling” |i

from.$6 16 @ $625.

3 |

* It requires only a few applications to restor

ority, that it is now the only‘recognized reliable remedy,

States is estimat-

ed at 500,000,000 bushels for the present season.
run to waste.

;

The nature of the great improvement is
in its wonderful life-giving properties to
| aded or falling hair] and
MORE
CHANGING GRAY
OR
QUICKLY
WHITE HAIR to its natural youthful:
| COLOR and BEAUTY.

should

for fertiliz-

IS. PERFECTION.

A Noble Record: near Half a Century:

Established 1832.

be cleared out and new ones opened where re-

barnyardto

@ 9c ¥ b.

OFTHE

comfortably-fitting

Many a farmer pays out large sums

firm tone,

Western at -8%

_Admiration

have]

harness as much as he does a properly-fitting

ers, while he allows those of his own

The market sustains a very

“

un.

still be sown with hopéof a good crop.

quired.
3
The wheat crop of the Upited

@

Some choice small sized command 11%

with sales of City and

Red-top, Stragdegved and other flat tarnips may |

“shoe.
:
:
If bottom lands are (xy enouzh, ditches

¥

with. sales of City and Western mo-tiy at’ $103

picnic lately held at Port Stanley, Canada.

a

050

mess ni

extra

mess and

$10 50; and extra plate at #11. @ $11504 bb). .
SMOKED Hams. There has been a fair demand

is growing in Kansas, every

appreciates

dudl at $18

Rye straw, 16.

West, and the market heré ds steady at 816.25 @
£16 50 ¥ bbl. Boston clear and backs are firm at
J
$19 @ 20 ¥ bbl, with a good demand.
BEEF. Market steady, with a moderate demand.

"Clear-up swamps and lowlands. Grub up brier
roots and stumps, and when dry burn.
About 15,000° people attended a great Grange

© A” ‘horse

¥

=
a
@ $20 ¥ ton.
There continues to be a fiir jobGRASS SEED.
bing trade io Timothy and Red Top, but np. large
movement of importanee.
Meds Pork continues very firm in the»
PORK.

es-

“Apples are so abundant that it will only pay
market those of the best quality.
;

43 0

supply, are

there is a tair

quiet at 815 @ 17 ¥ ton.

.

Scatter turnip eed wherever a crop will
They will make a good fall feed.

17 @..
wall @18Y

dinary grades, of which

8 that he makes a somewhat larger profit on the
purious article.
|, a6
SEABURY & JOHNSON.

dnd

feeding,

@§ 18

«7.8 114
AT 817%

HAY AND STRAW. Choice Old Hay coutinues
scarce and wanted, with sales at 20 4 221 ¥ ton.
ton. Or
Choice new Hay commands $18 @ 810

:

ladies’ frizzes.

Never water a horse directly

weddl

1m large supPeurs are
PEARS, PLUMS, &c.
ly, with sales of good eating at $2 & #3 50 ¥ bu.
lums arefplentiful, and range fiom 81 a $150 ¢
Grapes are in large. supply, with
hait bu. erate.
snles of Delawares at $325 @ $37) # crate of 2¢boxes; and 6.8 Sc ¥ Bb in bulk. Contwo pound
y
cords are sellingat 4 @ Sc ¥® Bb.
New York honey has been selling in
HONEY.
small lots at I8 & 20c ¥ It, in the comb. Stramed
honey is dull and’ nominal.
on

ler similar sounding names.
:

3

dozen.....

York and Vermont.
0 vee

see that the word CAPCINE on the label off

in

where

of steers are precerved

material

Norbols Sweets at $275, and Jerseys at
:
yf,

YIvAy,

salt than
’

world

su-

Coughs,

TT BENSONW®_
CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER

j

' Melons ripen best if they are turned occasionally.
Gather cucumbers for pickles every. alternate °
day.
:

slovenliness pays.
InTexas the tails

any

Goodto choice

been in fair demand at $1
@ $1 50 ¥ bu, including choice hand picked at the. outside price.
low Eyes are dull and lower, and $210.4 $220 ¥
bu is the highest that can be -obtamed for large
lots. New crop are beginning to arrive.
«
POTATOES. With-large receipts there has been
“a declining tendency and the market closes dul}

BEWARE Of FRAUD

laa

( From the Christian at Work.)

more

make

feeling in Pen

Your ** Kidoey-Wort
acts
like a charm.
Please send me two packages on receiptof this,
and oblige
Yours truly,
1.. FRASER.
7 ty

Hop picking will soon be in order.

than

| Eastern&

SALEM, N. Y., Sept. 26th, 1879.

WrLLS, Ricnarpson & Co.,

Joie

chedper ia summer

to

rates.

New York and Vermont at 17 & 17 cpl BE. Island
and Canada at 17 @ 17%¢; and
Western
at 15
16}5¢ & dozen.
The ‘market closes quiet an
steady.
We quote :—
re
:

EER
LYMAN T. ABELL.
.
NORTH ACTON, ME., Mufch 5th, 1379.
MESSRS. WELLS, RICHARDSON &CO..
Dear Sirs—We have used Kidney-Wort in
our
family
with
very satisfactory results.
I bave tdken it myself for gravel and find tha
it" “h¥8 benefited me rhore than’ anything i
have ever taken.
I recommend-itto all,
~
x
JAMES F. REED.

FARM AND GARDEN BREVITIES.

Pork can be made

free

Cotigh SFriup Has been before
the pubof

sed

prévious

EGGS. There has been an improved demand
and prices are }c ¥ dozen higher. Sales of East.
ern at”l7 @ 18c, the outside for strictly fresh’ lots:

Ar

taste,

iverpool, but the stock here is small and

und unsettled.
For the best Houlton stock 33e is
an extreme price, and Maine Central Rose can nos
A_BOON TO HOUSEKEEPERS.
Washing day and | be quoted over 50¢
bu. Northern Rose have
house-cleaning-time lose half their terrors when
been selling at 45 @ H0e.
Some lots are arriving in
©
S
bid condition and sell lower than our quotations.
the thrifty housekeeper uses James Pyle’s PEARLNatives
are
selling
at
®1
50
INE.
@ $1 75 ¥ bbl.
Sales of
RE
37

3-0-6
Lan 4

Make war upon all'bushes, briars and the like.

by expess.”

ES

13¢. Inferior lots range from 10 @ lle, but. very
ike on the market can be bought ; under 113 #3;

Colds, Influenza and all Pulmonary Complaints.

The scales of fishes are di.

winter.
Cows and cattle at pasture néed
on dry hay.

three jars

perior to all other articles for the cure

siz—cycloid, from: the Greek eidos, resemblance
and cyclos,
the circle ; etenold, from ctenis, a rake;
genoid, from ganos, brilliancy and placoid, from

Select seed

me

at $17 @

factory has beén selling at 12 @ 13¢ ¥ Bb, and
though
some holders still hold fine brands at. 13%
8 13!5¢,4ve can not quote the selling
rate above

to find forthe purpose intend:

lic for years, and is pronounced by thousands

vided into four classes, which are termed by Agas-

|

sena

n

holders are not dis

concession from

Discoveries by Accident.
:
The fact that many of the most valuable discoveries have been the resujt of chance rather than of
design or contemplation)
is again illustrated in
DAY’S KIDNEY PAD.

in the

plaz,
a fiat level sarface.—N.Y. Herald.

able

3

have
All kinds of Feed are firmBieandsales
in steady

by

¢ivil

7

filly per

been

ay

buyers do not respon: freely,
pre trade is. not SAliSHs ton:
Good: to choice
New York and Vermont dairy lots have been
sell
ing at 25 @ 28¢# Ib, bat it has been hard
to ot
over 27, except for fresh made fancy
Jots.
Franklin County lots are held at’ 3
ing
29¢,
and©
holders refuse to take less, as that no more
than
covers first cost and expenses. Common
to
fair
lots are quoted from 20° @ 24c¥ 1, but as this
zrade comes jato competition with] manufact
ured
compounds, it is hard
to sell much except at concessions.
Choice creameéries have been selling
freely at 28 @ 29¢ ¥ 1b, and at the close are quoted
up to-30¢. Lavile packed Western is quoted ail
the way from 17 a 23¢
1b, but very litile is offering under 20c.
The best brands fave heen selling
freelyat 22 g Sc, and ffresh arrivals will probablygo higher. - Dairy packed Western continues
io light receipt, and choice lots
command
23 @ 25¢ > ¥ Ib. - We advance best readily
grades a” cent a.
pound, but the market closes with a slow teade.
. CHEESE.
The market has been a shade easier,
io Sym athy with the lower rates in the country

New

“human being.
Glands are situated under the so:
called lateral line and on the head of the fish, and
from them a sort of varnish of mucus is perspired
without which fish can not Jive long.
When from

depends upon its size, age and form.

twang to

by

and are for sale by all druggists. —Advertizer,

sociates of a vegetable or animal parasitic or devouring nature.
If one be lost it is supplied in a

Bay country me‘and my mate,

udice that good oil has a taste to it.

better

2

Middlings at $18 @ $20 ¥ ton as to on Meg 18; wid
BUTTER.
Our market sustains a firm tone at
a
further advance in
prices, owing to thé high cost
in the country, but

from nausea or griping.
Smith's Medicated
Prunes-are a certain’ cure for Constipation and
Biliousnes. They are prescribed by physicians,

of defendingit from its enemni¢s’in the way.of as.

country reporting a large increase.y wi
The amount of food consumed by any

better if they would add just a few things to the
water they boil their fish in. A spoonful of vinegar is a mighty help, and keeps the fish firmer;
and if an onion and a bunch of parsley is thrown
in, the flavor is increased. Of course, everybody
knows that you must put your. fish in_cold water,
and let it simmer, not boil. No instructions is
necessary about boiling fish, but as to frying, a
deal has to be learned. You never can have good
fried fishuntil you use sweet oil. It 18 a false prej-

Bis-

and

:

Saxe
market A

.| demand. The sales ot Shorts have been
$17 5082 ton; Fine Feed at $1750

gp

In It.”

laxative and cathartic, pleasant to the

the flesh, where

day and never get tired of it. Being somewhat of
a traveler, I can say that, once in the Hudson

broil.

RL EAE

quiet ‘an
bu. aoa

been small at90 @ 95¢

pound Oxygen!’
So writes ome of our patients.
Our Treatise’ on Compound Oxygen,
containing
a record of many
remarkable
cures, sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109
and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa, .

to

ed. Please

pecially

else but

EN

¢

44c, generally held at the Jatter rate; and
mixed and No. Swhite at 41 @ 42¢ ¥ bush. .No. 3.
YE.
e market is
FEED.

Iam better than I have

drovers have a habit of thumping at the hindmost

ing such @eud salmon as used to be found floating
round, as have gone up from natural death. But
ifthe yarn is true, I think it rather arose from the.
fact thatno man can eat salmon every day in the

nothing

Cherry

months,
My cough is nothing to what it used
to be; scareedy notice it. Go-te bed at night,
and scarcely cough once before I am asleep,
and - scarcely. awake
until broad
daylight.

Dave ever been

sold to make

on

Wild

50;

mixed is held at.58¢ # pu, from

2636

an

would have offered-for them in & eool state. Some

but it never has been exactly proved to be so. It
‘seems that if objections was raisedit was to eat-

do pretty well. The first they might do a/deal sight

tle Missouri, reports10,000 buffaloes between the
Northern

some

fellow
1m that

and

marck,(Dak. , from the head waters of the Litwood. The Indians have driven
the limits of civilizatien.

was

mos} sickening things in the world.
No
ever writes about salmon without lugging

doys, lived

the

lected for railroad commissioners were James
E. French, Charles A. Smith and Edward.J.
Tenney.
:

end of the

water

agin him. Now, with white-fish that ain’t the
case. A manmay have to eat white fish every

American

Penneth, just arrived at

itup for

week without being sick of it.

of

The Hon. Charles H. Bell, of Exeter, was
|, Tuesday neminated for Governor by the New
Hampshire Republicans. The candidates se-

H.

in the provinces just showed me” that a

salmon more nor once a week.

Review he will state the advantages of electricity over
gas, and, explain how the new,
light is to be introduced.
a #1

Joseph

6ught

believe in this story that it 1s hard

solved
In

a salmon

you keep

; London, Liverpool, Alexandria and Aboukir,
‘have suspended payment in consequence of
the discovery of irregularities in their Alexandria business. Their liabilities are stated at

the

Ihave heard it disputed whether

The flesh was just as red and curdy, and of better
flavor.
But, after all, -an entire salmon feed, if

t

&

keep.

better eatmg than a fish that bad died slowly.

August,29, was well known in railroad circles,

ch ne§

cent.

FISH SOALES.

they

and don’t

as he was.out of the

cg

‘ Lungs feel easier

The scales of a fish are for the purpose probably

lobsters

before

as are "dead

turn out thin,

salnfon killed just

strike at East Worcestershire and Straffordshire, England, against a further reduction of

Fragopulo, Agelasto

up

put

as

Canners

watery

fishing

' Twenty-eight thousand nail-makers aré.qn a
wages.

things.

of

. “Something Wonderful

animal i§ slaughtered—the mark receiving the ap-

and

to be bled or killed just as it’s caught, but a month’s

“ Dr.” John Buchanan, the bogus diploma
dealer, who, it was thought, committed suicide
by drowniug some weeks ago, was arrested at
St. Clair, Mich., on Thursday night, and will
be taken to Philadelphia:

~ William H, Greenwood,

on

J,

it is thumped, will bear a red mark after the

man

Webster

Balsam

: 8

A 1c bu high.
:
.
er han 8
0,
The receipt
ATS.
have been 172,500
bushels for the week, ous
con
”
taken about as fast as Supplies
i
rg
A is
steady and firm.
The sales of No. 1 and extra
white have been at 45 @ 48c; No. 2
white at 43 =:

Sutely there is*omething wonderful in” Com-

enter the market with their beasts

beastof ‘the Tot with ‘a’Stick While

chowder
feeds offered, but they ain’tno good.
There i¥ no sabeabout ’em.
I don’t mean a clam-

are cooked

from the wreck

Wistar’'s.

of the writers thereof.”

will

like

state, imagining that they then

travel out of their

and

and fine

manufactured to order, are ¢ Bona Fide,” and
have attached date, time, place and signature

to the

they reach their destination ;' while others

Jerry

that

color

the York Daily, York, Pa.: ¢ The testimoni‘als in possession of H. H. Warner & Co., proprietors of Warner's Safe Remedies, are not

probably get chilled and have a staring coat when

Warrenner's hotel at Springfield is

! the

white

Ly

whare ls 3 fl sady demand for

very firm for €orn and prices

The following is taken from the columns’ of

again, drive smartly along for some distance, and
then rest

W elon supérfine at $325

te4

HH

are higher, wih
les
id
yellow pase
andnd Yeo
n
pies SRO: and bigy
The
To arrive prices’ continne %. oo
keep aLup ie

It is

“BONA FIBRE."

Those

some care

"Returns Tuesday morning indicate the probe colliery explosion of Wednesday morning. at §1 a bottle for a quart, is just as cheap as but- bushel.
;
3
ta
5
able election of the Democratic’ candidate for ' Thus far only sixty-six bodies have been recoy- ter. The reason why it is better to fry in.is beThe Missouri River has cut off about a thousand
ered. The exploration
for the victims. i is cause you can get’ up a better heat with the' oil.
Governor in Maine, and two Democratic Con:
acres of land (rom Kansas and udded it to the
réatly retarded by the prevalence of fires
gresbmen, The Legislature will be close.”
gi middle and Tower séams, which it is id 4 But what wantto- write about is this, that there State of Missouri,
:
;
ever so many ways of cooking fish outside of boildifficult
to
extinguish.
”
- An unoccupied summer residence ‘helonging
Mr. G. S. Hill of Hillsborough, Col.; has sheared,
ing, byoiling, baking and frying. People ought to
to Professor Alexander Agassiz of Cambridge,
Returns from 220 towns in Vermont / show know that fish can be stewed. If a fish,as ina a'flock of 2,400 sheep, which averaged a trifle over
.
re
;
near Castle Hill, Newport, R. I., was destroy- the Republican majority for, Governor .to be chowder, makes a good soup, why can’t it be 12 pounds per head.
Lynn, Mass., has a pear cree that 1s “covered on
' “eddby fire, Sunday morning. Loss about $20, 26,676. The remaining towns to He heard stewed? Now you just take a cod. You. have'
"000; insured.——The _gbvernment has disposed from will increase this majority a few hun. ‘been eating.it boiled all your life, Next time you one side with ripening fruit, while the opposite
dred.
As far as heard “from the Republican
sideis covered with blossoms.
:
2:0 over 8,000,000 acres of public lands during majority
in the first Congressjonal district: is see a good five-pound fish of a Friday,you stew it,
A tract of 50,000 acres of land has been bought
"the past fiscal year.-—The Hon. Marshall O. 7,067,/in the second 8,445, and in the third somethingin this way: Cut it mn slices, and sea,
Roberts died at Saratoga, N. Y., on Saturday 4,361. The Legislature will stand 192 Repub- son it with salt and pepper. Boil your head in, say, on the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad for a
a
a pint of water. Strain that water,and add just half colony from Belfast, Ireland.
morning, aged sixty-six years.——dJoseph Tap- licuns, 16 Democrats and 1 Greenbacker.
of
it
to
your
fish.
‘Take
the
juice
of
a
lemon,and
a
hit
"Thin
spots
in
"grass
fields
sow
with
grass
. son, formerly secretary of the Metropolitan
The President, on his tour to the Pacific of batter as big as a walnut, which you have mix- and scratch thiem in witlr a harrow, and giveseeda
Railway Company’s Provident Savings Bank coast, reached San Francisco, Thursday after- "ed with a teaspoonful of- flour; stir that in, and light
dressing with some fine manure.
7
_ of London, England, was arrested in Philadel. | noon, and was enthnsiastically welcomed to add to that three blades of mace. If oysters
are in
Rice is, becoming one of the most fmportant
the
eity.
At
Oakland
the
party
attended
the
phis on’ Saturday night on the charge of approseason, put in a dozen: season with salt and pep-:
hh se adiaission of a brhia into per. Cook it slowly for twenty minutes. Nothing crops planted in South-western Georgia. The,
priating at different times during the past four t! ration
rains have given it a splendid start, and'a very
nion,
Pres
cretary hamsey,
or five years sums of money belonging to de- General Sherman and others making speeches nard nor expensive about that,is there ¢ You might large crop’ is expected,
bir
not
fancy
to
eat
it
cold
in
summer,
but
it
is
just
as
on the oecasion.
peti
woe
:
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Have

animals.
Jennings says
some drovers
like to
proceed upon the road quietly, slowly, but surely,
and to reach market in a placid, cool state. Others,

caught

invld

Kansas.

tended nostrils, loose bowels, and reeking bodies’
———
ll
are no recommendations to a ‘purchaser. Good
Capt . Thes. Ward, of 1st U.S. Artillery,
Judges are shy of purchasing cattle in a heated
gtate, because they do not know bow long they
writes from
Fort Independence,
Boston Harmay have beenin ‘it; and to cover any risk, . will -bor, “Some time ago I purchased a jar of Smith’s
give at least five dollars a head below what they
Medicated Prunes.
They are the best medicine I

York Temes.) 7
beginning -of things,

used to have.

of all such

of the steamship City of Vera Cruz are known
to have been landed at Titusville, Florida, on

as of a clear

in

Wiseongin

-CORN. The receipts of Corn
been 411,550 bushels, and the
HR
time have been, 485,339 bushels
.
The

always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints;
,50 cents and $1 a bottle.
;

frozen

propriate name of bloodburn—and the flesh thus.
affected will not take on salt, and is apt t 0 putrify.
—American Rural Home.
a

know that, and lobsters

It is now believed that between 130 and 140
miners perished by. the, Seaham
(England)

®

amounts,

chowder meal.
To couk a soft clam or a hard one
in the right way, with the ‘green corn, you ‘can’t

The crew are safe at St, Johns, sN.
!
>

sas

of the

but then you-must remember

chowder, the soup all alone, but the different kinds
| of things that go to make-up a regular out-and-out

oppo-

recent discoweries

a

fount
§ atof $2 the45 advance
¥ Dbl.
in Corn. Hak
Sales os a 400
b
RYE FLOUR. The sales of Rye Flour have
contitied to small lots At $160 1 $5 20
Rave been
Mo
i a Steadyut §fomand $650
for Oat
bb) for aapaL:
commonhers
and oon
por

Natural lime, occurring in large beds, is report:

The

and he got it all 'to boil with beer; then he cuta
fonr-pound fresh cod in slices, and put-it in with

boil them together, nor just steam them, theyA fire at St. Beat, a town of one" thousand
must be buried in a pot with hot stones and seainhabitants in upper Garrone,
France,
destroyed thirty-two houses, Friday, rendering | weed, so as to get the flavor, . But to come back to
ol the fish, It sééms kind of* cruel to put & live
over one hundred people homeless,
Lot
An Anchog line steamer, Anglia, from Boston lobster in a pot, orto fry a soft crab as is still
4 moving his feelers, but. sudden death is the law
for London, was run into:and sunk on the 6th

Fourteen more survivors

ad

feet long ; it took a force of 150 nien to raise it.It is watered by an artesian.well 2,150 feet deep.

pre-

they come out of the water rather than left to float
around and die by inches. A shad i¥ just one of
them fish that can’t live long out of water, for he
dies quick; but when1 was a boy, and used to
be round the fishermen on the Connetticut, ‘then

sliding ; but, oh, me

sition, and no revolution is now expected.

instant.
B:

¢

It hgs been found from analysis-that ten tonsof |'Corn ala

very bitter beer, just as strong as Bass’ Bitter beer

past the recollection of most men.
It used to be
a tumble-down kind of a place, with the floors &
sloping so as you had to prop the table-legs from

rs

:

Mexican presidency is conceded

of

60,000 rifles have been delivered at. Rustchuk,

takes sthe palm’ for

It is reported that the Florida orange crop | Fanny Elsler used
to say—and they ought to know
any cause the supply fails parasitic growths make
was ruined by the recent great storm in that | —that Jerry's was the only place in the
United
their appearance, and after them malignant’ ulState, the amaqunt of property destroyed being | States then where you could get a square meal.
.| cers, and finally death. Roach about spawning
estimated at $1,500,000.
‘
Ikmd of think that” New England people—
time are usually rongh and devoid of a plentiful
Two hundred Sioux Indiansssurrendeted at | as Boston for instance—keeps up the tradition of supply. Thié roughness is cansed by a sort of
| fish-cooking better than most any other place.
Fort Keogh oh the Sth instant n
loosening of the scales.
This soon after the dei What I do know is that south of Rhode Island a
posite of ova, however, subsides, and an abundFinzer Brothers’ tobacco ‘works in Louis- { a good clam-hake ain't possible, You
see lots of dance of the mucus makes it very unpleasant to,

been furnisling arms to the Bulgarians.

mostly chassepots, with some

sheet of | feet high are gréen to the very top:

This is a censurable practice, as

"Maybe Jerr

Ee

St. Lawrence, between Hochelaga and Lougueil, are daily at work on the surveys for the
location of the line, and are sanguine of suc-

_ Allittle speck of war hus arisen in the East $1,250,000.
growing eut of the discovery that Russia b
Mr.\Edison
Some

Takea

and he emptied them intd®a pot; he took a salted
Dutch herring and chopped it fine and an onion,

in

!

porgies for ‘instance, | from $5 2 @ $6; ANLONG tnd we

codfish soup. Good? Well it'was. Idon’t know texture, being readily converted into a plastic
if anybody will ever try it; buc this was the re- condition by the addition of sand and water.
ceipt. He took two bottles of Dantzic beer; it’s a:

Warrebner’s time—his order was to kill every
‘shad right off as wasto be servéd on bis table.

09,402 colored, 160,527 natives and 17,216 for-

cess,

ro,

45: Wedtam @ $6 78;

ought to be killed the minuteht’s caught. ‘Sporting
prints have kind of discussed this question. and

planked

are
and

:

—

to produce some valua- | $9 50 ¥ bbl. Minnesota KL:extras: are oid
they are not bad that way. . | foot of their land is8 made plop
and
were, instead of frying them just | ble crop. Some ofthe mountains many hundred
8 35°

queerest fish I ever eat, outside of raw fish in | ed among
described
J apan, was on'the Baltic, when a Fin made a beer-

all of them are in favor of fish being killed j ust as

Two soldiers of the 97th = British regiment,
of deposit has, increased
who preferred going to prison to remaining in.
August 2, to $20,339,849.33 ; ‘the service, took their belt buckles the other
still more encouraging that ‘day and smashed out over $1,000 worth of
owned by the Treasury,
glass in Halifax (N. 8.) stores and offices.
a

Womths, at length begins to
Tribune.

various

should say that every fish as a fisherman

by the Middlesex Club for the banquet which
they propose to give General Grant on the 6th
of October,
:
2
: :

eign born.

=

People | Of little fish in the market,

they are cheap.

come next, and after that the Norwegians.

ON THE COOKING OF FISH.

s

Harvard,

trict of Columbia, 177,638, of whom 83,594
males and 94,044 females, 115,236 ‘whites

——

1880. -

paring fish—from a squid to'a shark—the. Italians

and Domestic,

, (From the New
If I was to begin at the

ished $4.235,000. - Hence the currency
not, cov-

ered by certificates.
from $18,434,123.52
« September 1. It is
the store of gold

BD

an

It’s the Portuguese that

es

ghe eastern
half is gutted and

Buial

formerly of the Worcester Gazette and of the
Press of that city, latterly of the New York

British Parliament Prorogued,

Tm

H

fromto || and
cook it either
on a nicer
gridiron
in aserving
frying-pan,
small sugaras.much
beets, solid
weighing
pounds tons
éachof
and you have
a mnéh
way or of
fish. || contained
matter 11-3
as thirteen
h
d
5
tein
| pb
cooked
a
tend
li
fi
Ths his mony floats: Mints sel iid hi 2 cooked
eets, weighing 12 pounds
each.
cep
a
i
Xe tay of the ry touches | The largest barn. in the State of Illinois was
only given the pidin- sxiling-of Dei coORE-. raised a few weeks ago. Itis 54 feet wide, and 220 |

120 homeless

.

Some 400 standholders lost

there.

during the

at

Vermont.

a

fraud

The speech from the throne by which

of troops

threatens

Jf

' stroyed, and

Great preparations are being made at Boston

.

em

:

15,

80, to put a little science into it.

succeeds Prof. George A. Smyth: in the chair
of chemistry and physics

gravest

i

4them you

1

:

salt and pepper and let it cook for an‘hour; then
.when-it was done he poured in half ‘a bottle of
Manhattan market, which was opened in 1871 | vodki. When you took a ladleful of that, it just
was that strong that it took your breath atvay;
aud originally Cost $1,3000, is completely de-

-Prof. A. H. Sabin of the Ripon,(Wis.) college,

settlement is made by the debtor and one
proxy.’ It is not surprising that a system so
obviously loose as that of liquidation and one

abuses.

.

The loss by Wédnesday night’s fire in New
York was $1,500,000. The western half of the

ror’s'recent journey to Livadia.

ing need be called. In liquidation proceedings
the majority of the creditors may be and usually are. represented by proxies, «Sometimes

3

Starvation

for their lives.

ean

peasants and 40,000 troops

of the first meeting is final, as no second ‘meet-

that

;

ind other occupants were burned out. TwenWilliam H. Vanderbilt will be home in‘a ty-five brick and wooden buildings near by,
.| owned by the New York Central & Hudson
week or two, though his family are not expectRiver Railroad and occupied by baled hay and
ed to sail from England before October 7. .
straw commission merchants
were also destroyed,
with 40 freight cars loaded with ‘hay
The French government has: granted a suband straw.
The market, “the biggest ‘in the
sidy of $100,000 for the re-establishment of a .world,” has been an elephant on the hands of
line of steamers between Montreal and Havre.
the owners till recently, when it began to pay
and promised unusual prosperity.
The fire
The railway from St. Petersburg to Simpherwas probably incendiary.
RUA
opol was
watched night and day by 9,000

vent. In this case whatever property or assets he may surrender is handed over to a
trustee selected by the creditors. The action

the business.is so shrewdly @nafiaged

Tennyson,

of purchasing and depot’ commissionary

from his liabilities "by paying whatever may
be agreed upon.
Liquidation by arrangement

to

tens Mpetelot,

=

at last cob- | letter paper and butter it. ‘Wrap each fish in that’!

‘were obliged to -bury ‘the ‘body. close to’ the
house to savé’it frgim
beibg burned, and fee

:
threescore aud

passed

mos

as

as good

are

tly fry
But pki

.

families. |The loss is $200,000.
A young: man
named Tessier was Rrobably fatally burned.
In St. Theodore parigh the passage of the fire
was so rapid that in one case, wire a” corpse
was laid out in-a house ready
burial, they

city of
amount

4

isfaction of the debts due the debtor is released

is still more loose and favorable

~Jy

»

"ss

ruins, It is®xpected that the latter part avill
up, and the thermometer - was 38 degrees below
be repaired and ready for occupancy in 60
The pavy department has issued an order
zero.~— Bab, the Sea Cook.
days.
The
loss
on
the
market
building
is
forbidding United, States vessels to pay both
;
| $1,000,000; insurance $100,000,including Etna
pea
> >
* ¥
_coast and local pilots,
:
;
of Hartford $15,000, Hartford $10,000,
and |.
$5,000 apiece in. the Fire & Maring®
of this
DRIVING CATTLE TO MARKET.
Capt. W. A. Nash has been ordered to BosHartford. |
More care is given:to the.comfort of animals
ton to relieve Maj. Charles McClure inthe duties | city and Phenix & Orient of

by composition or arrangement is a novel preceeding peculiar to England by which a debtor

y

30 long.

A despatch from Pensacola, Fla., announces
the death of the wife of U. S. Senator Jones, of
that. State.
.
=
:

have

=

Laborers | which

2.50
than per
half day
the

.

The forest fires which swept through Upton,
P. Q.,burded over a space 15 miles wide and

Colored men were placed on the Grand Jury
for the first time in Louisville, Ky.

to $6,000,000.
Six poets who

-

SEPTEMBER

ed to oppose.the surrendér. It is also reported that the Turks and the Albanians had
an
‘engagement at Scutaria on Thursday.

has’

to have perished in the Seaham colliery.

BrowAting and Holmes,

and

A

oo

Sy

:

on Thurssoldiers arrived
Montenegro.
aay
It nk oe The
ho
a
Dulcigno. This movement creates great excitement, and the Albanian League has decid-

believed

" The destruction of properly in the
Manila by the recent earthquakes will

:

i

re

Scutaria to enforce the cession of Dulcigno

just been recorded as $853,524,326.
Fully 150 miners and 180 horses are

abgut 1,000 were cases of bankruptcy proper,
while 12,000 wete cases of liquidation by composition and arrangement.
As to these ‘remarkable features of the Ewvglish bankrupt
."1aw, the New York Herald gives a . clear ex- planation:
:
:
:
The statute now in force was passed in 1869.
It provides for—(1) bankruptcy;
(2) liquidation by composition;
(3) liquidation by ar‘rangement.
There is nothing peculiar about
the first feature.s To escape his pecuniary, liabankruptcy, be adjudicated

The: total valudtion of San Francisco

£

-

anal

:

:

A

STAR,

The Turkish government’ has

sailed with his wife for Europe.

the

less than

cases, we find that of the total of 13,000

bilitiesby bankruptcy
must go through the

MORNING

have ‘resulted in a | cluded to send five battalions:

of | Ministerial triumph.

* *'-from 3,651 in 1870, to about 13,000 in 1879. The
it as
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men than they-are able ‘to ‘secure.
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According
to : a recent report | ganonorari
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of the English Condroller of Bankruptey, the Indians in place of Ouray, lately decéased.
whole number of cases of insolvency has arisen | 4, ofessor Asa Grey, of Harvard, bas just
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